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(An Ernest Cline fan boy sequel.)  

  

  

  

  

  

The End.  

  

  

…and that was that.  

  

One minute I am riding alongside Sir Robin in the search of the virtual Holy Grail, coconuts 

eagerly clacking in hand, certain I am almost within arm's reach of Halliday’s billions -- the 

next minute, I am ejected from the game and deleted from the quest. What the frak?  

  

I sit back and remove my Oculus rift immersion visor link from my face, releasing a puzzled 

sigh, and wipe the sweaty rat-tailed strands of my ponytail from my cheek.  After 

clambering out of our blackened virtual booth, and adjusting to the artificial glare of the 

strip lights above, I turn to face the other disgruntled Gunter’s emerging from their own 

haptic virtual isolation booths.  

I stumble from my own side of the virtual haptic rig, dropping the soaked immersion visor in 

the chair. The dude in the haptic booth next to me, I call him Crazy H, is cursing and 

struggling to unbuckle one of his haptic virtual gloves as he walks over to me, pulling his 

headphones down around his neck. As usual, I can still hear his ancient compact Disc 

Walkman playing his classic 80’s revival mix Cd, the tinny, tune buzzing from the sponge 

earpieces like a bag of mosquitoes farting out a guitar solo as Donny Osmond croons over 

the electric squeals   

….Craaaazy horses doowaloowaloo, dooowoooloowaloo… craaaazy horses…  

 (I swear he only has that one song on loop.)  



It seems every kid these days has some sort of ‘Starlord mix tape’ of their own. Nickelback 

said it best... everybody wants to be a rock star!  

 We've been haptic immersion buddies for a couple of years now, sharing our sixer missions 

in our very own two player retro Borderline dune buggie come buck Rogers interceptor. We 

are one of IOIs best pilot gamer teams, I tend to be more of the chic in the gunner seat, 

always on look out for that special artefact that will win IOI the game, and with it the OASIS 

stranglehold. Crazy Horzes on the other hand, uses his techniques to drive our two player rig 

out of the most unbelievable dog fighting situations. Together we are unstoppable in the 

OASIS platform. Or at least we were unstoppable... until someone opened the last gate.  

“What the drokk just happened, Horzes?” I call out, over the incoherent babble of the 

gamer floor.  

“I know right? Did you see him? I mean what in the shniz, 89? It was that Parzival Gunter for 

sure… “Did he..?”  He was referring to me... ‘89’. Or, to be more precise, IOI employee 

number 643189. And, until recently, Innovative Online Industries' second highest ranking 

OASIS Gunter.  

We both looked over to the far end of the room as several more of the haptic booths hissed 

open, and more disgruntled occupiers began stumbling from the Chaos terrain Oasis virtual 

world. The whole floor was now buzzing with the shock of the last twenty minutes of the 

egg hunt. I watched as the two large flat screen monitors mounted above the sprawling fifty 

or so Oasis access booths quickly flicked through several news channels until they stopped 

on the breaking news.  

  

“…In breaking news just coming in, it looks as though the world is waking to the stunning 

and unbelievable news that James Halliday's quest has finally been won… yes, folks, you 

heard it here first. The Oasis Easter Egg has been cracked!”  

  

I turned slack jawed, to Horzes as he pulled the Walkman headset down around his neck. 

“Sorrento got it, surely?” I began as the news reporter continued and Horzes shhhhh'd me 

with his finger.  

  

”…and what do we know of the intrepid winner, Jon?” the talking head behind the 

newsroom desk asked the on-location reporter who was now standing, freezing, outside the 

very Innovative Online Industries headquarters where we were watching the interview. One 

of the reporter's fingers was inserted comically into his ear as if to block out the sirens that 

were now blaring from the Federal officers' police cars as they pulled up alongside him, and 

spilled a dozen or so Federal marshals out into the street. His teeth chattered in the bitterly 

cold night.  



  

“…Well, Brian, it seems like it's none other than the peoples' champion Parzival who has 

wrestled the egg from the grasp of IOI -- and even more amazing news is the imminent 

arrest of one of Innovative Online Industries' high-ranking officials… one Nolan Sorrento, 

who is wanted in connection with the horrendous murder of Toshiro Yoshiaki, a gunter who 

was ranked in the Top Ten of the Gunters until his untimely death.”  

  

“HO-LY FUCK, 89!” Horzes slowly mouthed my way before turning back to the television 

screen.  

  

I began feeling uneasy as I continued to watch, along with the other gunters, mesmerized by 

the breaking news report, and I could sense panic slowly creeping into the room. Around us, 

the whole floor was filled with the hissing of cooling virtual immersion booths and snaking 

cables that lay zig zag across the flooring. Suddenly, and without warning, there was a loud, 

animal-like cry of rage that echoed from the far end of the hall, and then the large wooden 

doors to Nolan Sorrento’s private, secure haptic booth crashed open, splintering from their 

hinges.  

  

“NOOOOOOOOOO!” Sorrento howled, throwing his haptic virtual visor across the hall in 

utter fury before he stormed his way through the confused and mumbling crowd of sixers 

out towards the exit.  

  

But before he could make his exit, a melee of seven or eight Federal police officers entered, 

flashing their badges and arrest warrants, swarming inside the haptic hall and cornered him 

in the lobby, shackling him in a pair of handcuffs.  

  

Horzes and I watched as Sorrento was led away, our jaws well and truly hanging slack onto 

our sweaty haptic tunics. “dude, that nigga is loco!”   he said, in one of his many annoying 

voices.  

  

And like I said, that was that.  

  

Things went downhill quickly after that, and I mean really fast. And when the bosses began 

taking names, looking for scapegoats, for some reason my name was pretty much up there 

with the first lot of poor bastards to be axed.  



  

I haven't mentioned it up until now, but my name is Harry Tuttle – sorry, Harriet, or 89 if you 

want. And it seemed, much to my surprise, someone had used the moniker Harry Tuttle to 

steal confidential files from deep within the company's mainframe and distribute them 

around the whole of the Oasis network. Harry Tuttle or whoever he really was, had been 

very busy, and in screwing over Innovative Online Industries, had cost not only me but also 

several hundred other disgruntled Gunters our jobs. Why he had chosen my name as the 

target of downfall I had no idea. It was a question I vowed to ask him, or her one day.  

  

I had nothing but the clothes on my back when IOI security kicked me out into the cold, 

without even my final paycheck. "Deductions," they said. This imposter Harry Tuttle had 

screwed not only IOI over, but every sixer employed by them.  

  

And I sure as hell wasn’t just going to just let that lie! He had messed with the wrong girl.  

  

I stood on the grubby sidewalk shivering outside IOIs headquarters with all the other 

redundant sixers, as the snow floated down. It had been months since I had ventured 

outside of the building, unlike Horzes, I had no family to visit on my day off. The phone 

communicator link on my arm buzzed and I lifted my tunic sleeve to view its cracked taped 

screen. The technology was old now, probably third generation, and they had made so 

many advances on today’s new Quantum comms device, that my father’s old bulky beat up 

version looked like something out of Spocks  original away missions. It even had the old 

golden meshing on the microphone housing to give it that Star Trek feel. My comms link was 

a leather bracelet like the one captain Jack Harkness wore, complete with steam punked 

leather strapping. The flashing message on the yellow screen notified me that Crazy H was 

calling. I shivered again, my teeth beginning to chatter as I pressed the ‘connect’ icon on the 

screen.  

“So ?” Crazy H queried.  

“So... what?” I replied.  

“So, did Dillinger delete you from the main frame or what?”  

”Yeah, this user is outta here… you?”  

“Hell, yeah, 89. I was first out the door. I’ve been waiting here all morning for ya. The master 

control program doesn’t seem to like it when us programmes go snooping into places we 

shouldn’t go. Hey Clu, You got a place to hole up?”  

I hadn’t. I kicked my heavy biker boots into the snow in frustration; realizing then I didn’t 

even have a pot to piss in. My folks were on the other side of the world working in another 



IOI sweatshop and apart from the odd chat room meeting online, i hadn’t really seen them 

since I had finished my Oasis tuition two years ago, so technically I was home alone -– only 

the company lodgings had now been revoked, so I was really up shit creek. And at this 

moment in time, I had no access to the OASIS to even chat to them, let alone enough credits 

to call them on my comms bracelet, and there was no way in hell I could afford the air 

passage back to New London.  

I didn’t reply; i couldn’t find any words. No wisecracks, no one-liners… I was too numb.  

Crazy H sensed my dire situation,  

 “Well, you're in luck, Missy 89er. Me and Rubber Duck got ourselves a great big convoy 

outta Shaky Town – and you’re welcome to join us if ya wanna. He has a rig over by the 

loading bay heading east back to Oregon warehouse, and he still has his job... for now. Up to 

you… think about it, Harry. We got enough room in Ma’s farm stack for a small one, and her 

chicken and beans are to die for.”  

I didn’t need to think; I literally had nowhere else to go. Rubber Duck was Crazy H’s dreamy 

brother. He worked in salvage dispatch, something to do with the robotic artificial limbs 

department. Robotic limbs were still big business, even thirty years since the practically 

forgotten galactic invasion. Besides, Crazy H and Rubber Duck always went on about their 

folks down in Beaverton Oregon. It was about time I met them.  

“Thanks, Horzes, really… thank you dude” was all I could manage. I clicked off and covered 

my comm bracelet before following the horde of dejected, hunched figures as they filed one 

by one from the IOI building, and made my way around the back to the company loading 

bay.  

I turned back to the IOI headquarters, unaware then, that Innovative Online Industries 

would soon file for bankruptcy six months or so later, and close its doors forever in the 

summer of ’45. It seemed that Parzival, the guy who won James Halliday’s billions, lost 

interest in the Oasis after finding his new bride romantically involved with his best friend, 

and in a moment of madness, he had apparently pressed the "big red off button" switching 

off the whole gorram Oasis internet. But, after closing its doors, IOI moved onto bigger 

things, world changing things.  
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Crazy H and Rubber Duck came from one of the many overcrowded camper park stacks 

situated in some backwater town called Beaverton, somewhere in Oregon. They had been 

sprouting up all over America since the attack. Their folks still lived there, in a farm i believe, 

they had ever since the invasion back in July 2018 when the aliens from Europa, the 

Sodality, had destroyed most of the world's infrastructure. But the folks in Beaverton were 

made of stronger stuff than most, and they had decided to stay and try to rebuild their 

home town in honour of their great leader General Xavier Ulysses Lightman, while the 

majority of other, worse off areas simply fled to the megacities to find work with IOI or the 

EDA (Earth Defense Alliance). Sure, the Sodality drones stayed for a while, rebuilding 

infrastructures and dishing out new fanciful technologies. But on July 9, 2022 our strange 

new allies simply fell out the skies. Millions of drones simply switched off simultaneously, 

then fell out of the sky, and there they were left to rust in our fields. Our ambassadors were 

left scratching their heads at the lack of response to their queries to the Sodality, and 

society once again began to crumble.  

Most of the younger children back then were shipped off to refugee camps and fostered 

into other families while their parents' work went on to restore order to the most badly 

affected rural areas, where the damage was too intense to remain. Overseas it was worse, 

and in the space of ten years the technology given to us by our invading friends as a way of 

recompense had been taken and hidden away by our deceitful Nations' leaders while they 

tried to gain the upper hand on each other once more. Sure, the Sodality gave us medicines 

to cure cancer, but hell, did anyone think of the consequences of eradicating all known 

diseases?  

Our population on earth hit nearly 11 billion people by 2040. Great idea, guys! No disease, 

no hunger, no power crisis -– try no fracking space!  

And as history has tried to teach us before, our Society slowly fell apart with the greed of 

humanity, as we as a species silently waited for news from our new conglomerate friends 

from outer space.  

And slowly, people just gave up.  

  

It didn’t help that around this great new American depression, OASIS was being conceived 

By James Halliday, and while many battled in vain to recover our consumerist lifestyle, many 

more drifted into the realm of virtual living, deciding to spend hours at a time living in a 

virtual utopian wonderland, far away from the madness that was occurring outside.  

  



My parents fled Europe, displaced on the 9th of July 2022 when the Sodality drones fell out 

the sky, causing the Great Fire of London Redux. It not only destroyed London, but also most 

of the British Isles as it burnt for two solid years. My family fled, just like so many who set 

sail to green pastures of America or Australia or, if they were truly lucky, Mexico, and with 

the help of the EDA (Earth Defence Alliance) they were re-situated to America like so many 

displaced refugees. They made a life for themselves, like thousands of other refugees in one 

of the sprouting camper stacks outside of one of the cities. I was conceived and came into 

the world five years later in one of the largest refugee cities America had opened up in 

Oregon. My father tried to keep us all together as rebuilding efforts continued around the 

world, but work commitments meant both he and my mother were hardly around to 

educate me. My life then was spent growing on the Oasis Interweb. And by the time I was a 

not-so-innocent 12-year-old computer geek, I had been almost completely raised by the 

wonder that was the OASIS online educational program, and all the adult entertainment my 

young brain could hold. That is where I spent most of my time, like so many kids my age, 

watching science fiction movies and TV shows from the last three glorious decades, while 

my loving parents worked 16- to 20-hour days to provide a warm meal on the table and a 

dry roof over my head.  

  

At 12 years old, I was then headhunted and recruited by IOI's chief scout, Nolan Sorrento 

himself, and was able to join him in the search for Halliday’s fortune after Halliday passed in 

2039, leaving his fortune hidden within the OASIS wonderland he had created. We moved 

from the stacks to the city, and my parents reluctantly took menial tasks within the lower 

ranks of the establishment to ensure that they were always gainfully employed in America, 

close to me. They were employed as part of the IOI salvage teams, sent out to locate all the 

fallen drones left over from the first wave of battle. Millions and millions of discarded 

Sodality drones and tech scrap left lying in the fields, awaiting salvage rights to the first 

person who came upon them. So naturally, IOI had invested a lot of money and time 

developing and hiring a scrap recovery department. A network so huge it was able to cover 

almost 25 percent of the American territories to date. My parents worked in cleanup crews 

night and day recovering drone fighters, alliance ATHID (armoured tactical humanoid 

infantry drones) and other EDA mechanical fighting machines shot down by the marauding 

alien ships, which now lay abandoned in our fields.  

  

But life has a habit of turning around and biting your ass when you least expect it, and in 

2041, on my 14th birthday, my parents were ordered back to England like all the other 

expatriates, for another push at rebuilding the once-great city of London. Nolan assured me 

they would be employed by IOI in England, and it would be only a matter of time before we 

would find Halliday’s Easter Egg and his billions, whereupon I would then be reunited with 

my parents after only a couple of years of paying back my IOI uniform and accommodation 

loans. Only then, after my debt was cleared, would we all be reunited in the country of our 

choosing.  



That was four years ago, and judging by the severe lack of credits in my severance pay 

check, it looked like I was still paying off that oh-so-tempting offer by that evil bastard 

Sorrento to this day.  

As I sat next to Crazy H in his brother's IOI scrap recovery rig, my eyes lazily scanned over 

the darkening horizon at the passing trees, as we headed for Oregon, wondering if I was 

ever going to see my folks again. Crazy H was drifting off; his head was rolling against my 

shoulders as the van wavered between each and every unkempt pothole in the road. He 

was like a brother to me, always watching my back inside the Sixer dorms of IOI. It was not a 

nice place to grow up. It seemed like it had been filled with the most devious, desperate, 

scheming bastards the IOI could scrape together. Imagine, if you will, a Hogwarts college full 

of little Hitler Malfoys or Biff Tannens, or that Karate Kid doofus of a bully instructor, mixed 

with a sprinkling of mean girl Regina Georges. Or Stephen King's gore fest 1976 Carrie’s 

Nancy Allen's bitch of a character Chris Hargensan, who bullied poor Carrie with the 

immortal “Plug it up… plug it up” notoriety. But I caught on quickly, and after watching a 

copy of the 1996 masterpiece The Craft, I soon took on the persona of the Nancy Downs 

character wonderfully acted by the gorgeous, kickass Fairuza Balk. That’s one bitch that had 

attitude. I admit even started doing my makeup like her, and cropping my hair in a pixie cut 

just like hers. Crush much… me? Yeah, after our shift in the haptic virtual online egg hunting 

world of OASIS, people inside the dorms tended to avoid me and my Emo attitude in the IOI 

hallways. And seeing as I couldn’t show my IOI character as anything other than the same 

old cut-and-paste character we all had to suffer, my night-time real life character tended to 

dress rather over-the-top for effect.  

“Harriet… right yeh I’ve seen you before? ” Rubber Duck asked out of nowhere, switching his 

glance from the tattoo on my forearm to the road, then back to my heavily mascara penned 

eyes, then to the road again. He talked with a voice like chocolate being poured onto 

waffles, and I smiled my best flirty smile.  

“Yeah, or Harry -- whatever floats your boat,” I blushed awkwardly. I covered the large 

swirling ‘89’ on my arm which swept across most of the IOI barcode tattoo on my wrist, 

rolling my black IOI haptic tunic over the ink . The tunic resembled the same water stilling 

suits worm by the Fremen of Dune. "And thanks again, Duckie, you saved my ass.” The 

Duckman smiled back. The idea to cover our now obsolete IOI tattoos had been a great idea 

at the time. Crazy Horzes had had a couple of stampeding mustangs inked on his forearm to 

cover his IOI barcode on the same drunken night. I told him they looked more like a couple 

of drunken asses jumping the barcode lines. That hadn’t gone down too well, and he had 

almost had them covered over with a big drokking Judge Death skull before I calmed him 

down, and told him I was surprised how fine they looked.  

“No problem, 89,” the Duck winked, "an’ call me Duckman -- that Rubber Duckie shit is all 

his doing, the boy lives in a fantasy world,” Duckman said, nodding over at his dozing 

brother with an embarrassed grin. They had been separated a couple of years ago for too 

much frivolity during work time, and for that, Duckman had been relegated to the 

scavenging department of IOI. Resigned to search and recovery missions around the States, 

collecting all the fallen Sodality scrap and EDA units that lay scattered across the American 



wilderness. That was fine by him -- he was never into the virtual world; he grew up 

maintaining his father's collection of ATHID drones and EDA drones that protected his farm 

back in Beaverton. And besides, now he was in charge of his own hauling rig, and free to 

choose whichever crumbling freeway he liked to travel, as long as his rig came back full. 

Duckman smiled, and then lifted his own sleeve up over his muscular tanned forearm, all 

the while clutching the wheel, revealing his own ink work.  

It was a large picture of Daffy Duck posing like Popeye in 1940s pinup girl style, smoking a 

huge stoggie and giving the viewer the middle finger. Underneath it said "Fuck IOI," which 

had been a cleverly covered ink covering the original IOI 561255  barcode number allocated 

to him on his arrival. (IOI had stopped the practice of bar coding its employees the previous 

year due to human rights activists winning a court case comparing it to Auschwitz 

concentration camp prisoner tattoos during World War Two, or maybe it was Three or 

World War Four, I can’t remember which, war is pretty common nowadays . At any rate, it 

had cost them several billion OASIS Bitcoin dollars in payouts.)  

“Nice sleeve, Duckman, very impressive dude!” my heart fluttered just a little.  

“So you both must’a screwed up monumentally back there to get the heave so quick. You’re 

gonna find it tough out here with those tunics on. If I were you, I’d lose them at your first 

opportunity,” he said, nodding down to the IOI logo with the sixer IOI user number 

emblazoned under it.  

I agreed, but said no more as I saw the rig approach the toll road booth out of IOI 

jurisdiction. The darkness shrouding the inspection booth was broken by a single beam of 

light from the fixture perched high on the metal mast by the side of the barrier.  

“Pass me the clipboard from the glove compartment, 89,” Duckman nodded to the 

dashboard,   

“and stick those hats on, as well.”  

  

I rummaged inside the compartment and pulled out the two IOI peaked caps with the logos 

on the front, then handed Duckman the electronic clipboard. Horzes began snoring as I 

slipped a cap on his head and waited nervously as I scanned the border crossing ahead, 

shrouded in light from the overhead floodlight, as the rig shuddered down its gears and 

came to a halt by the inspection booth barrier.  

”Evening,” the no-nonsense gate guard said, lifting the clipboard from Duckman's hand. 

“What’s the cargo?” he added, without cracking his grimace.  

“Cargo?” The EDA security guard repeated, trying to look as official as he could in his army 

grey camouflaged fatigues.  He hooked his hand around the rigs wing mirror and stepped up 

onto the rigs side kick plate for a better view inside the warm cab. His metal slugged boots 

clicked on the rigs foot plate and Duckman smiled, as the  guard poked his head almost all 

the way inside.  



 “The Rigs container is empty, got a trailer pick up in Boise, I’ll take you round if you like? It’s 

Just the three of us, and the collection Drone on the back, Cold night eh.” he added with a 

grin.  

The guard ignored Duckman, his eyes peering around the cab for a moment, nothing more 

than the obligatory security sweep, and then inspected the electronic clipboard again, 

making a visible slow headcount of three. Once he had confirmed there were indeed only 

three of us (another head count) he jumped back down again satisfied. I watched in the 

wing mirror as he walked around the side of the rigs long tailer inspecting the panels until 

he rounded the back to check the large mechanized drone attached securely around the 

back. It was very similar to Ellen Ripley’s ‘Power loader’ in James camerons 1996 Aliens 

movie- a walking fork lift power suit, complete with flashing beacon and battered yellow 

paint job. After checking the securing bolts the EDA guard returned to the cab again.  

“Name, rank and serial number?” he added, opening the thumb reader on his own 

clipboard.  

Guys like these love to make a big deal out of their jobs, never entertaining the small talk for 

a moment. I get it, I just don’t understand the mentality sometimes. He was a complete 

jobsworth under that hat. Sure, they have EDA security badges, but let’s face it, so do 

postmen.  

“Despatcher in Charge: Douglas Knotcher Junior IOI 561255 ” Duckman replied, awaiting the 

next formal question.   

“…and those two?” The guard nodded our way.  

“Horzes Knotcher and Harriet Tuttle” he replied, hoping that the EDA guard would not check 

the computer on the staffing roster, as his brother had only updated the programming on 

the clipboard log for the journey- and not the IOI main frame.  

But the guard just nodded.  

“Thumb please sir” the guard added, lifting the clipboard to the open window for Duckman 

to satisfy the security check, and he obliged happily. The clipboard beeped, and the guard 

seemed happy enough to raise the gate to the open Highway.  

“Be aware that Sector four is on shut down, a diversion is set up around Wyoming- make 

sure you stay clear of the EDA blockades- vehicles are being impounded”  

“any reason I should worry?” Duckman replied. the guard looked on with dismay.  

“…its the Remembrance  Day Anniversary this week sir!” the guard said incredulously as if it 

was a crime not to know.  



Duckman nodded, “…Ah yeh, right…Battle at Devils Tower all hail the big chief Lightman..yeh 

thanks for the heads up”  

The gate lifted, and The EDA guard stood aside looking on with distaste, letting our rig 

passed. The hydraulics puffed and squeaked as Duckman selected his gears, and then we 

moved on through the gate check point out onto the highway.  

“these aren’t the droids you’re looking for “Crazy H muttered to himself behind me and  I 

breathed a little easier.  

The endless Highways where a dark and lonely place to be driving, in many areas the drifting 

sand from the abandoned farmlands slowly spilled out over the cracked bitumen our rig 

trundled over.  The only plus for us on the journey was the fact that Duckman was a 

seasoned IOI scavenger, and knew which roads to take, and which roads to avoid. And the 

rig was equipped with several inches of thick armoured plating completely surrounding its 

outer shell, should we encounter any would be clan of car jackers out for another IOI vehicle 

to commandeer. As I stared out onto the never-ending moonlit barren fields I kinda’ 

pictured myself as  Imperator Furiosa , and Duckman  as a scrawnier version of Max 

Rockatansky as we trundled over Fury road on into the night, while our very own War boy 

snored away against my shoulder oblivious to the journey. Crazy H was catching up on some 

well deserved sleep after coming out of his epic 24 hour egg hunt night shift, only peering 

up once from my numb shoulder to wipe away the drool that had began to slide down his 

cheek…witness me…yawn! Witnessed!   

Duckman told me as we drove on It wasn’t only the IOI who were scavenging the barren 

waste grounds between cities for the Alien drone scrap metal. Nomadic salvage clans 

frequently raided land rich with the bounty of the fallen Sodality drones. Metal salvage was 

a profitable profession for those willing to take the chance with their lives out here.  My 

mind began imagining the shadows on the hillside as lurking  futuristic characters from the 

old Judge Dredd 2000 AD comics as they emerged from the silhouetted tree line .Characters 

from  Comics my grandfather had collected as a child back in England, with stories of  Post-

Apocalyptic outlaws like the red neck Angel Gang ready to ambush and hold up the next 

road train that passed by blockading the roads ahead with the corpses of dead mutated 

cattle and with Pa’ Angel rallying his retarded Nuclear offspring with  war cries of Death to 

the Judges rang in my ears. Stallone replied in my head I AM THE LAAAW! And soon the 

Angel family phantoms dispersed into the night.  

The illustrator Mike Mchone had been pretty spot on about the post-apocalyptic future they 

had envisaged.- apart from the cowboy robots that is. We live and hope eh.  

I must have nodded off too, because when I awoke I found the rig in a lay by stop along the 

road,  bathed in a hazy sand cloud of orange sunshine. I heard the muffled laughter of Crazy 

H and Duckman chuckling outside, and opened the door to the rig to join them. I jumped 

down and saw them both over by a large, leaf bare tree, relieving themselves against its dry 

peeling bark.  



Life for your crops  I muttered, before adding thank yee sai  And I must admit this scene did 

remind me a little too much of something out of Stephen kings Gunslinger opus, with dry 

barren sandy farm fields as far as the eye could see. Duckman heard my leather biker boots 

crunching down on the gravel and turned , quickly zipping up his trousers.  

“Hey, 89- how you doin?” Crazy H  said shaking himself off and turning to give me an eyeful 

of his crotch, – the boy had no shame, I swear. He liked to put on this New York t.v sitcom 

wise guy persona from the 90’s for some reason, for him it never got old.  I walked up 

beside them unimpressed, and squatted by the tree, dropping my own trousers, “Life is like 

a box of chocolates Joey,” I replied in my own Forest Gump style southern drawl, “You never 

know just what yer gonna get!”  

life for your crops I muttered again as I peed into the bone dry dirt, in my strange OCD kinda 

way. Duckman turned away embarrassed at our obvious lack of decorum, but crazy H just 

laughed and zipped himself up.  As I said, life in the IOI dorm was very different to civilian 

life. We had become a life imitating art, imitating life kind of society behind the walls of the 

OASIS. Like the marines from Aliens i suppose, we all wanted to show no fear to the others 

around- we all wanted to play the part of the lead role.  

“Girl, you is whack!” Horzes laughed, giving his best retro gang salute and springing about 

like a boxer in the ring.  

Duckman just looked on confused “How far to Beaverton Crazy H ?” I asked as I stood 

adjusted my clothing again.  

“next stop Boise, then its straight through to Beaverton m’ lady” he said bowing like some 

medieval jester, and waving his hand in a flappy limp salute.  

We high fived, and strolled to the rig. “you got anything to eat, I’m starved” I asked.  

“Ladies, if you please!” Duckman said posturing by his rig impatiently, “we got a good four 

hours left till Boise- then we dine!”  

As we walked back towards the rig, Horzes punched  me on the arm with his fist balled tight 

and laughed, “So, bitch- how much do you still owe our illustrious leaders then?”  I turned 

back and kicked out at him, rubbing at my stinging shoulder,  ” About half as much as you,  

dumbass” I replied, grabbing him in a bear hug and wrestling him to the ground, before I 

started jabbing him in the ribs with my fingers.  He laughed again, rolling from left to right 

trying to avoid my jabs and yelled out, “‘…’cos the last time I looked – I had cleared my slate 

clean!”  I stopped jabbing him, my jaw opening with a gasp “NO WAY…you didn’t…how 

the…” he held up his wrist comm screen and showed me his hack. As the dust settled 

around us I saw his display.  

The screen displayed his IOI indented balance.  

$0:00  BALANCE DUE  



$10000 OASIS BIT COIN BALANCE BANKED  

$ unlimited call credits unlocked.  

“How the hell did you manage that?” I rolled off him into the dirt still clutching at his comms 

unit. ” I mean I know you were working on it, but shit Horzes, hacking the paymaster and 

giving yourself a pay rise- ghee very nice move sir!”  I gasped scrolling down the rest of his  

work, “And unlimited OASIS call credits too? Horzes you are a legend…do me… please…do 

me…..now I  beg you!” I pleaded, as he sat up laughing again,  “sure thing, pass it over” he 

said dusting himself down. “It’s really nothing special, “some Gunter on the OASIS auction 

forum was selling IOI codes to all sorts of shit, I just got lucky with the bidding and got me 

the employee mother load, so I went all Oceans 12 on the main frame I guess.”  I jumped up 

giddy like a school kid undoing the leather straps to my comms link device, and passed the 

cracked pitiful thing over to Crazy H.  He shook his head holding out the pathetic sweaty 

device at arms length and wafted his palm by his face, “hell girl, when did you last wash this 

thing, bet you wouldn’t give Clooney this broken ass poor excuse for a comms bracelet”  

“Just do it Horzes, or i’ll bitch slap you all the way to Beaverton” I beamed at him wide eyed, 

unable to contain myself, bouncing up and down and entwining my hands by my face as if 

praying to  the gods of Cobalt. Finally I would be able to call my folks over in London, and 

tell them what has been going on.  

Duckman sat back down in his drivers seat shaking his head at the both of us.  

“Now look ’89, I don’t know how long these call credits are good for, the hacks were only 

guaranteed until the next pay overhaul- and that’s in a couple of days. So don’t slap me if it 

all goes Pete tong okay!” Crazy H said pursing his lips tight and concentrating on the hack he 

was implanting into my jacked comms unit.  

It only took him a couple of minutes, then he threw the device back at me with a sly face, 

“Your Fast Track Debt to Success!”  reciting the old IOI infomercial favourite of ours from the 

endless training videos tried to mindfuck us with. I looked down at my new balance on my 

cracked screen, and squealed like a child.  

$0:00 BALANCE DUE  

$89,8989 OASIS BIT COIN BALANCE BANKED  

$ UNLIMITED INTERNATIONAL CALL ACCESS  

My jaw slackened, “A Christmas bonus ’89. don’t say a word!” Crazy H smiled, holding his 

finger to his mouth and shaking his head, “not a word!”  

$89,8989 OASIS BIT COINS! NO FRAKING WAY…I ran over and hugged him, the guy was a 

genius….and a felon now. “no going back now I s’pose eh!” He said as we both looked down 



on my sweaty leather comms bracelet as if it were an engagement ring being placed on my 

finger.  

“Guys?” Duckman shouted over impatiently, and we both turned. “Get in the rig now! He 

ordered, and I could sense an urgency in his voice as he began looking back down the sand 

cloud behind us. “I mean it Horzes, get in the rig now brother!”  

We both quickly mounted the cab as the first of the rumblings broke through the sand cloud 

behind us . Suddenly, a pair of headlight beams’ sliced through the haze and whizzed passed 

our rig just as Horzes pushed me up and jumped inside slamming the door shut behind him.  

The first of the trucks passed us by so fast that its logo was just a blur on the side of its 

trailer. It rocked the cab violently as it passed so close, I thought the wing mirrors would be 

sliced off.  It was followed by another, and another, and another. I counted 15 of the 

speeding trucks as they sped past our own parked rig, every one of them signalling the one 

behind with a long fog horn blast that hurt my eardrums. I eventually lost count as Crazy H 

yeeehawd  and mimicked pulling the rig horn each time another truck blew theirs, “WE GOT 

OURSELVES A CONVOY GOOD BUDDY!” he yelled as his brother scanned through the 

frequencies on his radio broadcaster. Duckman turned behind him and pulled out an old 

worn green veteran haversack,  with the name badge EDA SGT D KNOTCHER emblazoned 

along its seam, and rummaged inside. It was his fathers bag of tricks he had been given to 

help him during his travels, as his father had little use for them now at his age. He pulled out 

what looked like a set of night vision haptic style  goggles, and then  jumped outside and 

peered through them as the last couple of the trucks passed us by.  

“‘ they’re EDA…and IOI !” he said, jumping back in and bringing up his on board guidance IOI 

GPS , spluttering as the sand blew inside the cab. ” ï got their rig GPS ID.” he pressed a 

couple of buttons on the dashboard, and waved his hand over the image that popped up in 

front of us. The windshield became a 3D glowing image map of the local area, and he 

zoomed out to show us the route we had to take to get to Beaverton. The diversion was also 

highlighted on the map in a long snaking red line around the borders of Wyoming. “we have 

to go around here, to avoid this road block, “he said pointing at the large X on the screen by 

the border, “but if we typed in the route formatted for those guys, who just passed,  “he 

began punching in the IOI truck Ids for the last couple of wagons that passed us, “you see, 

we all have a GPS code mounted on our rigs, it keeps an eye on where we are all going- 

makes sure we don’t sneak off the grid!”  he smiled. “Looks like they are going straight 

through to Devils Mountain.” Duckman trailed his rig over the proposed route for IOI truck 

number GT142-65. ” we can hitch a ride on the back of the convoy, and pass through the 

check points without any hassle, and then peel off when we hit our turning. it’ll save us at 

least 7 hours!” he beamed, rubbing his hands together.  

“Now that’s what I’m talking about bro’ ” Horzes shouted enthusiastically from the back, 

and held out his hand for his brother to high five him. I smiled at Duckman and nodded, 

rather impressed, as they pressed the flesh.  

Duckman started the rig up and wiped clear the 3D GPS route map.  



“what about the EDA trucks? Why so many?” I asked.  

“dunno…maybe they are carrying the band instruments for the anniversary parade?” Crazy 

H replied.  

Our rig rolled out of the lay by and followed after the convoy toward Devils Mountain, while 

I rested my boots on the dashboard and dialled in a call for London on my comms link.  

  

I sighed, finally clicking off my comms link after two hours of trying  

, disappointed that neither of my parents had answered their devices, but Horzes reminded 

me that it was 3am in the morning over in London. I sighed again, peering out the 

windshield at the orange dust cloud being kicked up by the convoy wheels ahead, realising 

he was probably right. I scrolled through my channel listings to find something interesting 

on my comms screen to watch, but quickly lost interest, as all the news seemed to be about 

the winner of Halliday’s Billions. Every news feed promised an exclusive interview with the 

Gunter who had defied all the odds and beat the mighty goliath that was Innovative Online 

Industries. But when I did click on each of the links,  all I found was the same news feed crap 

from the archive box from back when Parzival had opened the first gate.   

Parzival.  

I hated the name. Even the thought of it gave me nightmares. We had tried everything to 

get to Halliday’s keys before him, but Parzival and his crew were always one step ahead of 

us. And to think I was a big fan of the Gunter calling herself Art3mis before things got 

serious. I used to love visiting her blog ‘Arty’s Missives’ whenever I could sneak the time in 

during my breaks. Even when all sixers where banned from outside contact, Horzes had 

managed a late night hack for my indulgence to continue to visit her site. We knew the 

competition would be difficult, she was good, and even with a head start on the third key, 

we knew there was a strong chance they could still outsmart us. And that was soon 

confirmed when we tried to enter castle Anorak with that god forsaken crystal key, man it 

was like groundhog day, never waking up to find a solution to our dilemma. My sleepless 

corpse felt like Charlton Heston on the beach as he gazed upon 20th centuries broken 

American effigy.  

DAMN YOU… DAMN YOU ALL TO HELL!  

My finger scrolled down the hundreds of emails I had missed as I searched for something 

from my folks, now that the IOI block had been lifted by Crazy H. But alas, all I had in my 

inbox was more bloody ‘Gunter slays suxors wins the day’  spammage.  

It was Horzes who found the breaking news interview, tapping on my shoulder from the 

booth in the back off the rig, the booth  where Duckman rested during his long haul  

scavenging trips.  



‘check out this kid’ he said sending me the link to the breaking news item.  

I opened his link and slid back in the rigs chair as the news anchor beamed into the camera.  

“…and not only will we be speaking to Ogdin Morrow exclusively from his very own mansion 

Brian, but we will also have the pleasure of finally finding out just who is taking on the title 

of the worlds richest man…or woman! “he beamed his white teeth to the camera once more 

before being interrupted in his earpiece.  

“Yes Brian, I think…Yes….Ogdin Morrow….Yes….I can see him now…Brian…”   

The news reported turned his back on the camera as the cameraman zoomed his lens up to 

the magnificent mansion stairway where the large doors opened and Ogdin Morrow 

appeared between the huge oak doors, posing as his friend James Halliday once did on the 

cover of the adventure time video game.  

I watched as the camera zoomed up close to the man I had only read about in my history 

classes, as he waved to the gathering media at the foot of the mansion stone steps. He 

looked like some grand old wizardy hippy from the Woodstock era as he waved awkwardly 

at the top of the steps, standing as if on stage at one of those music festivals I had watched 

during the late night shift changes with Horzes .  

“…Mr Morrow….Mr morror…Ogden…can you tell us how you feel to see all that money finally 

being won…”  

photographers and news reporters jostled behind Ogden morrows large entourage of 

security guards that had circled the baying press below. people jostled for position in and 

out of the screen as I watched on with some amusement.  

“…can you tell us who Parzival is Mr Morrow, do you know where he is now….can you tell us 

if he has the money Mr morrow?”  

More shouts from the press as Ogden Morrow could be seen waving his hands to calm the 

mob down.  

I forwarded the video to the next point, where I saw four figures emerge from the doorway 

behind Ogden Morrow on his request, and one of them inched forward to Ogdens side, 

reluctantly being pushed by the others who were clapping him on.  

Man it was so lame, and sooo staged. It was like I was watching that Hogwarts scene at the 

end of  one of the movies, I can’t remember which one. The one where Dumbledore was 

hugging the oh so humble Harry potter on the steps of the castle , while the schoolkids and  

reporters alike shouted and screamed out his name, asking why Dugarry had been killed.  

Ogden Morrow stood there, with his arm around this kid as if he was the saviour of the 

world or something, and it was clear to see he was lapping the attention up.  



Then I saw him.  

Wobbly Wade, from the stack.!  

“NO FRAKING WAY!” I fell forward, my boots sliding off the dashboard as Duckman turned 

at the sound of my gasp.  

Parzival is …is…is…Wobbly Wade!, the great egg hunter and suxor slayer!  My mind went 

into melt down as I scrutinised the video on my comms screen again. I wiped  the smudged 

screen again, peering into the video as I paused the  movie clip, not believing what I was 

seeing. All this time and the kid I used to beat on in the stacks was the freaking IOI 

antichrist!  

“I know him…I know that guy, that’s….  Wade Watts!” I stammered out watching Parzival 

answering the reporters questions.  

The kid on the screen was beaming just as much as Ogden was, and every now and then 

he’d turn back and thank the three other kids standing behind him. I turned up the volume 

so I could hear what was being said over the hum of the rigs engine, Horzes was leaning 

over my shoulder staring down to my wrist- “turn it up bitch, I cant hear nuthin!” he said, 

sounding like Chris tuckers Ruby Rhod over exuberant character from Fifth Element . He 

always had a habit of trying to sound as if he was a black kid from the streets, when in fact 

he was the pastiest white kid I knew. in fact the more I heard him do that voice, the more it 

reminded me of the kid from the breakfast club getting stoned, the grade A student played 

by the kid from weird science. cant remember his name.  

I shook my head as one of the reporters asked him another question,  

“is it true you spent time inside the Innovative Online Industries head quarters and stole vital 

incriminating evidence which could lead to the conviction of chief executive Nolan Sorrento 

Mr Watts?” the reporter added as he was jostled, “and how did you manage to escape the 

clutches of IOI once you were inside that fortress?”  

Parzival smiled again, and looked straight into the camera,  

“Oh it was easy really, “he paused, “once I got inside IOIs data base and rummaged around a 

bit with their records, I came across a name I remembered from my past.  I just borrowed 

her identity, and walked out the door. simple really” he winked at the camera.  

He winked at the camera! he winked at me!  

“who was it Parzival, whose identity did you steal?”   

“it doesn’t matter who it was, she was a bully just like the rest of the employees at 

innovative Online Industries, and bullies get what’s coming to them eventually!” he smiled 

again, “as Mr Nolan Sorrento will find out soon enough!”  



“what are you going to do with the money wade….” the reporters moved onto the next 

question, but their voices trailed off as I watched on mortified at what I had just heard.  

  

  

I’m the bad guy?  I muttered to myself reminding myself of William fosters immortal 

realisation in the michael douglas movie from way back in the 80’s called Falling down. I had 

never thought of myself as the bad guy before.  

“I’m the bad guy!” I repeated.  

“what you say...you okay Harry?” Horzes asked rubbing me on  my shoulder.  

At first I just sat there staring at my comms screen as the rig swayed left and right down the 

bumpy neglected freeway. But eventually I turned and nodded at Horzes and gave him a 

weak smile, “hell yeh, I just can’t believe that  I actually know the dude who is now the 

richest kid on the frakin’ planet!”  Crazy H laughed and patted me on the shoulder, “Dog, 

you should drop him a hot video, for old times sake- maybe give him a little bit of that 69- 

89 lovin’ you’ve been holding back on for with me for the last three years…unless you 

wanna jump on back here… ice biatch!” he said lying back down on the rigs rest bed behind 

me, with his arm behind his back and his legs apart. He patted the bed all smooth like. 

Duckman snorted and shook his head at the balls of his brother’s statement, and looked 

knowingly over at me. He could see what was coming, even if Crazy H couldn’t.  I smiled at 

Duckman, all coy and sweet like, and then swung my fist over the seat catching Horzes 

square in his ramparts, “that’s the only action you’ll ever get from me Crazy…enjoy it while 

you can…dog!” I smirked, blowing him a kiss  as he curled into a ball and began howling into 

the night.  

His brother was smiling, he must have thought it funny me beating on his little brother,” You 

really know that Parzival guy?” Duckman asked ignoring his brothers howls of pain and 

easing of the rigs throttle a little as we hit the top of the hill. We watched together as the 

road began to drop ahead of us. The truck driver in front dabbed his breaks and dropped 

another couple of gears.  

I stared at the paused image utterly convinced that the bald headed kid was indeed the 

same wade watts I had teased and bullied in the stacks several years before.  

“oh yeh, for sure”  

That was definitely the same kid who used to roam the stacks stinking of cat piss,  even 

although his family had no cats. I had the misfortune of finding out how that lovely smell 

came about when I was dropped off at the old lady’s R.V below us.  



Mrs Gilmore had been one weird old lady, but she seemed to enjoy having the kids around 

while their folks went to work. She used to feed us soy bacon while she told us stories about 

her own youth. The little fat kid Wade- always listened intently to her stories, scribbling 

notes down in his Gunter clues book, while Todd and I , an older  kid I used to hang out with 

from the stack platform over, used to take turns stealing her biscuits from the kitchen.  We 

used to chase Wade around the stack for hours, poking him with car ariels, or swiping his 

little fat legs wiper blades from the abandoned car dump. It was hilarious. Our favourite 

torment waiting until we saw Wade walking on a stack platform below us, and then  tipping 

one of the acrid smelling piss buckets fermenting outside the R.Vs over him as he passed by 

completely unaware …..Gardy Loo  was Todds  favourite game. Mrs Gilmore had told us 

about that disgusting habit the  lazy folks in R.Vs on the platforms towards the sky high ends 

of the stacks would do. Apparently it was popular way back in the olden days before 

drainage, tenement dwellers just threw their bucket of shit out onto the street below- and 

would occasionally shout Gardy loo– as a warning – which was French for “watch out for the 

water” but when we shouted Gardy loo...it was usually too late for Wade.  

Poor “Wobbly Wade” got soaked in piss so many times by Todd that he developed quite a 

phobia about walking around the stacks a night. School was even better back then, we could 

really torment the little guy, Todd especially. But Wade thought he’d outsmarted us when 

we all had the chance to go online with our education, but Todd overheard him talking to 

Mrs Gilmore about his new OASIS PULBIC SCHOOL  which was on the virtual planet Ludus, 

and we were able to go visit him every now and then in his new school OPS1873. Back then 

his name had been  WADE_THE_GREAT I had laughed at that when I saw it on his schoolbag 

lying on Mrs Gilmores sticky floor, so he was quite easy to spot out in the Oasis game- inside  

the school however, it was a little trickier, too many ‘Wades’  to follow, and so we gave up 

and moved onto Suxor bashing.  

Thinking back, I guess I was the bad guy in Wades eyes.  

I lost touch with Todd13, when I left for Innovative online Industries boot camp, we just 

drifted apart after that. And I really didn’t want him knowing what I was signing up for.  But I 

later found out that It was actually Todd who had set up the group ’86 the Suxors, and  he 

had quite a remarkable kill ratio.  Hell,  If he ever found out I had become a Suxor I’d 

probably be the one ducking every time I heard the shout Gardy loo from a R.V stack.  

“Okay guys, cocks and socks. Looks like a checkpoint is up ahead.” Duckman said, sitting bolt 

upright in his seat and taking a deep breathe, ” remember, we get caught – let me do the 

talking okay little bro’ … no mouthing off okay, I mean it Horzes…none of your yoda crap!’ 

he turned to me, “… you okay?”  

I nodded and smiled. Duckman was very much like the big brother of the kid Mikey, in the 

classic movie, Goonies. I used to watch it mainly because of the huge crush I had on 

Brandon. Duckman was just as tall, and just as handsome. All he needed was the sweatband 

around his forehead and I’d be melting in his lap by now.  

“I’m okay, what’s the plan, are you gonna stop, or drive right on through?”  



Duckman smiled, and cocked his face with a cheeky grin.  

“I find your lack of faith disturbing.”  

I knew he was a geek... I fraking knew it. I blushed slightly and smiled back as we 

approached the EDA checkpoint, our eyes lingering just a little too long.  

Horzes brother was right; we sailed on through the first check point with the rest of the 

convoy without any confrontation. But as we entered the narrow channel through the 

heavily wooded area, the tail lights of the trucks in front disappeared into the distance. They 

had obviously been told to try to lose us.  The other problem now as we followed the 

shrinking blinking tail lights into the distance was that the GPS indicator suddenly flashed up 

red on the windshield in big bold lettering and began flashing. A robotic voice crackled 

through the dashboard intercom, and read out the flashing  warning,  

“ACCESS DENIED YOU HAVE ENTERED AN EDA RESTRICTED CORDON ZONE YOU HAVE 

THIRTY SECONDS TO COMPLY”.  

“I was afraid that might happen!” Duckman mumbled as he flicked the GPS screen control to 

OFF, but the big red counter remained hovering on the windshield. Ahead of us we could 

see the convoy disappearing from view.   

“STOP YOUR VEHICLE YOU HAVE THIRTY SECONDS TO COMPLY” the warning became a 

countdown clock as the voice reinforced the command.  

“Horzes, get your butt over here now, I need you  in the hot seat! 89…Harry I need you to 

open the control panel below your feet  and try and get to the rigs main networking uplink”  

Horzes climbed over the chair and cleared his throat, “Do or do not, there is no….” his Yoda 

routine was interrupted,  

“HORZES What did I say… no Yoda !”  He was unbuckling his seat belt and sliding off his seat 

as I pulled back the rigs carpeted floor. Underneath was a metal kick plate screwed down 

with four quick release catches, and I fumbled for the first.  

“TWENTY FIVE SECONDS TO COMPLY”  

Horzes shut his mouth and was now sliding into the driver’s seat as Duckman fell to the floor 

next to me, unclipping the last two catches and flipped up the metal plate. He pulled open 

the glove box by my lap and stuck his head inside the opening below.  

“Grab the tool pack and hand me the small cutters..” he shouted as the rig swayed to the 

left  violently causing him to smack his head against the metalwork. “HORZES YOU 

SONOFABITCH…keep her steady AND DO NOT SLOW DOWN OKAY! the turning should be  

just over this hill.”  

“TWENTY SECONDS TO COMPLY”  



“Steady duckie, that’s our mum you’re cursing there!” Horzes replied calmly as he grappled 

to regain control of the rig. I passed Duckman the cutters as rig in front began pulling away, 

“what happens if we don’t comply?” I asked listening to Duckman curse from the open 

hatch below.  

“FIFTEEN  SECONDS TO COMPLY”  

“press the disengage protocol button on the dashboard” he ordered ignoring my question, 

so I reached over to the panel and flicked the switch.  

“TEN SECONDS TO COMPLY”  

The red warning light flashed faster now as I looked up and flicked the switch again. From 

the corner of my eye I saw a shadow speed past the driver side of the rig and level up next 

to as we sped on.  

“DUCKMAN!” I shouted as the counter ticked down. The drone flying to our side swivelled 

its guns and pointed them into the rig. I stared at the circular drone as the guns on either 

side of its silver canopy locked on, and I could make out the large EDA lettering stamped on 

its belly. It looked exactly like the drones in the movie that Tom cruises character 

maintained for the water stealing TET aliens, complete with camera lenses mounted on the 

front. I watched the drone sphere as it peered inside the cab.   Duckman heaved himself up 

and passed me the small device in his hand, “the window…throw it out of the window.” I 

grabbed the unit and opened the rig door, I didn’t think there was enough time to wait for 

the window to scroll down.  

“FIVE SECONDS TO COMPLY”  

I threw it as hard as I could our of the door and watched it disappear behind the speeding 

rig. The drone by our side followed the arc of the unit with its guns as the counter finalised 

its countdown.  

“FOUR”  

“THREE”  

“TWO”  

“ÖNE”  

The drone to our side turned and lifted higher into the air, scanning for the object 

disappearing into the sand dunes and levelling its guns over the rig. It paused, and then fired 

a single burst of rapid fire into the unit and it exploded into burning ball behind us.  

Duckman was on his knees smiling and wiping his greasy hands on his trousers as we leaned 

around the open door and watched the burning pieces fall to the ground.  

“WAY TO GO DUCKIE!” Horzes shouted as the drone began to leave our rig.  



“COMPLIANCE” flashed on our windshield, and we all sighed with relief.  

But it was short lived.  

The drone made an impossible U turn manoeuvre behind us, and returned by our side, 

aiming its guns this time at our front right tyre.  

“Sir, I suggest you stop you’re vehicle immediately- ” the voice  booming from drone 

indicated, and this time it  was not a machine.  

“Holly shit guys, take a look at this!” Horzes said as he slowed the truck and we cleared the 

canyon wall.  

We turned  the corner to see the darkened crimson sky ahead was now filling with speeding 

drones buzzing around the huge mountain on the horizon in front of us. Thousands and 

thousands of the speeding drones flew like a flock of starlings counter clockwise around the 

Devils Tower,  as countless EDA trucks and other mechanical machines made their way 

towards the tower like a mass pilgrimage to the wailing wall. Around the Towering land 

mass were dozens of searchlights pointing to the sky, highlighting the mountain just like in 

the movie close encounters of the third kind.  

I had never seen such a mass of real weaponry and military hardware in my life. It was even 

more stunning than the battle of Castle Anorak.  

“What the hell is going on?” I managed to mumble out.  

“This is one hell of a brass band!” Horzes gawped as a squadron of 15 drones flew directly 

over our  head in a perfect arrow formation and sped off toward the Devil Tower. One of the 

drones   gave of a huge horn blow that echoed around us, causing me to duck inside the rig 

as they passed.  

The drone to our side replied with its own horn blast and shattered the side window 

completely, then fired another volley of rounds, this time  into the front tyre , throwing us 

forward with a lurch.  

“Stop the rig Horzes, pull her up over there” Duckman said reluctantly, pointing to a 

gravelled track by the side of the road.  

The convoy we were following, sped off leaving us in their dust as they disappeared down 

into the valley joining the other red tail lights, and the drone hovering by our side seemed 

happy with its corralling work. The voice boomed out again from its loudspeaker, telling us 

this time to remain in our vehicle, until the EDA arrived. But I wanted to see more of this 

amazing display and climbed outside onto the rigs bonnet, raising my arm and began to 

record the fantastical event on my comms device.  

“Wow!” was all I could say, my vocabulary shot out just like the front tyre.  



It was the most utterly amazing sight I have seen in my whole shitty life, the shining EDA 

drones in all sorts of formations lit up like Christmas baubles whizzing about the Wyoming 

darkening skyline. And yes, the scene was completely stolen from Steven Spielberg’s 

cinematic masterpiece that was Close encounters. I swear I thought I was dead and now 

reliving my best movie moments of all time. All I needed now was Magic Mike to come give 

me a lap dance. As I recorded the dazzling manoeuvres over the dusty valley,  a formation of 

fifteen squadrons of EDA fighter drones flew over our heads, all containing fifteen 

symmetrically identical flying spheres. My hand began shaking in sheer giddy excitement. It 

was like I was actually watching those old war movies from the last century, where 

squadron after squadron of American Flying fortresses buzzed haphazardly high over head- 

only these patterns above me now were perfect…and that there were about a zillion more 

shining objects in the sky.  

I turned to see both Duckman and Horzses had jumped from the rig and were now both 

staring out over the truly magnificent spectacle before us, and then  Horzes revealed to the 

world why I, and every other Sixer in our dorm had burdened him with the handle ‘Crazy H’.  

I began laughing as I watched him clapping and swaying his body like Stevie Wonder playing 

his Tamborine and jogging around like a demented fool,  hopping from foot to foot as if the 

ground was on fire. The boy was mental. And I mean tapped in the head. I think he was only 

a stone through away from shouting “Timmy!” every time something fantastic happened. 

We had watched every single episode of that cartoon together after some of the IOI cadets 

had began shouting ‘Timmy!’ every time he passed them by in the corridor. He thought it 

was the best thing he had seen since Yoda.  

Yoda! now that was a whole other story. We’ll get to that later.  

He was no Rain man by any means, and he could kick the shit out of most guys who crossed 

him.  But honestly,  Rain Man really wasn’t that far from that painful truth. Don’t get me 

wrong I love the guy, with his thick rimmed glasses that make him look like a grown up 

version of millhouse from the Simpsons.(50 years on and that show was still churning out 

the episodes). In fact, if IOI had the ability to clone humans, and I am positive they did, then 

they could have easily made another  two of Horzes, and they could have all  joined up  

NHL as the Hanson brothers, kicking ass out on the ice. Sorry Ice hockey reference, and still 

my favourite sport of all time. Horzes social skills were worse than mine, and he had a habit 

of beating up on anyone who wronged him or tried stealing his fries at the dinner table. 

And he could recite absolutely hours of mind numbing cinematic and gamer trivia  if he 

really wanted. not to mention his obsession with anything electrical, or mechanical.  

I thik he has a rare form of Autism, to tell the truth, one that completely fucked with his own 

sense of reality, and playing OASIS for 14 hours a day  had sorta’ knocked that switch in his 

head to ‘Tilt’  

But I love the spaz, as a brother, not as anything else- and made that clear to him constantly.  

Constantly!  



But looking at him swaying away by the side of the rig like that , made me think boy you are 

one dumb son of a bitch Horzes Knotcher!   

I was so engrossed in the recording the light show that I didn’t see Duckman disappearing to 

the rear of the rig, but when I heard the hydraulic gears squeal into life I turned to see him 

inside the IOI version of the caterpillar p-5000, the same power loader from Aliens we see 

Ripley so handy with. Duckman was working the exoskeleton walker over to the front of the 

rig carrying the large spare tyre from the back of the cargo container. He rolled it by the side 

of the bullet hole ridden flat tyre that the drone had targeted, and lifted the whole side of 

the rig off the ground. With his other hydraulic arm he unscrewed the quick interlock device 

holding the wheel to the axel  shaft. The hydraulic attachment on the power loaders 

armature made light work of the unique holding nut quicker than any pit crew I had seen, 

and he discarded the flat useless tyre.  

“We need to get out of here as soon as we can guys, they’ll be sending along their zone 

patrols for sure.”  Duckman shouted above the buzz of his drill. but by then it was already 

too late. Horzes was pointing back down the road to a set of headlights rolling down 

towards us.  

I think Duckman thought about charging the EDA  zone troopers for a moment as he stood 

up to full height in his power loader. But as the armed guards piled out of the troop carrier 

and the dog handlers held their beasts at chains length , he surely realised he’d just get  

himself into more trouble.  I raised my hands in the air as the six guard dogs circled us. I say 

dogs, but as they neared Horzes I was sure these animals were Daggits- robotic dogs from 

the original Battlestar Galactica that went by the name of ‘Muffet’   They were weird 

looking shaggy bear like dog crossover with large bug like eyes mounted above a sort of 

Bane mask, and walked really awkwardly as if some kid was dressed in a poorly crafted 

cosplay costume.  

I was waiting for Horzes to shout something crazy, and he didn’t disappoint,  

“Fear is the path to the dark…” he began in his croaky voice , “Horzes..quiet!” his brother 

cursed him, and im sure for a moment  he was actually thinking about slapping Horzes with 

that mechanical claw appendage of his .  

“Hands in the air Sir!’ a young cadet ordered as he pointed his rifle our way, as one of the 

other EDA uniformed soldiers walked up to us and smiled. We all did as asked, even 

Duckman – the gears squealing as the long arms of the power loader pointed skyward 

comically.  

“Sorry folks this here is a private function tonight, and besides I don’t think you are dressed 

accordingly” The aging EDA sergeant, said swaggering up to  front  Duckman. His uniform 

showed us his name was SERGENT CRUZ  , and he seemed not too phased about the whole 

‘army of Drones thing’ above us . His confidence and leadership was evident even from 

where i stood.  



“Now what say you lower those arms and step down from that there contraption son , and 

let me escort you back to the gatehouse. hmmm No need for heroics tonight son.”  

” Yeh sorry we took a wrong turning sir..” Duckman began as he powered down his Salvager, 

but the sergeant simply shook his head, “and lost your transponder too by the looks of it eh 

…’salvager D Knotcher ‘ nice move by the way, very inventive. ” the sergeant read down the 

list on his clipboard.  

“And Its sergeant son, I work for my Bit creds,” the well rehearsed line was played perfectly, 

“ and no need for excuses here son, I get the story. But tonight of all nights was not the one 

to go ignoring EDA orders now and try and cut a few kilometres from your journey now eh” 

he lifted his clipboard and studied the information on the display, then side stepped my way 

inspecting my raised comms device, which was still recording.  

“I’m sorry miss Tuttle, but the EDA are going to have to confiscate this for now I’m sure you 

understand why” he smiled passing the clipboard to the Corporal and unfastening my device 

from my wrist, passing that to his subordinate by his side also. “wipe It clean sonny!” 

sergeant Cruz said.  “Big things happening tonight, wouldn’t want you posting any easter 

eggs on the Interweb now would we. No that would spoil the surprise now!   Clear the other 

two devices corporal just incase, and lock bolt them all to make sure. Then take them down 

to holding pen 19″ He walked over to Horzes giving him the once over and looked down at 

his modified comms device.” scratch my last Corporal, Just destroy the devices- I bet Mr 

Horzes Knotcher here has a few hacks he’s just dying to try out eh.” he winked at Horzes 

and patted one of the cosplay Daggits straining at its lead. “Good Dog… Carry on soldier!”  

  

“NO!” I screamed, “its all i have Sir, please…my photos on my comms link are all I have of my 

parents!” I had been given that comms link from my father when they left for London. He 

turned to me briefly, and thought for a moment, obviously in a moment of compassion     

“bolt them shut Corporal. But confiscate them until i give the order”  

“Thank you, sir” i mumbled, giving my scared little girl performance a rare outing.  

They escorted us to the Armoured personnel carrier behind the EDA police four wheel drive, 

and pushed us inside.  

Horzes turned to me and smiled, “well at least they didn’t come after us with gas masks on 

and scare us with tales of Anthrax poisoning”  the APC door closed behind us, and I watched 

as Sergeant Cruz got in up front and the armoured personal carrier drove off making a wide 

u turn on the track.  

“Mind you,” Horzes added, “was that a dead cow we just passed?”  

“What about my rig sir? Duckman asked, “I have a schedule to keep.”  

“Don’t worry about your IOI schedule sonny, I think we’ll all have bigger things to worry 

about in the morning eh! Drive on soldier”.  



He was right.  

I was taken from the APC and escorted through the maze of military vehicles and equipment 

by the young EDA Corporal  into  what can only be described as a fenced mobile containing 

unit HAB camp. Several squadrons of EDA drones flew over  what looked like the mobile 

garrisons communications headquarters. The EDA had set up its operations centre only a 

few miles from the illuminated ‘Devils Tower’. I was led to a  holding cell that was filled with 

a handful of other girls, while Duckman and Horzes protested that we should all remain 

together, seen as we were caught together, but the sergeant just laughed at that 

philosophy.  “No sonny, I think you’ll find the accommodation through here to be more 

suited to a couple of Han Solos like you two” they watched as their Princess Leia  was led 

away to the imperial  garbage crusher. “Don’t worry we have coffee” he quipped.  

I  watched them both being zip cuffed and led away down a corridor at the far end of the 

brightly artificially lit corridors, and was myself waved into the spacious room scattered with 

seven other girls ranging in age from about 16 to someone in their late 40’s. I was not 

cuffed, and like the other women around me, and I was left to wander the sparsely seated 

area that looked like it had been designed as a mess hall. The barred walls had obviously 

been a rushed after thought, and I reckon I could shake the fittings holding to the wall free.  

“Ladies,” the sergeant said returning into the room, ” for all you newcomers feel free to 

enjoy your stay here, the toilets are to your left, and the kitchen to the right, help yourself 

to the rations.  Do not attempt to leave the room, this is not a prison, however there are 

guards and horny Daggits outside…not to mention over a hundred thousand EDA drone 

guards currently circling the countryside. This is for your protection, not mine. We have our 

orders to detain trespassers for the duration of this…exercise, and will allow you to leave in 

approximately, “he looked down at his comms device strapped to his wrist,”12 hours forty 

five minutes.” he looked up again and smiled, ” The EDA apologises for the inconvenience, 

however, this exercise is a matter of national security, and we will be asking you to sign a 

waver- expressing your silence in this matter. Your personal recording equipment  will be 

returned to you after the event, and you will be escorted to the nearest town to await 

further instructions.” He looked around the room and clapped his hands together with a 

sigh,  

“Any questions?”  

“Where’s my father?” a young girl crouched huddled in the corner  asked, frowning from 

behind her clenched knees.  

“He is next door hun, in the male holding room, nothing sinister I assure you, if you would 

like to see him, My corporal can arrange a Skype call visit while you wait.” he smiled.  

“Any more?”  

“what the hell is going on, I saw like a billion of those alien drones outside…are we like being 

attacked again? Is thing the second wave… my boyfriend says it like the second wave?” I 



turned to see a woman in her thirties looking on concerned,  as her black nail polished 

fingers poked through the EDA mug handle she clasped tightly.  

“No Ma ám, we are not under attack, the Drones are purely for protection, I assure you. 

Your boyfriend has obviously had one too many hits on his smoking paraphernalia we 

confiscated from your vehicle.  

“that shit is like medicinal man, you have no right to take it – I wanna see my boyfriend, 

we’re gonna sue your ass for wrongful arrest!” she objected.  

The sergeant ignored her with a pleasant smile, and began slowly walking to the door, “Yes 

we do ma ám, but if you do as you are asked, then your bong and your boyfriend will be 

returned to you as soon as this is over.” she cursed, drinking another swig from her coffee 

mug.  

“”Protection from what exactly ?” I asked, and everybody in the room turned to stare at the 

girl who had asked the obvious question.  

The sergeant looked at me for a moment, studying my attitude “Protection from unforseen 

events, protection from the Russians, protection from Godzilla- take your pick lady I don’t 

care which you chose” he seemed a touch insulted by the simple question,”Now, seen as 

you are all American Citizens, I have been instructed by higher powers to allow you all 

access to a monitor to observe what is about to go down. So I suggest you all behave like 

adults, and refrain from tunnelling out of the detention unit. Our patrol Daggits have a 

tendency to dry hump any trespasser into submission and full confession into Kennedy’s 

assassination! Now enjoy your stay at EDAs four seasons hotel…ladies ”  And with that he 

left through the doorway back out into the frenzy that was cooking up outside.  

I turned and smiled sheepishly at the silent woman staring back at me inside the holding 

room, and waited for the awkward silence to break. I sensed anger and hostility from a 

couple of the women.  

Oookaaay then I shrugged and decided I would check out the kitchen area to see what was 

on the menu.  

I was pleasantly surprised to find the fridge full of coke and choice of microwave meals in 

the freezer compartment. I thumbed down until I found a weight watchers macaroni cheese 

TV dinner and grabbed the box. A girl has to look after her figure. I hesitated by the basket 

with the selection of chip bags and chocolate, and looked around innocently. nothing a few 

choccie bars cant fix . Unfortunately all they had was snickers, my least favourite chocolate 

bar, but I opened one anyway and stuffed it into my mouth, holding it between my teeth 

like Battlestar’s Starbuck puffing on a huge stogie while I pulled another three bars from the 

basket and slid them into my IOI tunic breast pocket .  



OH MY FRACKING GODS!   I just realised then, I was in my IOI sixer uniform. I reached up and 

realised I even had on my IOI baseball cap courtesy of Duckman, and  choked on my 

chocolate bar. I could feel the blood draining from my head as I realised the capacity of the 

situation.  I would be lucky to walk from here with my face intact if any of these women 

were Gunters. I gulped and swallowed the chocolate in my mouth, but it seemed to stick in 

my throat. I coughed again, trying to barf up the piece stuck in my windpipe, but it wouldn’t 

budge.  I began to panic, dropping my cheese feast to the floor with a clatter as I leant over 

and tried banging my back to free the nutty stodge ball.  

Oh shit, im choking to death on a fraking snicker- and I don’t even like snickers!  

The next thing I know, I am being bent over double from behind like i’m  the lead girl in 

some sort of sadistic porno movie, and my partner is dry humping me while they reach 

around and paw at my chest like i’m a playboy centre fold  

Way to go hugh Heffner easy tiger!  

It takes a moment for me to focus again, and as I cough the remainder of the chocolate 

phlegm up onto my tunic I see my saviour standing over me anxiously,  

“hey you okay? like, shit girl that was some entrance!” she laughed nervously holding out 

her black nail polished fingers for me to grab, “I’m Rita, but  friends  call me full metal ” she 

smiled. I glanced up removing my IOI  hat , and took her hand. “…Harriet…harry…folks call 

me 89” I replied, people today had a habit of revealing their gamers tags  as a way of a 

street greeting. It seemed to come from all the online gamer chat a couple of decades ago.  

Rita…full metal glanced down as my tunic sleeve slid up my arm to reveal by old IOI bar code 

and smiled, “Ahhh one of the infamous Suxor enemy eh!” then laughed as she pulled me up 

to my feet.  

“thanks Rita, sorta pigged out a bit there…” I began,  before Rita interrupted, “Full metal… 

call me full metal ”  

So I did, and  Full metal and I passed onto  level 2 of the story.  

  

 

 

 

 

 



LEVEL 2  

“Rita, as in Rita Vrataski…cool i get it it ” I said, trying to wipe the sticky vomit from my tunic. 

Full metal frowned at me, unimpressed swinging her shoulder satchel from around her side 

and opening its flap.   

” full metal …as in full metal bitch… Very cool,” i continued, flicking a piece of half digested 

peanut from my chest. Full metal continued to look at me like i was speaking  klingon, 

rummaging inside her bag for something. She looked confused, standing there in her long 

1970 retro mod parker, complete with ‘A’ anarchy logo on her back. Her partially shaved 

head above her left ear gave her the appearance of  Jamie hewletts  comic ‘tank girl’ 

character. In fact, looking around the room, they all kinda looked like they were extras from 

the comic.  

“Don’t get you,” she replied handing me a faded green t shirt  from her satchel,” here, you 

can use this, it my fellas, sorry its a bit sweaty, but its better than that uniform.” She 

watched me take it and paused, before deciding to lift up her Mod parker sleeve to reveal 

the most awesome artificial robotic IOI  right arm, complete with black polished finger nails  

“they call me full metal because of this.”   

 “Pretty cool huh, compliments of the Sodality  war machine  back during the invasion.” I 

looked on fascinated as she wiggled her robotic fingers .” My nursery school took like a 

direct hit, lost  all my classmates, and my teacher. I was lucky to be  pulled  out of the rubble 

alive, albeit in three pieces , but alive. She curled a fist and smacked her right  leg, and  it 

gave of a dull hollow thud.  We paused in the uneasy silence for a moment. All i could think 

was imperator Furiosa.  

“Hah would you look that,” she pointed to the crumpled shirt in my hand , and i looked 

down, following her gaze.   

“In brightest day, in blackest night, No evil shall escape my sight!” Full metal recited, 

amused. I was still looking down at the logo of the green lantern before she added-” 

innovative online industries- IOI, its the lantern logo  get it? ”  it took me a moment to work 

out what the hell she was talking about, i hadn’t seen Green lantern for years, it really wasnt 

my favorite, then i laughed with her, “… Let those who worship evil’s might, Beware my 

power, Green Lantern’s light!…yeh  i s’pose it is pretty ironic eh…” I laughed with her, still a 

bit freaked out by her metal arm.  Maybe that was why we were such poor gunters, we 

really werent too bothered about what crap what we watched. IOI had just left us to our 

own study time – as long as it fell into the 1972- 2038 james halliday time line. The history of 

the world was definitely a class most gunters and sixers alike avoided, hence the blank looks 

on kids faces when folk spoke of the great war.  

I carefully removed the puke stained tunic and threw it into the bin by the microwave, along 

with the IOI baseball cap,  then slid the green lantern T shirt over my head, admiring the 

tight fitting garment. It felt good to be wearing something other than that haptic tunic 

again.And, besides, i kinda liked the retro look. Gave me a proper gamer feel.  



Full metal had taken up position by a window facing the hut opposite, cursing at the guards 

outside and muttering something about Jr under her breath. I nodded politely, while i tied 

back my hair and composed myself. Full metal should have been called ‘full on’ , that 

woman could talk. A couple of the other girls had taken up position by the window next to 

her when she beckoned me over beside her, “would you look at this circus”  

“What do you think is happening out there 89 ? Do you think  we’re like … Being invaded 

again?”  She turned and asked me. I walked over and pulled down one of the slatted 

window blinds and peered out over to the massing  EDA drones that seemed to have 

collected around the Devils Tower, and were now slowing and  circling around the natural 

feature in a speeding counter clockwise holding pattern.  It was quite a spectacle to witness, 

a sky full of  drones just wandering the big grey sky  awaiting orders to…to what?  Strike out 

at our main cities again, with orders to…kill all humans…assimilate us all…exterminate 

…delete us ? I had no idea what was happening outside as we watched them gather.  

“Rita, what the hell are you doing here ? ” i asked after a good few minutes staring out the 

window. I turned and looked over to her then to the rest of the women in the sparsely 

decorated room,” what the hell are they doing here?”   

Rita…full metal turned, and whispered “because we all know 89! We know that the 

government and the IOI  are building something under that bloody tower – something big, 

and like, we want to know what it is.” She moved closer to my ear and whispered even more 

quietly, ” Jr  reckons its a weapon of some sort, a disruptor that the EDA captured  last time, 

and  that the IOI squints are now trying to back engineer – like all the other shit they test in 

the desert. Its like, the talk of the oasis chat forums  89 , and me and thses guys,” she swept 

her arm around the room,”  had better things to do than hunt for Hallidays  easter egg. We 

had a plan to get inside and bust the  whole  sneaky conspiracy wide open!”  I stared at her, 

“a conspiracy ? A conspiracy for what?  For the IOI to take over the world?  you think the  

EDA are planning a bust ?” i asked bewildered. Rita nodded slowly, “exactly! Jr thinks the 

EDA are muscling in, he reckons that the Sodality second wave is like heading our way, and 

that all merry hell is about to break loose- thats why we are here 89″ she looked at me with 

accusing eyes, ” what the hell are you doing here 89? ” she frowned, a new conspiracy 

forming in her mind.  

“Hell, im just trying to get to Oregon Rita, back to Beaverton with my fella”  did i just call 

Duckman my fella ?  Surely i didn’t mean Crazy H was my guy!  I began to blush as soon as I 

let go that Freudian slip, but was interrupted by Rita’s  Back slap, ” Beaverton! No way, 

that’s where we are from…me and Jr … That’s my fella by the way. Where abouts are like 

you guys from? ”   

“Its a farm  just outside town …The Knotchers ? They got a trailer stack park – you heard of 

it?”   

“Cant say I have , jr will know though- they built his daddy a huge statue in his honour in the 

town square. He knows everybody”   



My eyes widened as stared at Rita,” you’re boyfriend is Xavier Ulysses Lightmans son?”   

“Uh hu” she smiled.  

“No way !”   

“Yip, been going out now for oh a couple of years now!”   

“But you’re,” i began,  

“Yeh seven years his elder…but between you and me,” she whispered again ,” i think hes got 

a thing for the older woman  with electronic parts!” She winked, “hes kinda pervy that way”  

My  faltering train of thought was gladly derailed by a door banging across the hall from us, 

and we both  turned to the window in time to see a scrawny twenty something year old kid 

being escorted away from the detention centre, and Rita gasped.   

“Where the hell are you taking Jr you sons of bitches?” She banged on the window shouting 

at the EDA guards continued to pull him along as Jr turned and shouted something back, 

dragging his heels in the red dirt, and kicking out at the Daggit dogs as they stretched their 

tethers.  

“Let him go you jack booted bastard!” Rita raised her robotic arm to smash the window, but 

I reached up to stop her, ” wait , Rita stop!”   

I pointed to robotic Daggits by the door,  who were now barking and pulling on their leads. 

“Not like this, lets watch where they take him okay ” rita stared madly for a second, then 

turned back to watch the two guards escort her fella onto an old army jeep from way back.   

I made my way over to the locked adjoining door and tried the handle, but it was locked. I 

gave it another shake, and peered through the glass panel, down into another clinically 

white   long corridor . There  were  several items hanging on the wall hooks  beyond me and 

i could make out a shadow rummaging on the guard desk at the far end. suddenly a 

welcoming face popped up into the small glass peep hole .  

Crazy Horzes was peering back at me holding up my leather bound comms link like it was a 

fish on a line. His grin was wide as he darted a look back at his brother, who was looking 

slightly more flustered behind him, as he looked for something to open the door  with. He 

mouthed for me to stand back , so i took two paces to my left and waited for the electronic 

mechanism to release.  

I waited for the  door to click open, but nothing happened, and when i peered  inside again I 

saw Duckman busilly looking frustrated at the information on the computer screen. Crazy H 

had my comms link in his hand and his fingers were working overtime  to loosen the 

magnetic lock bolt preventing him using the device. I tried banging on the window to warn 

them that the door behind them had opened but neither saw me. Rita heard my banging 



and quickly joined me by the door  as four EDA soldiers with several Daggit dogs in tow, 

entered the corridor and rushed the two brothers. Crazy H took a crack to the head as one 

of the guards clocked him with his baton, and he fell to the floor dazed. Duckman was on 

the guard in a flash as the others pounced.  

This time I stood back as Full metal dropped her Heavy Mod parker to the floor, and i gave 

her room to let her use her robotic arm as a baton. After two smashes the hinges shattered,  

and the door quickly gave. It was like someone had turned her dial up two notches from  

‘agrivated ‘ and bypassed  ‘pissed off’ favouring a click straight to ‘ Cleopatra Jones’  and  

After a swift kick, the door swung open , much to the shock of the four guards, and then 

both Full metal and myself spilled into the corridor to join the fight.  

” Oh no you didn’t honey !” Full metal shrieked as she clubbed one of the EDA recruits 

across his chest, smashing his rib cage as he went crashing to the floor. It was like watching 

batman fight the jokers goons as she ploughed through them, and i caught myself mumbling 

kerpow! and Whammo!  With every punch she threw. Crazy H even managed a double take 

on the floor, turning to me and shouting “much Anger I sense in this one!” as he punched 

away at the screen on my cracked comms pad. I actually laughed at this as Duckman turned 

around angry and shouted “HORZES!” But he was too busy wrestling with the guard on the 

floor  to reach over and slap his dopey younger brother .  

Several of the other girls had ran inside the corridor screaming out behind us with chairs 

raised like lion tamers warding off the barking Daggits into one of the open rooms . One of 

the girls, the innocent younger looking one who has asked after her father, was brandishing 

a table leg, and actually struck one of the guards square in the face as he tried to use his 

comms link on his wrist. i watched his  teeth flying from his mouth as she gave off a mohawk  

indian type tongue lolling yell.  

I turned and actually saw one of the Daggits quiver as Full metal smashed the head clean off 

one and roared in its partners  face.  Maybe the robot dogs  had been programmed with self 

preservation, because this one sat and raised a paw as it watched the head of its mate spark 

and fizzle next to him.  

We quickly took control of the three remaining guards, and closed the door, as two of the 

girls stripped the EDA guards of their comms links and side arms. Duckman was on the 

keyboard opening the doors to the other holding  cells while Horzes and i high fived each 

other “much to learn my young padawan” i mimicked Yoda the best i could, sounding more 

like one of the muppets from sesame street, as he rubbed his bruised head. “Horzes, meet 

Full metal” I said as Rita walked over to us supporting her shoulder as she rotated her 

robotic limb like it was cramping up. She stood there in her paratrooper pants and her faded 

retro ‘I love the iron beagle’ T shirt, complete with snoopy in a First World War red baron bi 

plane making a loop de loop. The EDA guards blood dripping from her prosthetic limb onto 

her steel toe capped boots,  

“Pleased to meet you Crazy H, Full metals the name, aiming to misbehave is the game” she 

smiled holding out her T600 arm. “Come with me if you want to leeev” she grinned, 



mimicking arnie in a rather-excellent impersonation. Horzses stared on blankly up at Full 

metals athletic frame for a moment, before snorting a laugh and grabbing her metal palm, ” 

shiny!” He replied, and for the first time in as long   as i can remember, he was utterly 

speechless. I shook my head again and laughed, “you sure got away with them Rita!” She 

smiled, “it’s the tits right,” she looked down to her tight top, “ geeks love the titties?” Crazy 

H blushed slightly, aware he was staring at snoopy.   

“Okay guys, we got company- any suggestions?” Duckman shouted over as the young girl 

with the bloody table leg was reunited with her rather confused father.  

” I can’t see my rig anywhere” Duckman said as he scanned the video feed on the screen 

over the surrounding vehicles.” I don’t think we can just hot foot it out of here, how many of 

us is there?”   

One of the woman, the older one, walked over by Duckmans side and pointed to the screen’ 

“we got a micro bus out there somewhere, they brought us all right in with it- its big enough 

for us all” as they looked for something to use in our escape, Rita turned to me, picking up 

her jacket, and rummaging for something, ” i gotta go find Jr,  they were headed for the 

tower when we saw them” she said, turning. “Wait, Rita…” I began, but she had already left 

us in the corridor.” Shit, Hold on Rita…Full metal” I shouted after her, but she ignored me. 

Horzes handed me my sweat stained leather comms link,” I got the mech locking bolt device 

off  89, if we’re going inside with her – you might wanna see if  it links up okay ,I heard the 

guards say they were taking her fella to the tower, someone wanted to see him”   

“What, you want us to go with her?” I asked dumbstruck,  “she’ll be caught as soon as she 

opens the doors. There are guards and Daggits everywhere- not to mention the EDA drones 

above us incase you’ve forgotten Horzes.”   

“I know, but the Daggit dogs are easy to hack, they are manually over ridden by a simple wifi 

hack -you saw how easy it was to make them sit and beg, and judging by the gathering of 

the drones, I reckon something is about to go down pretty soon”  

“Wait, it was you who switched the dogs off?”   

Horzes just looked at me, raising an eyebrow, and began bobbing his head from side to side 

smiling  

“Who switched the dogs off… ruff… ruffruff !” He began singing, and nodding his head, 

looking smug.  

 ” listen, Horzes  you gotta stay here, see if you can help us get as far inside as we can okay- 

then make a run for the hills with Duckman okay.I’ll meet up with you or  I’ll call you later 

okay”   

” no can do, they smashed our comms links remember- let me worry about that – you better 

split bitch, she’s gone!”  He pointed to the swinging door.  



I turned to see Rita disappear out the corridor door, and grabbed one of the bulky looking 

EDA guards comms links with the faded logo ‘Q comm’ from the girl that stood awkwardly 

by my side.  

“Shit, just see if you can find him using this thing... and call me okay” I handed Horzes the 

device, and he looked down at it,   

” Master Luke! Pardon me for asking, but, ah what should me and Artoo do if we are 

discovered here?”  

I turned to answer his smarmy question, “lock the doors…and hope they don’t have 

blasters!”   

“That’s not very reassuring” i heard him recite as I shook my head and ran out the door after 

Full metal.  

  

  

  

As I closed the door behind me I was overwhelmed by the number of EDA drones now 

circling around the devils tower ahead. The sky above seemed to  be filled with so many of 

the metal balls it was almost impossible  to actually see any of the night sky through them. It 

was like the devils tower had become Saturn and the drones were its rings, circling in an 

ever rotating tidal wave of futuristic  mechanical devices, awaiting the order to kill.  

“Here come the drums here come the drums..” I mouthed in awe at the sight of the drones, 

very much reminding me of an old doctor who episode where the master had returned to 

destroy earth. Full metal was several strides ahead of me weaving in and out of the military 

hardware parked in rows, ducking her punk style hairdo down whenever she saw one of the 

EDA patrols pass near her. I cursed and thought about returning back to the confinement of 

the EDA  cabin, but I think I had already made my choice…I wanted to see what was 

happening up on Devils tower just as much as Rita wanted to find her man.  

I eventually caught up with her as she crouched beside a parked military jeep, “shit Rita, 

didn’t you hear me call you?” I panted trying to catch my breath. Rita said nothing for a 

moment then pointed over to a squad of EDA soldiers lead by none other than our very own 

Sergeant Cruz, who was cheerfully in conversation with the same boy we had seen being 

dragged from the confinement cells. “That’s JR, the go’ram bastards still  got him tied up 

and look like they are frogmarching him away somewhere…look!” she whispered, pointing 

to the back of a military wagon, where several EDA uniformed soldiers were now 

dismounting their parked  vintage motorbike rides and climbing inside the parked truck next 

to the Sergeant. Once inside, they reached from behind a green canvas flap and waited to 

pull JR inside the loader. “Where do you think they are taking him Rita?” I asked, cautiously 



ducking down even lower behind the fuel canister strapped to the back of the M.A.S.H style 

vehicle.  

“shhhhhhhh…listen” she said turning her head to try and pick up on what was being said. 

She watched as the Sergeant spoke briefly, then watched bemused as he smiled then cut 

the binding from JRs wrists and shook her boyfriends hand…and then saluted the young 

man.  

“what the hell!”she gasped, as she watched Sergeant Cruz walk off  and the four EDA 

soldiers pulled JR inside the truck. I had to pull Rita back down as two guards passed by on 

the other side of the jeep, otherwise I am sure she was just about to run down to the truck 

“full metal’ style. “shit…wait Rita!” I cursed, as the WWII style trucks exhaust gurgled to life.  

I noticed all the vehicles parked around us were of the same vintage, everything seemed pre 

21st century. some looked like they were rolled straight out of the war museum. Then I 

remembered watching something about the aliens that attacked us in 2015 saying that they 

had had the technology to manipulate or switch off any machinery with a computer chip 

implanted inside its engine. Maybe the powers at be had raided the military museum for 

that very same cautious reason. Then I remembered the old movie with the wild stallion 

dude about the day the earth stood still, were the exact same thing had happened to all 

technology.  

We watched as the truck rolled away and headed straight down the sandy track for the 

Devils tower, and then heard the tremendous horn blast from two EDA escort drones above 

us that had now left the precession and dropped out of the sky to join the truck as it moved 

towards the mountain. The truck then joined the flow of steady traffic that was making its 

way down to the gapping entrance we could just make out dug out of the side of the 

mountain side.  

“I knew he was being watched, I told him to be careful but noooo…he wanted to tell the 

world about all his crazy alien conspiracies “she cursed sarcastically, peering over the jeeps 

rear end to make sure the coast was clear. “okay, see those two bikes 89..”she pointed 

ahead to the parked vintage indian motorbikes, “think you can get to one without being 

caught?” she smiled at me.  

“what the hell Rita…you’re not thinking of following them are you?” I asked dumfounded, as 

my comms bracelet buzzed alerting me of an incoming call.  

“Got nothing else to do tonight, I washed my hair yesterday…you in…or are you chicken 

Mcfly?” she smiled again.  

Ï said nothing as she winked and threw me a nod, then she turned and bolted for the bikes 

40 metres away. I watched her for a moment, making sure she was not caught in the first 

footfalls of our escape attempt, then answered my buzzing comm link.  

“Yo biatch…hows the weather outside?” Crazy H  questioned waving at me from the cracked 

screen.  



“not now Horzes…Full metal is about to follow a truck they’ve put JR inside…I think they are 

taking him to the DevilsTower. I’ll talk later.” he gave me the thumbs up, “I’ll see what I can 

find out on this EDA Q comm  thing- hey its pretty cool watch what it can do…” I heard him 

curse then his screen crackled and then clicked off.  I covered my own comms link and 

followed to catch Rita  up as quick as I could.  

The bike was basic, not like the ones I had watched in the movies, but as I ran over and 

jumped onto the seat next behind Rita she gave me a stare as I wrapped my arms around 

her back. She gripped the handle bars- “what the…no chance sista’… that one over there is 

yours” she looked pretty pissed that I had even thought that riding behind her was okay.  

“but…”I began, but realised it was futile, and slid of the seat. “Here put these on” she said 

handing me a rather fetching set of Dan Dare goggles pulled from the handle bars. Despite 

my cool biker chic appearance I hadn’t  actually ridden an old bike like this for years, maybe 

not since the stacks, and  my confidence had been rocked severely when I crashed that one 

into the old wreckers yard.  

Cautiously I climbed aboard my steed, and adjusted my Biggle goggles, as Full metal 

watched on with a curious smile, “you okay princess?” she smiled, lowering her own 

goggles.  

“sure I got this!”I lied.  

“good, then lets go…stay close!’ she said as she jumped down on the kick start to the blast 

of the engine. I watched and followed her lead, revving my own bike and clicking into gear 

with my boot.  She shot off in front of me and began weaving through the traffic before I 

was even rolling my bike from its stand, and I had to concentrate to remember how to ride 

the ancient vehicle. it took me a few moments to actually find my groove, but I was still a 

hell of a lot slower than Rita.  

I watched Full metal make several daring manoeuvres as she passed two more trucks on the 

inside, and I twisted my throttle to catch her.  Now we were swerving the traffic like we 

were on a couple of light cycles weaving through the trees on the planet Endor, and I 

actually felt a twang of exhilaration as I levelled up along side her and turned.  

She gave me the thumbs up and pointed ahead, and I turned to see the same canvas 

flapping truck speeding up ahead. I nodded and peeled behind her as she slowed behind 

one of the trucks between us and it.  

Suddenly there was an almighty horn blast above us, two EDA patrol drones had dropped 

from the circling parade above and were now following behind us us as we sped toward the 

gaping tunnel entrance. I could see the traffic slowing ahead as the barriers dropped, and 

the guards raised their rather large weapons towards us  both . Rita peeled off violently and 

made a sharp turn onto the dusty unprepared track to the side of the mountain, and I 

followed squinting in her dust cloud. the drones behind us blasted their horns again and 

gave us the familiar warning.  



“THIRY SECONDS TO COMPLY”  

I pulled back on my throttle harder and drew up alongside Full Metal who was searching 

ahead for a place to outsmart the drones. As I followed I could see what she was planning 

and shuddered. As I passed over the dirt mounds along the EDA fence line I had the feeling l 

was  Captain holts about to make his daring escape over the German barb wired fence, as 

the soundtrack played in my head. And it wasn’t long before Rita thought the same.  

She hit the hill as fast as the old Indian could travel and vaulted the fence line as the 

countdown boomed,  

“YOU HAVE TWENTY SECONDS TO COMPLY!”  

I took a breath as I watched her leap over the fence line and land on the other side 

perfectly, then disappeared into the wooded area. I saw my chance of escaping fading as we 

passed onto a higher section of the fence, but kicked down of the gear and revved as hard 

as I could.  

“TEN SECONDS TO COMPLY!”  

I hit the grassy knoll and became airborne, the bike revving wildly as the fence passed below 

me. The front wheel of the bike ploughed into the sand and twisted ninety degrees, pitching 

me over the handle bars and sending me rolling hard into the sandbank. I rolled over in a 

sandy cloud and looked on in horror as one of the EDA drones dived and ploughed 

erratically into the sand next to me, while the other one twisted violently, then shot off 

skyward spinning wildly on its axis like Darth Vaders  TIE fighter.  

I watched as it then stopped in mid air, spun around three times, and then darted back 

down in my direction. I froze in fear choking on the plume of sand in my throat, and waiting  

for its swivelling guns turrets to start firing at its intended fleeing target, but it just 

awkwardly turned to the left, and  sort of hovered for a second.  

“YOUR SHIT OUTTA TIME GIRL…I GOT THE POWA!” the EDA drone boomed, as I looked on in 

confusion.  

“BOY YOU SHOULD SEE YOUR FACE TURTLE…BET YOU PISSED YOUR PANTS TOO!”  

I looked up at the hovering EDA drone, “Horzes?”  

“NONE OTHER BIATCH! AS I SAID…ITS AMAZING WHAT YOU CAN DO WITH AN EDA Q 

COMM”  

I fell back into the settling sand and sighed a  laugh as I heard the grumbling of Rita’s bike 

idling towards me.  

“You dumb son of a nerf herder…you coulda warned me Horzes, say...  before I made that 

fraking evel knievil jump!” I spat, pretty furious Crazy H had let me try and kill myself. Full 



metal had turned around and pulled her stolen motorbike up alongside me, the tyres 

trundling deep into the sandy dune by the trees where I fell. She turned and looked back 

along the track to where the passing IOI trucks and EDA vehicles continued down towards 

the entrance to the mountain, then glanced skyward,  

 “Are there any more on their way?” she thought aloud, kicking out the bike stand and 

pulling a black carton of cigarettes from her green parker inside pocket. Rita pulled back her 

parker coat revealing her faded Iron beagle snoopy T shirt which fitted tightly to her slender 

athletic figure, as she searched her pockets for a lighter. I watched on as the commandeered 

EDA drone above me, which was now piloted by Horzes, swivel 90 degrees in the air and 

positioned the camera lens mounted on the front towards Rita, as she straddled the Indian 

bike frame like she was on a tank girl photo shoot. The drone stopped and stared at her, its 

camera motors whirring as it zoomed into Full Metals chest with its gun arms pointing 

towards her as it hovered magically suspended in the air. I must admit even I was now  

staring at Rita as she lit her cigarette and posed casually as if on the cover of some 

apocalyptic bike magazine for mature gamer geeks. She lifted her goggles onto her forehead 

and shrugged, “like take a picture guys…it’ll last longer!”  

The drone swung back around towards me in a jerky manoeuvre, Horzes obviously 

embarrassed at how obvious the stare had been, then turned skyward  

“WE BETTER SHAKE A TAIL FEATHER BIACH….LADIES!” he corrected himself,  

“THE OPERATOR OF THAT OTHER DRONE WILL BE PILOTING ANOTHER ANY SECOND”  

I got to my feet and tried lifting the partially buried bike lying idling in the sand, the front 

end was mashed up pretty bad, but I just couldn’t straighten the handlebars. I turned to Rita 

who rolled her eyes and placed the cigarette in her mouth, revving her own bikes engine as 

the smoke drifted into her squinting eyes, and nodded for me to jump on. it was a very cool 

look for her, a sort of a female James Dean, mixed with a bit of Lara Croft. I didn’t need to 

be told twice, and waded awkwardly across the sand dune to where she waited. “where too 

Horzes, what’s our options to get inside that mountain?” she asked the floating EDA drone 

as she steadied the additional weight on her ride. I wasn’t sure whether to wrap my arms 

around her now, or just wait until we were moving, I didn’t want to come across as 

developing a crush on her or anything, so in the end I just decided on the option of gripping 

on to the back of the seat, while Crazy H tried to help us out with a new plan.  

“THE ONLY WAY IS UP…BABY”  his electronic voice replied, and I swear it was just another 

reference to his shockingly bad taste in 80s music.  

“there is no way James Halliday enjoyed listening to that crap Horzes, just how the hell did 

you become a sixer elite  with a taste in music like that?”  His choice of 80s musical 

references were continuously baffling to me.  

We both watched as his Drone circled us making a small dust devil in the sand with its 

boosters, and led the way around the side of the mountain, aware that we were directly 



under the swarming multitude of EDA drones above us, “Hold on 89, this road is gonna get 

bumpy” Rita shouted. I had the urge to reply with a classic back to the future line but bit my 

lip hard, now was not the time for corny one liners.  

“Roads….where we’re going, we don’t need roads !”   it came out, I couldn’t help myself, 

but…to my surprise it got a laugh from Rita, and she turned a cocked smile my way, “grab 

my waist…but like don’t try to cop a feel though… okay!”  I smiled, and held on tight. damn, 

she even smelled good too.   

Rita followed Horzes the best she could, but with me clinging tight on the back, it was just 

too difficult to remain upright. We came to a faltering stop about halfway up the easier part 

of the steep slope, and Rita screamed her frustrations at the situation, as the bike hit a 

gnarly tree root, toppling over for the umpteenth time and fell onto the deep sandy rutted 

terrain below us .  “I really don’t think this is the right frakin’way, there must be like an 

easier way to get inside this bitch of a  mountain…Horzes any ideas?” We could see his EDA 

Drone turning skyward  as the darkening clouds  became visible through the cracks of the 

procession above.  

The circling drones began slowing and turning to the heavens, and i watched on at the 

fantastical sight, as the drones slowed down to a crawl- each of them spreading out from 

the other as the fermenting clouds began bubbling and shifting in the sky. The silence was 

intense, as we watched from our perch hallway up the mountainside, able to see the whole 

valley floor beneath us, as the IOI trucks rumbled on down the road, and the vast night sky 

that now stretched above us allowed the occasional starry light through.  

Suddenly the EDA drones began blasting out deep trombone like notes in an ear splitting 

cacophony of  horn blasts. I couldn’t believe my ears. The drones were actually recreating 

the famous Re, Mi, Do, Do, So, musical  score from that science fiction classic, as the 

great migrating  circle slowed to a stop . oh my god its fraking close encounters of the 

third kind!   

We both watched on slack jawed as the drones paused, producing the greeting in unison, 

and waited, as the echoes drifted into silence once again around the valley.  

There was complete silence again, only the evening breeze whistled past as we waited 

holding our breath in anticipation  

“OH SHIT!”  

Horzes gasped from the drone’s speaker, as he swivelled the camera for a better close up, 

and I could only watch on in sheer awe at the sight that was unfolding before my very eyes.  

“What.. the.. hell… is that?” Rita gasped in stuttering intervals, pointing skyward as the 

clouds began parting. Something big began poking through the clouds. But I was already 

watching it as I fell back into the dirt. This thing was huge, and I mean fraking Independence 

Day huge, and from what I could make out, it was only the tip of the mother craft.  



Then the whole craft broke the clouds, and replied to the fanfare welcome of the EDA 

Drones.  

What The Fuck…?  My brain was screaming to be let out of its fan girl cage.  

It was utterly insane. I shit you not… am not making this up, the sound blasting from the 

monstrous mother ship as it descended towards the Devils Tower was none other than the 

instrumental…from Star wars!  They were only playing the most revered musical intro the 

world has ever heard -Darth Vader’s Imperial March!  

I had Goosebumps on my Goosebumps as the evil Star wars fanfare filled the sky and 

morphed into something that sounded so awesome I thought I was going to faint.  These 

aliens were the coolest motherfuckers ever to invade Earth, and I was completely rooting 

for these intergalactic bad guys. I had pictures of a mother ship full of Samuel L Jacksons as 

the fanfare changed to a Dub step version of the March, and I actually laughed out in manic 

exhilaration.  

My heart was beating so fast I didn’t care that the descending ship was almost upon us as 

we lay in the vibrating  dirt together. Even Full Metal was having her own personal moment 

under the invading DJs, because she grasped my hand tight and smiled at me like a kid who 

was having their first roller coaster experience. The whole mountain side was vibrating so 

hard I thought I was actually going to cum In my pants with the exhilaration I was 

experiencing.  

“THIS IS FRACKING AWESOME!” Crazy H screamed like a girl, and I could hear his brother in 

the background cursing in his own awestruck way, “ARE YOU SEEING THIS 89!” he screamed 

from inside the drone.  

The sky was filled with the flashing beacons of the Mother ship as it slowly descended 

towards the top of the Tower, and unlike the film, I watched as the ship actually moored 

itself atop the craggy mountain as the soundtrack faded.  

“oh… we gotta get up there!” I said as the drones began swirling again.  

The air around us was filled with such an immense  static charge, that it seemed to buzz 

ferociously in my cavities, which was causing me an unimaginable annoying vibrating 

sensation in my gums so intense that I felt the urge  to pull each of my back teeth out with 

my fingers. It was so maddening, I actually reached inside to make sure that they weren’t 

falling out.  

“How do we get up there?” I shouted to both Full Metal and Crazy H’s Drone. Full Metal was 

still flat out on her back mesmerised by the flashing lights above us, while the EDA drone 

just hovered silently. “HORZES!” I shouted again, trying to be heard over the pulsing noise 

above.  

“HANG ON 89….WE’RE ONTO SOMETHING HERE!” Crazy H replied.  



I waited for a moment, returning my gaze to the mothercraft above me in wonder, never in 

my life would I have thought I’d live to see the day the Sodality would return. I mean I had 

read about the first contact with the aliens during the OASIS classes, but that was so boring. 

They had turned something spectacular into a whole semester’s  lesson on civilisations 

history of colonisation. No wonder most folks had just left it for the historians.  

The pulsing began to fade as the mother ship above must have begun to shut down its 

propulsion units or something, I had no idea of fusion propulsion, on any other kind of 

propulsion for that matter- the only vaguely similar technology I had been charged with was 

my online sixer scavenger vessel I shared with Horzes , and our artefact hunting dune buggy. 

So basically I had no skills in that department.  

“OKAY…I THINK WE GOT….YEH…LOOK AT THIS… STAND BACK LADIES I’M GONNA TRY 

SOMETHING!”  

Full metal rolled away from the drone as I got to my knees and side kneed a good few feet 

away. The EDA drone lifted ten feet from the ground and then stopped. We watched as the 

drone turned around and a large hatchway at the rear unhinged and dropped down 

revealing an inner chamber. I could hear Horzes mumbling  to himself “DO OR DO NOT 

THERE IS NO TRY” as he punched in on his commandeered Q comms, and suddenly out flew 

three tennis ball sized silver  orb like devices, that whizzed past us like bouncing flubber 

balls. We both ducked as they zig zagged out of control, until I heard Horzes shout to his 

brother to quit messing with the keyboard.  

They reminded me of the kino balls Eli Wallace had found aboard the SGU ancients ship, and 

when Horzes asked me to check my comms channel I saw that was exactly what they were.  

“LADIES… I GIVE YOU.. DUCKMAN AND CRAZY H’s  PRIME TIME PAY PER VIEW  

INVASION VISION…TADA!”  I watched as the image of Full metals ample chest momentarily 

appeared on my screen, suddenly turning to the ground as  she swatted the orb away like a 

menacing mosquito.  

“LET ME JUST TEST SOMETHING OUT HERE” Horzes added laughing , then  we watched as 

the two orbs shot skyward towards the action above.  

We watched as the image on my comms  screen showed the craggy mountain face whizzing 

past quickly, then we both looked up to see the devices disappear into the lightshow above. 

“This is awesome, but we really need to be up there Horzes, “Full metal pointed up to the 

ship, ” cant you like piggy back us up there or something. haven’t you got like a silver surfer 

board shoved up that things metal ass somewhere, or a hover board?”   I laughed as the 

camera slowed and peered over the craggy plateau above and zoomed out to give us a 

panoramic view of the amazing sight. “Whoah, do you see that!” I gasped as the camera 

panned around the mountain top.  

It had been decked out with the full red carpet treatment; red roped barriers with golden 

tussled braiding hanging in the breeze like we were watching the 120th Academy Awards 



Show. Spot lights and recording devices were situated around the huge stage set directly 

under the hovering mother ships closed hatchway.  As kino camera one ball hovered 

discreetly from the craggy outcrop  showing us the panoramic view, I could see kino camera 

ball two moving in for a close up of the rest of the area, “Duckman, can you show us camera 

two?” I asked as my comms screen split in two like it was showing me a  multiplayer view.  

“Sure thing Harriette, is this not the wildest thing you’ve ever seen. I mean…aliens…in our 

back yard…” I could hear how excited he was, but would not have believed it if told. 

Duckman never really came over as the excited fan boy type….wait …did he just call me 

Harriette?  

I blushed again, maybe there was a chance of some chemistry between me and him.  

I had completely lost my train of thought when Full Metal began pointing and stabbing at 

the screen “GO BACK..GO BACK HORZES…that was him, that was JR!” she shouted excitedly, 

prodding my wrist frantically.  

We watched the kino ball turn and zoom to show us a group of people who had gathered up 

on the plateau standing by the golden barrier posts just out of screen, and as it panned 

around I could make out three EDA uniformed ranked soldiers, and a skinny looking kid with 

a black patch worked baseball jacket.  

“THERE!” Rita  shouted, that’s JR, That’s my JR!” she sounded relieved for a moment, then 

the doubt set in. “why in the hell would they have JR up there?”  

I could make out a familiar face in the small crowd of EDA soldiers milling around JR on the 

red carpet. It was  none other than sergeant Cruz, the guy who had detained us earlier in 

the day. The other two I did not recognise, an older woman dressed in full military fatigues, 

reminding me of the girl from an old cancelled show called Stargate. The other, was a large 

fat balding man with a chest full of medals hanging from his lapel. The kid, JR looked very 

nervous standing there in his retro baseball jacket, and I could make out several Atari 

patches ironed onto the back, along with a large EDA insignia.  

“Can you get in any closer?” Full Metal asked, biting one of her long black painted 

fingernails, and I could see she was getting rather anxious at the unfolding events.  

Who wouldn’t, I mean an invading civilisation has just landed on your doorstep- and your 

boyfriend is one of the welcoming party there to greet them.  

I switched to camera one, something was happening. The doors had begun to open.  

I watched as the screen switched completely to keno camera one, and held my breath as the 

huge rectangular garage door like hatch began lowering down to the podium. dry ice Smoke 

began billowing out, and I wondered if the frozen ice machine gimmick was just for 

dramatical effect. I mean who flies around in a ship filled with frozen dry ice fumes…come 

on guys gimme a break.  



As we both watched on in stunned silence, the keno camera orb slowly traversed the 

perimeter of the grand stage. The onlookers were completely oblivious to the gate crasher 

Kino’s as several more kino orbs had now joined in the filming of the event.  

Something was moving forward through the dry ice clouds from the shadows.  

The small creature, dwarfed by the size of the hanger, slowly glided through the dry ice 

clouds towards the podium, and for a moment I wondered if perhaps it was only Richard 

Dreyfuss’s character Ray Neary returning for his sequel.  But then I saw the beings yellow 

spacesuit, complete with his breathing visor compensator covering his obviously hideous 

face.  

We watched the screen, happy to be 100meters below the unravelling action for a change.  

Kino camera one zoomed in on the aliens yellow space hooded helmet, and a large picture 

of his breathing respirator filled our screen, complete with the creatures rasping heavy 

breathing. I wondered if there was something familiar about the alien.  

Suddenly the creature lifted his hands and pointed toward the several kino cameras circling 

the stage, pausing for effect,  

“SILENCE EARTHLINGS” he bellowed as a deafening guitar solo thrashed out from all around 

him.  Kino camera two turned to show the EDA arrival party clutching their ears in shock.  

“MY NAME IS DARTH VADER, I AM AN EXTRA TERRESTRIAL FROM THE PLANET VULCAN…” 

he held up his hand to stop the music, then made the Vulcan symbol for peace, living long 

and prospering  

Wait a minute…is that …Van Halen?   

Full metal looked mortified as I suddenly realised what we were watching.  

The Alien visitor paused again, then began to remove his yellow space visor.  

“Na I’m only messing with you guys!” Zack Lightman said, flicking back his hair and waving at 

the cameras as if he was a pop star on his latest tour of The universe.  

its back to the future, he’s bloody imitating Marty Mcfly   I chuckled.  

A rather retro figure dressed in the 1980s ‘V’ the series uniform appeared   from the back of 

the dry ice hanger, a stage hand, a roadie perhaps, and slipped behind Zack, taking his 

helmet from him as he unzipped his yellow radiation suit and stepped out of it. Then the V 

roadie  quickly disappeared back through the dry ice again, as Zack interacted with the 

audience once more.  

“Sorry guys, couldn’t resist…I always wanted to do that” he smiled readying himself again, 

and straightening his hair, as another helper appeared on the stage, also dressed in the 



1980s uniform of the visitors from ‘V’ the series this time complete with the large black 

shades. He was carrying a large wooden podium similar to that of which the President of 

United States makes his deliverances to the public with. He adjusted the stand and prepped 

the microphone for Zack, who nodded and smiled at the extra.   

“thanks, thanks dude” could just be heard off mike.  

“Okay,” he began again, leaning against the wooden podium, and turning to the group in 

front. “Where to start eh, it’s been a busy couple of decades for all you here on Earth.” He 

waved at the gathering on the red carpet. At the rear of the small welcoming group, stood 

several EDA ATHID guards in full riot gear for some reason. Behind those soldiers was an 

open elevator with several more guards poised inside. Several shadowy figures sat behind 

the soldiers, but they were hidden in the darkness, away from the viewing Kino camera.  

“Ambassador Wheaton” Zack nodded towards the shadowy figures, “Armistice council 

members” another official nod in that direction.  

He moved to the small cluster of people by the red carpet area.  

“Ray,” Zack nodded, “How you been dude- hope my little brother been taking care of my 

Star base Ace while I have been away?” Ray gave him the thumbs down followed by a 

raspberry, as JR frowned awkwardly behind him.   

“JR hey buddy, long time no see, you’re getting tall little bro’...shit we need to talk sorry it’s 

been so long, but hey in my world it’s only been ...what, a couple of years!” he tried to sell 

his argument, but could see he was wasting his time on JR who cursed his absence while he 

was growing up.  

“ Cruz….good to see you man, hows Deihlio ? Is he still kicking your ass at TF?”  Sergeant 

Cruz realised that Zack was not fully up to speed with all the news events of the last 20 or so 

years, but smiled and waved none the less. Zack looked on slightly offended by his old 

friends cold shoulder, then slowly his eyes fell upon the woman in the military fatigues with 

a sigh, and he smiled a smile so full of missed opportunity, that I winced at his pain, 

“Lexecutioner, looking good girl, we really need to catch up, maybe empty that R2 flask and 

order a pizza eh...oh.. I believe congratulations are in order” Zack smiled again as both Cruz 

and Alexis Arkin smiled and nodded back in their own individual affectionate manner, lex 

blowing him a kiss. She lifted her hand and waved her finger in the air showing the 

engagement ring as Cruz wrapped his arm around her waist.  

Zack paused and turned to the turned back to the kino cameras, and addressed the 

audience again,  

“So much time has passed here on Earth since I’ve been away these last couple of years, but 

as you can see, skimming black holes and jumping wormholes all in the name of Diplomacy 

has its advantages wouldn’t you agree?”  Zackary Lightman had aged very little in the last 27 



years. In fact he still looked very similar to the images we learned in the OASIS schooling 

programmes.  

He hung his head, catching his thoughts,  

“Sheeple of Earth, I bring bad news. It seems our membership with the Sodality has been 

cancelled.” He looked straight into the camera in front, eyes serious now. “Yip, it seems 

someone forgot to renew our subscription with the planet stealing bullying sons of bitches, 

and we missed the deadline.” I turned to Full metal, which had turned a paler shade of 

white.  

“But that’s okay, because I have found another gym for us to…”he stopped, and I watched 

him reach up to his forehead with a shaking hand, “look, the short of it is… the Sodality are a 

bad lot, they are nothing but a regime of tyrannical bullies who play with their food before 

they devour it. And that’s what they have been doing with us, and every other small fry in 

the playgrounds around us. I have watched them do it. I have seen civilisations wiped from 

existence because they would not bow down to The Sodality way. They call it an induction 

into the Sodality but I have seen them tear peaceful planetary nations apart with their 

aptitude tests and their genocide. There is no take it or leave it with them, it’s their way… or 

goodbye Saturday pizza night.” Zack paused, both hands clenched on the wooden board. 

“There is no my way or the highway with them, because either way  we’re gonna be 

obliterated from that highway they plan to build straight through our back yard, while we 

sip gargle blasters and watch the cricket. They are not a friendly race of people. They lie and 

send out machines to provoke war on unsuspecting planets, while they sit back and laugh at 

our pain and suffering. I saw the pain in his eyes as the kino camera zoomed in for a close up 

on my screen.  

“I made a terrible mistake... we made a terrible mistake, and the price for this peace was too 

much , we have sold our soul to the devils calling themselves a peaceful planetary 

community – but there is no Solidarity with the Sodality, and there never will be. They 

murder the innocent and threaten the weak with the threat of taking back their knowledge.  

“I  was once told it would depend on what we would do with what we were given, before 

they made up their minds on us, but that was just a reason for them to stall I think. They are 

stalling because they fear us. They fear what we are capable of doing to their cosy little 

genocide games.  And I say to hell with the Sodality…I say we fight back with what we were 

given.  I say we take the fight to them!”  

Zack Lightman was on a role, the passion was oozing from his pours as he carried out his 

passionate rant to the people of Earth, and both Rita and I had Goosebumps listening to his 

inspiring speech.  

” I THINK I CAN GET YOU BOTH UP THERE NOW!” Horzes said.  

“IT MIGHT BE A BIT DODGY, BUT YOU’LL BE IN FOR A HELLUVA RIDE IF WE MAKE IT”  



Zack Lightman continued his speech as Full Metal and I climbed onto the EDA drone 

carefully, as Horzes lifted the guns for us to straddle. We sat back to back, with our legs 

dangling either side of the gun arms like we were on a weird looking buck and bronco 

machine, and held on tight as the drone lifted skyward.  

“HEY, YOU DO REALISE THAT YOU ARE PRACTICALLY SITTING ON MY FACE JUST NOW!” 

Horzes wolf whistled, smacking his lips over the speaker intercom. We ignored him, but i 

had to laugh. Full metal was humoured as well i could hear her chuckle as her head shook 

slowly.   

“You’ll get used to the little perv” I said.  

“Lucky me!” full metal sighed.  

Zacks speech was gathering momentum,   

“The EDA and Innovative Online Industries have been working secretly together for the last 

two decades, perfecting the Sodality technology given to us by way of a Trojan horse, and 

have successfully constructed our own Armada of Battlestars to send out past Jupiter’s 

fourth moon Europa to find their home world and give them a test of our own… 

unconditional surrender!” Zack paused.  

“Up there,” he pointed skyward, “we have amassed an Armada of three hundred and sixty 

Battlestar class fighting vessels, each one captained by our finest warriors. You might 

remember them as the “Thirty Dozen” the heroic men women and children who saved our 

planet from destruction from the Sodality 25 years ago. Each of the Battlestars will be 

captained by one of these fine people, some I admit are a little long in the tooth for battle 

now” he turned to Ray, who frowned back at him. “But know that each of these ships is 

primed and ready for battle. All they need is you…an army of Drone pilots, prepared to take 

the fight to the Sodality, the best of the best, the cream of the crop. These Battlestar, each 

with its own new generation of “thirty Dozen” warriors, will be ready to pick up arms to 

defend our planet. Think about it, a whole Armada of the Earths finest virtual fighters, 

piloting drones from the safety of our own Battlestars, knowing that they are capable of 

traversing the void of unknown space.”  

Horzes guided his Drone up the craggy rock face, and we reached the plateau, carefully 

inching off the EDA drone for a better advantage point, “stay close Horzes!” I said, stumbling 

over the craggy outcrop. From here we could see everything, and I had to hold Full Metal 

back once more for fear of her running on over to her boyfriend, who was looking on as 

wide eyed as we were.  

Zack looked up, and as if on cue, the sky in the distant horizon parted, “I have instructed 

that a Battlestar will be stationed at each and every capital and major city around the world. 

I have instructed that each commander of each vessel begin testing the skills of any 

individual willing to fight for their planet. I will be placing one of our unique EDA fighter 

squadron Battlestars in the areas of most highly concentrated populations for selection of 



Terra Firma teams and offcourse Armada experience. Times have changed since I was here 

last. The video games are so much more intricate than those developed when I played 

online. We now do things as a team, multiplayer’s, fighting together. Each player one needs 

his own player two. And that is what we need, teamwork. Our new vessels are vastly 

superior to the ones I piloted.  Time is short, we need to be on our way as soon as we can, 

so we will only have a period of sixty days of aptitude testing and space flight theory to 

progress any of us to space pilot ranking selection” Zack looked up and grinned,  

“ARE YOU NOT ENTERTAINED?”  

We turned around together as the rumbling echoed from the horizon behind us, and saw 

the hull of another enormous Battlestar ship descending through the clouds just over the 

valley somewhere in the Oregon hills .   

Oh my god…They actually were Battlestars  just like Galactica.  

“That’s Beaverton!” Full Metal gasped, “They’re landing one in Beaverton!”  

“We will, however, not be doing this alone. We have allies in the task that lies ahead. Allies 

who have shunned the soiled hand of the Sodality, and are seeking our help to vanquish 

their enemy, and I have offered our own hand in friendship!” Zack Lightman turned to the 

dry ice that still pumped from the hanger of the ship and beckoned his new ally to come 

forward.  

…and the world watched on.  

  

  

Horzes moved the kino camera balls in for a closer look, slowly gliding them towards the 

stage where Ambassador Lightman stood with his arm outstretched awaiting his guest. He 

looked like a talk show host welcoming his new guest down the hanger ramp. The other kino 

camera zoomed in on JR who looked as confused about the whole thing as me and Full 

Metal.  

“JR always did say this kinda shit was going to go down one day, but like I never thought I’d 

be actually witnessing it!” She murmured from behind our hiding rock.  

“Ladies and gentlemen, I give you the ambassador of the Soberki system.” The fanfare for 

2001 a space Odyssey began to play from above, and i must admit, it set the scene perfectly 

along with the dry ice and the kino cameras buzzing around for a better angle.  

Two figures appeared from the backlit hanger, slowly gliding through the dry ice ahead of a 

third shape i could not make out. The first two figures maneuverer themselves as one, 

revealing themselves as smaller drones, with what looked like pop up heads on the top of 

their canopies. Each had two large robotic animated eyeballs in the centre of the pop up 



head that appeared to be scanning the area left and right, as the pop up heads on each 

robot turned like gun turrets on a tank. What i suddenly realized i was looking at, were 

replicas of the hovering robotic sidekicks from Disney’s Black Hole space romp, and behind 

them- you guessed it, was Maxamillion – the big red menacing robot that went a bit mental 

towards the end of the movie, was now stomping down the steps bold as brass.   

“Is this for real?” Full metal asked aloud, but I’m not sure she was really directing the 

question at me. I said nothing as the hulking big machine clanged down the steps, with its 

arms outstretched, carrying a large water container. kino camera two zoomed in close, 

and I saw what looked like a jar in its claws, a large specimen jar with something floating 

about inside. To me it looked like a jelly fish, in a dazzling array of colours ranging from 

blue to red to purple to, white.   

Ambassador Lightman turned to the camera with a wide grin, as he waited for the canned 

applause to stop.  

“This is first contact? A jellyfish in a jar?” I mumbled, pretty disappointed at the great reveal.  

Maximillion stopped next to zack and raised the large specimen jar higher so that their eye 

line met, and the two Black Hole Drones hovered like body guards by their sides  

” okay, so technically, they don’t have a name for the beings they are, they gave up on titles 

millennia ago... So  I gave them the Soberki title, pretty neat huh Ray?” Ray slapped his palm 

on his forehead, and Zack laughed.” Yeh, and the jar is a new thing too, our guests are 

usually floating up there in the void of space in their pods, or schools…whatever you want to 

call their collective. But the gravity thing here on Earth is no good for them. So again, the 

masterBlaster kinda mash up was kinda my idea, although he is the brains of the operation. 

This bad boy here,” he wrapped his knuckle on the robots armouring, “is  Maxamillion, and 

he is the Latest ATHiD mark III to come out of the EDA IOI collaboration. ” canned laughter 

and applause erupted from somewhere, and Zack looked to the jellyfish in a jar. “Quit it” he 

mumbled from the side of his mouth like a ventriloquist fighting his dummy, and visible arcs 

of electric current could be seen emanating from the ambassadors flowing tentacles.  

“Our Soberki Ambassador here has rather a unique sense of humour, and it’s taken our 

boffins at Chaos Terrain a few attempts at perfecting our thought transference equipment, 

but we are working on it. In fact, to date we have managed to decipher so much of their 

knowledge that we have advanced our space flight technology centuries. And they have 

helped us with many of the plans for our Battlestar fleet.”   

Zack reached into his pocket and produced a small blue blinking bio chip that he held up to 

the camera. “This is how we communicate with these guys, it’s called a thought 

transference chip, or a bio chip. Once it’s made contact with the Soberki, it allows a 

telepathic link between the two of us, and the electronic devices around us allow it to 

speak...somehow. Sort of  like this.”  

Zack lifted the jar lid like he was raiding for cookies, then plopped the chip inside the 

embryonic fluid. It blinked blue light as the Soberki Ambassador caught it in his drifting 



sparkling Tendrils, and wrapped around the transference chip. Zack smiled for the camera 

again and leant under the podium for something, then stood up brandishing his black 

Interceptor Flight Control helmet Mark I, complete with modified transference chip 

mounted on the front.   

“ the guys at Chaos Terrain, with help from my brother, made this …thanks dude!” He 

nodded to JR who had no idea he had been involved in something so big, he had just 

followed the contract job given to him.  “They have steampunked my prototype headgear so 

that I can talk to the Soberki, pretty neat huh. So stick with me while i set this bad boy up.”  

He looked like he was wearing the thought reading helmet Doc brown wore in Back to The 

Future, as his head bobbed from side to side.  

He positioned the helmet over his head, and lowered the visor, and paused for effect,  

” Ambassador of the Sokerki, on behalf of humanity, i would proudly take this historic 

moment to welcome you to planet earth. We hope our two civilizations can prosper in its 

union to defeat the Sodality together, and seek out other allies to join our fight to eradicate 

those that wish harm on other developing species”   

We all waited for the fish in the jar to respond.  

After what seemed like minutes had passed, Zack calmed his impatient audience with a 

waving palm, before the jar lit up and the jellyfish began to pulse,  

“Prepare to die puny Earthlings!” The voice boomed through the speakers.  

  

Zack lifted his visor and turned to the Kino cameras in an Austin Powers like double take.  

 Oh behave!   

Then he laughed, “Did I forget to mention they also have a wicked sense of humor!” He 

turned to high five the jar.  

Full metal and i shuffled forward, absolutely gob smacked at what was quickly becoming the 

Zack Leno show. Even JR could be seen with a WTF look on his face.   

  

“Stay back Horzes!” I whispered as the EDA drone tried to follow us like further onto the 
plateau, but all he was managing to do was screech his EDA drones metal casing against the 
jagged outcrops   

“Stop!” I cursed.” They’ll catch us for Drokks sake!”   

The welcoming committee was looking on baffled by what was going on on the stage, and I 

thought i saw Sergeant Cruz look our way briefly.   

  



The speakers boomed again,  

“People of Earth, On behalf of my brethren, I graciously accept our bonding, and long for the 
day that you too, as a species, will transcend to a peaceful existence alongside us. But until 
we eradicate the Sodality menace, i fear we are all destined to suffer”  

Another pause, and Zack turned again,  

“Thank you Ambassador”  

The canned applause started up again, and Maxamillion turned to leave the stage with the 

first of Earths new allies against the Sodality. The humorous jelly fish in a specimen jar.   

They’ll be handy in a fight then!  

“Surely this is all just a propaganda stunt to recruit for their war effort” i whispered, ” the 

jelly fish was obviously a puppet, I’ve seen better attempts made on Farscape!”   

Zack looked at the cameras again,  

“Not convinced huh, you’re thinking this is just another smoke and mirrors Jim Hanson 

puppet in a jar stunt, to rally the troops and unite us eh.” He removed his helmet and 

smoothed back his floppy sweaty fringe.  

“ Well guys, you’re just gonna have to trust us on that, because this shit is gonna get real, 

real fast. Anyway,” he sighed,” i am going to pass you over to our Battlestars fleet 

commander…” He turned to Ray, his old star base Ace boss and smiled,” ray you ready?” 

Ray nodded and began up the red carpet.  

” yeh, as I said, it’s been a long journey, and i have some catching up to do with some very 

old friends, and a lot of apologizing to do to my brother,” he looked down at his angry 

brother with apologetic eyes” JR looked back, rather embarrassed at his actions over the 

last few years. He had no idea Zack had sacrificed so much. “so I will leave you in the 

capable…and yet funion seasoning stained hands of Fleet Commander Ray Vasquez ”   

The canned clapping broke out again as we watched, and once again Horzes drone pushed 

us both off balance, only this time it was followed by Horzes shouting,  

“CHRIST SAKE! LOOK OUT DOUGIE…OH SHIT!” The drone flew forward and Full Metal had 

only a second to pull me to the ground as the Drone spun off wildly. The Kino camera balls 

both fell from their hovering positions simultaneously, and Zack turned quick as a gunslinger 

with his side arm drawn. I watched as the Drone lifted high into the air spinning in all 

directions, until it hurtled straight down and crunched with a loud metal ding on the red 

carpeted area. Full Metal jumped to her feet and pulled me alongside her as Horzes 

screamed from the drones speakers, then i heard gun fire from the valley below.   

Several armed EDA guards spilled from the elevator, as Ray, Lex and Cruz all unslung their Q 

comm lasers and crouched in firing position. Zack Lightman was down the podium in a flash, 

the two Black Hole drones fully alert now tearing down the hanger ramp with guns raised 

and angry eyes mode engaged. Two EDA drones dropped from the parade of drones and 

swooped down to intercept the rogue drone, as it spun wildly around us.  



Full metal grabbed me close, and then thumped against the chassis of Horzes Drone with 

her robotic limb as it made another fly pass, and we watched it as it stopped in mid air, spin 

around then deactivate. It bounced to the ground with another clang as red targeting spots 

covered our torsos as we stood back to back in our best Charlies Angel pose.   

  

“THIRTY SECONDS TO COMPLY”   

came the familiar command, and i reached down for a rock to throw at the drones, but then 

thought better of it and slowly rose with my hands reaching for the stars. We stood there 

like a cornered pair of skunks, and i watched as Horzes unpiloted drone rolled to the 

plateaus edge, and then disappeared over the side. I heard it clang off each and every jaggy 

outcrop as it fell to the valley floor, and i imagined the road runner type explosion cloud at 

the bottom.  

More drones dropped from the procession and joined every other gun targeted on us.   

  

“TWENTY SECONDS TO COMPLY”  

  

Full Metal cursed, and looked around the carpeted area for her man, as The Black Hole  

drones circled us jerkily like they were being  puppeteered on strings. It was quite a glitch to 

master into the programming; i was impressed by the dedication to the movie, even though 

they had their weapons pointed at us.   

“JR, it’s me…hell honey  get them to call off their dogs!” Full metal shouted over the din of 

the drone commands.   

JR, who was watching from behind the cover of Lex and Cruz , poked his head over with a 

confused kook on his face, “Rita…Rita is that you?”  

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

  



The isolation cubes the guard had locked us away in, were six foot by six, and i had been in 

my one for over two hours before one of the EDA soldiers unlocked the cell door. He told 

me I had a visitor, and then moved to the side to allow the sergeant passed. I wondered why 

they do that; tell you that you had a visitor I mean. Why don’t they just open the door and 

let the visitor say why they are there. It would save time.  

I looked up from my bench into the bright artificially lit corridor and saw my favourite 

Sergeant.  

“A Flogging before breakfast?” I smiled, remaining on the wooden bench in the darkness. 

“Miss Tuttle, we have verified your story with Miss Jett, and all seems to be on order,”  

“Miss Jett?” I interrupted.  

“Yes, Rita, Rita Jett” Sergeant Cruz added, I could sense something was coming; I just wasn’t 

sure what yet.  

“I have some unfortunate news to tell you, “he sighed looking uncomfortable, “and I don’t 

think that there is any easy way of breaking it to you. So I am just going to say what I have to 

say, and answer your questions the best I can.” He held out his hand for me to take, and I 

obliged walking from the dark confined space of the solitude cube.  

  

“Here it comes,” I mumbled to my self, picking the fluff balls from Rita borrowed t shirt,  

”what is it then, six years hard labour for espionage and EDA property damage?” Sergeant 

Cruz’s stony gaze was unfazed, and he nodded to the soldier to leave, and I held my 

breath as he continued to hold my hand. We stood in awkward silence in the security 

wing deep inside the Devils Tower, as he tried to find the words.  

  

“I regret to inform you that during the detention siege, there has been several unauthorised 

Drone shots fired within the building. As a result…” He paused, letting out a deep sigh 

again,” as a result, several casualties have been pulled from the building”  

  

“Wait, you mean the detention wing where you locked us all away! What are you saying?” I 

pulled my hand away from his, as my mind began listing its top ten worse case scenarios. 

But before I could get passed worst case scenario two, Cruz spoke again,  

  

“I’m saying that in the confusion, our guards opened fire on those inside holding our men 

hostage, the result was six people inside with... gunshot wounds…”  

” Horzes? Duckman? How are they, are they shot!” I interrupted again, the bile rising in my 

belly as I felt the blood draining from my head.  

  



“I’m afraid they were caught up in the cross fire, yes. And I have just had an unconfirmed 

report that one of the brothers has been fatally shot, the other is on the operating table as 

we speak. I am sorry, truly I am...but it doesn’t look good”  

My heart sank, I couldn’t think straight,” wh…who..is it?” I said, which really wasn’t a 

question the Sergeant could answer, but I didn’t care.  

  

“I said WHO THE FRAK IS IT THAT YOU MURDERED!” I screamed at him, my knuckles balled 

into fists readying to strike out at the man. He knew I was mad enough to lunge, but instead 

of backing off, he stepped closer to me and reached out and tried to hug me.  

 “I’m not sure, information is a bit all over the place, all we knew is that somebody somehow 

hacked our EDA security programming, and our EDA drone system was breached like it was 

a three click bike chain. Unbelievable really, it has never been heard of since the invasion, so 

naturally, that put us in a high alert situation; we had no idea who was taking over down 

there, so the orders were given to…”  

 “No…no….no….no…you get in there and find out  who they are operating on right now you 

hear…you tell me ….right now…..” I trailed off; I couldn’t comprehend what he was saying. 

One of my friends was dead and the other was dying on an operating table. Both of them I 

needed, both of them I had to see again.   

My head was playing a pathetic childish game of kiss screw marry and I was about to break 

down with the thought of losing either one.  “Please …find out .. Who…” Again the sergeant 

was stuck with the unanswerable question as I began to sob on his chest.  

” GO!… GO FIND OUT WHO I AM CRYING FOR...YOU FRAKING MURDERER, DAMN YOU!” I 

pushed him away and clenched my fists tight as my eyes began to pulse with rage, the room 

beginning to wobble.  

” We can’t go in there Harriet, I am sorry for your loss, but sometimes shit just happens…to 

us all” he said softly.  

” What the hell would you know about loss” i said through gritted teeth, but he remained 

calm, and understanding, and just stared at me.  

I began to sob again, the overwhelming feeling of complete despair falling on me like a 

shroud, and i watched as sergeant Cruz turned towards the exit rubbing his forehead. Shit 

he mumbled, resting a palm on my shoulder and rubbing it, reaching into his pocket for 

something.  

He said nothing for a while as we stood in the corridor, in our standoff, but then cleared his 

throat and spoke to me softly,  

“Here, you’d better wipe your face, your make up has gone all Brandon Lee” he said handing 

me a handkerchief. Obviously he was a man with a sense of humour, and at all the wrong 

times. I didn’t know men still carried these virus ridden things around anymore, but his 

gesture seemed genuine, and he must have reminded me of my father which soothed my 

wrath slightly.   



He watched as I blew my nose, and then smiled sadly, “i know all about loss Harriet, I have 

my own share of demons I carry with me... here” he patted his breast, and I thought he 

meant his heart, but I watched him as he reached inside and pulled out something from his 

camouflage jacket and handed me a dog eared photograph that I took as I blew my nose, 

noticing my hand was shaking violently.  

  

“That’s me, and my buddy Deilh before we joined the EDA. You’ll recognise the guy in the 

back as Zach Lightman. We were tight before the war. A real wolf pack” he said, doing his 

best to ease my shock. The picture was of the three of them posing over the carcass of a 

fallen Sodality drone, each standing like they were Luke Skywalker or Han solo or even buck 

Rogers with pistols drawn on the cover of a movie poster.  Each of them had a grin on their 

faces and a future to look forward too.  

“Only, when old Zack attack left for his galaxy quest, he left a lot of sad folks behind and one 

hell ‘ova mess to clean up. Me and Deilh joined up, and one of our first tasks was to clean up 

some of the Drones in downtown Beaverton, only nobody really knew what they were 

doing. Short of it is, I was messing around with one of the Drones and set off its proximity 

warning by mistake, and Deihl…well..Deihl was in the wrong place at the wrong time….that’s 

all. ” He screwed his tired face up, trying to avoid the image that threatened to play in his 

head.  

“I sat with him as he gasped his last out on that street, and there was nothing I could do 

except be there for him.” he was looking down at his polished shoes now,  

“Thing is, he wasn’t pissed with me for setting that drone off. No….he was pissed with me 

for wiping him out before he had a chance to beat my Terra firma ranking. He said I done it 

on purpose!” Cruz laughed, but it was a hollow laugh.  

“We laughed that day lying on the roadside, surrounded by the carnage of a pointless war, 

laughed until the EDA medical team arrived. I hung onto him until it got dark, promising not 

to let him go- because I didn’t want to let him go. But they took him away anyway, and he 

died scared and alone, in some med lab. I miss that crazy son of a bitch every day I breathe”  

I stared at the dog eared picture for a moment, then handed the sergeant it back,  

“Can u take me to them please sergeant, they must be just as frightened as your friend, can I 

be with them...please sergeant Cruz” I sniffed, handing Cruz back his wet hanky.  

  

Cruz looked back to the guard with a frown, then back to me, “Come with me, we have to be 

quick” he said reaching into his pocket again, this time producing a visitor’s tag, which he 

placed over my neck. It looked like a roadies back stage pass for some motley crew concert. 

“It’s Michael , call me Michael, shit... I must be crazy!”  

“Okay...lets rock...”  



  

  

  

  

I followed Sergeant Cruz as we weaved our way through a labyrinth of sparsely lit corridors 

dug out of the mountains rocky interior. Several golf cart style buggies passed us as we 

followed yellow markings on the floor, directing us to each new section. Cruz stopped a 

couple times to swipe his card reader, and made sure I was close by to swipe mine, as we 

crossed through security check points from within. Star trek sliding door noises hissed as we 

passed through each control point, and I noticed no guards stood to confirm our identity, 

only ATHID drone sentries stood motionless by the doors.   

“Where is everybody?” I asked, slightly out of breath.  

“They are all assisting with the next phase of the operation.” he replied, as our footsteps 

echoed in the corridor.  

“What operation?”I continued.  

“Operation Phaethon II, its classified...well it was until today at least, come on...this way” 

now Cruz was puffing slightly out of breath, as we navigated through another set of long 

white walled corridors.  

“We have to ship a large quantity of the skill testing gamers booths brought down by the 

mother ship to various locations around the world, that’s what the IOI trucks are for...there 

was no follow up invasion, you guys just concoct conspiracy theories in your little groups. 

Shit JR lives in a fantasy world, who knows what’s inside that guys fucked up head. I tell you, 

Zack has a lot to answer for leaving his family like he did. What did he think was going to 

happen when he left? Shit, he should have realised.”   

I was confused; too much information seemed to be getting dumped in my fragile brain, 

“Phaethon booths?”   

Cruz turned to me again, “yeh you know, like the arcade games, Last starfighter? The big 

recruitment push from aliens in space using video games to find our best space pilots?  Only 

these ones are manufactured on Moon Base Alpha, by us...and don’t ask me why because I 

think it’s the most dumbass thing they ever done, hiding the manufacturing of everything up 

there.  That’s why zacks ship is here, to drop off another load of these booths. We need a 

large supply for the oncoming draft camps, as well as the booths fitted into each of the 

Battlestars. These ones will be transported to the test camp sites around America for the 

games trials. Okay, wait here.” Sergeant Cruz picked up a handset hanging from the wall and 

waited, while I tried to make some sense of the garbled nonsense in my head. The ATHID 



drone sentry made no movement as I studied it nervously, then noticed the wall camera 

above the metal skeleton turn slowly to where we both stood, as if scanning us.  

“The EDA are recruiting space pilots using video games?” I said to Cruz who had his back to 

me as he spoke into the handset. He raised a hand signalling for me to hold that thought as 

the security door opened ahead of us.  

I watched as the doors opened into a humongous hanger filled with hundreds of thousands 

of gaming booths, lined up in neat rows ready for shipment. Another ATHID sentry stood at 

the other side of the doorway looking even more menacing than the others before, but I 

was ushered past without too much thought. As we made our way through the hanger I ran 

my hand over several of these black retro gaming booths that reminded me of the old 

arcade two player booths I had seen on OASIS. I stopped at one of the sleek black booths, 

and read the simple game title on the side.  

*PHAETHON  II  two player immersion booth simulator.  

 These booths were two seater modules with one single screen to the front of the closed 

canopy. Usually, the booths I saw would be rigged out with one gun mount by each seat, but 

as I leaned in to inspect one of the canopies, I saw that one side was fitted with a large array 

of buttons and joysticks, while the other had an assortment of levers and throttles. 

Obviously this two player module was for a team of users, one pilot and one gunner. Very 

similar to what myself and Crazy H were used to inside IOIs own mash up of the haptic rigs. 

Only ours had been rigged up for the dune buggy we rode the virtual world in. The bucket 

seats where fitted with chest harnesses, and packed in the middle was what looked like an 

entertainment station, with several types of USB sockets ready for users to plug in their 

customised Chaos Terrain Interceptor Flight control system.  Retro helmets were all the rage 

a few years back, and last year, after Parzival had located the first key, stock prices rocketed 

on the back of new visors being released to mark the occasion. I myself had bought a pod 

racer replica with my first month’s credits when I first joined IOI.  

“It will all be explained on your news feed later, for now we have to go, it’s not looking good 

for your friend,” he turned to me and held my arm “I’m not going to lie to you, it’s a mess in 

there, he has been shot up pretty bad okay. You don’t have to do this” sergeant Cruz, 

Michael grabbed my arm and pulled me from the boot as an EDA packer strode passed 

carrying one of the gaming units and headed for the truck parked by the loading dock.  

“yes...yes I do.” I began, trying to swallow down the lump in my throat as I spoke, “I need to 

know who I have lost”  

“I think you might need to prepare yourself for the loss of both of your friends I am afraid”  

He took my hand and escorted me through the rest of the hanger to another exit marked 

medical suite. More cameras above followed our movement with little noise.  

  



I followed Sergeant Cruz through the doorway, into another dazzlingly bright corridor; full of 

busy EDA uniformed men and women who darted across the long corridor from one room 

to another. Electronic devices played voice calls as intercoms blurted out minute by minute 

requests over the tannoy.   

Paging doctor sexy I thought and smirked, cursing my conscience for not having one.  

It reminded me of the pristine corridors from the futuristic labs on the science fiction 

western ‘Westworld’ with the sanitised isolation workbenches, or the main hub centre in 

‘Men in black’ as carts carrying white lab coat technicians buzzed around us, in hospitalised 

sparsely furnished areas marked with several incoherent corridor destinations like HAB1 or 

SPEC room 4 or war room. I couldn’t help wonder at the maze of corridors, filled with hi tech 

cameras that seemed to cover every junction above us. Several ATHID drones patrolled the 

corridor, passing us and turning their tiny little camera heads our way.  Cruz grabbed me 

firmly and pulled me into yet another room as i dallied behind him, and I found myself in 

what seemed like a small cinema seated out for about a dozen people. The room was not lit, 

but I could see several figures sat on the seats to the far side staring ahead quietly 

mumbling in the darkness. The wall in front was actually a glass screen which was blackened 

out, except for the large EDA shield logo embossed on it.   

I sat down where Sergeant Cruz instructed me to sit quietly, and he walked over to the 

officer by the rear of the room and whispered in his ear.  

The officer nodded then walked over to a wall and swiped his authority card on the control 

pad, then left through the opening door at the back, and slowly the black screen began to 

become transparent, until it unveiled another room. Sergeant Cruz returned and handed me 

a form to sign, “Sign this please Harriet, no questions, just sign.” he ordered, and I began to 

read the form, as somebody turned at the mention of my name.  

*EDA National Security Disclosure form 101.  

“Sign, I’ll explain later. “He hurried me along jabbing at the electronic form.  

I pressed my thumb onto the scanner, and the identity reader confirmed my name.  

  

I was looking into an operation theatre from behind the large glass viewing window, and 

down below I saw what looked like several of the Black hole drones from the plateau above, 

each of these imprinted with a large red cross across its front. They were busily hovering 

around an operation slab, which was covered in a white linen shawl. I also saw what looked 

like a large black glass vertical cylindrical fish tank in the corner of the room, where a white 

coated technician studied digital displays upon it, monitoring whatever was held inside.  

 The door opened to the rear of the operation room, and the man who had just been in our 

theatre appeared and walked over to the surgeon by the blackened tank and spoke to him. 



The surgeon in the full face mask looked up morosely and nodded our way, then waited for 

the officer to leave through the door again.  

“They are about ready Harriet, I warn you now, this is not going to be easy to watch.” I 

turned to him as he sat back down next to me and smiled, noticing that the others in the 

room were now staring at me. He handed the scanned thumb form to another uniformed 

officer and smiled as the officer looked confused at the Sergeant  

“Orders from Ambassador Zack lightman,” Cruz added.  

“I just need to make sure he is alright” I tried saying, but I don’t think it came out at all. He 

took my hand, and gave it a gentle squeeze,  

“Its Horzes Knotcher” Sergeant Cruz said, and my heart sunk so low that I actually felt it drop 

like I was on a rollercoaster, “and I’m afraid it may already be too late to save him now!”  

I nodded, managing only a weak smile, and turned to the surgeon standing in the room 

below.  

When the linen cloth was pulled back, I saw Crazy H on the operating table, I gagged 

uncontrollably at the sight.  My first impression was he looked like he was sleeping facing 

away from me, electrode wires and suction cups fitted to the right side of his head. The 

wires all ran from his head down to a machine that was monitoring something, I had no idea 

what. It was only when the pulled back the lined cloth that I saw the full extent of his 

injuries.   

What I was staring at was what can only be described as half a Horzes, and I screamed out in 

shock. Sergeant Cruz turned to block my view and took my head in both his rough hands 

“You don’t need to see this Harriet, this is not for you” he said staring into my eyes. “You 

said... he was ...shot!” I stammered, hiccupping for air.   

“He was, by a drone armed with armour piecing shells” he replied bluntly. I pulled away 

from his grasp and stood up pressing my head against the viewing glass. The people to my 

right were also in some kind of shock, I thought I could hear someone crying.  

Down below me I watched as the drones carefully removed the rest of the shroud and 

exposed what remained of Horzes on the operating table.  

It was like the scene from a horror movie, were the victim is revealed to the unfortunate 

family for identification. I found out later that Duckman had been shielding Horzes when the 

drones opened fine, and that there had been very little of him remaining to identify.   

I didn’t see Horzes lying there naked on the operating slab, with wires and probes exiting 

from every suction cup and clip over what was left of his shredded torso.  What my brain 

was seeing was that final scene from the science fiction film Source Code, with Jake 

Gyllenhall as Captain Colter Stevens.  I was staring down upon what was left of the actors 



broken comatose mutilated body, the partial torso of the soldier missing its limbs being kept 

barely alive by the machines that surrounded the operating table. And my heart sank once 

more.  

  

“I have taken the precaution to cauterise all the wounds, and bypass all remaining major 

organs that are still functioning. However his brain function is unstable at this stage we have 

had no indication of any functioning cortex ability. Stimulation has proved negative.  I can 

therefore confirm that all the candidates’ major organs are, or will fail within the... hour!”  

One of the machines began indicating an alarm as the surgeon spoke and he paused to take 

a reading.  

 “The embryonic fluid chamber is charged and currently being monitored by our chief 

science officer, should the operation be sanctioned by the resident Armistice Council 

members.” He continued as he inspected Zacks fading vital signs.  “This procedure will be 

conducted under the supervision of all relevant high ranking officials, The Armistice 

Council... including ambassador Zackary Ulysses Lightman, and with secured authority from 

all next of kin. Earth Defence Alliance takes full responsibility for this prototype medical 

operation. My conclusion is that the subject is however brain dead and any further attempt 

to resuscitate would be futile. I believe this candidate, like the last, should be aborted.”  

The slightly effeminate British surgeon looked up again, wiping his hands bloody 

nonchalantly on his tunic, and nodded up to the people to my left. I turned to see the figure 

to the far left of the room nod back and then place his hand on the man sat in front of him.  

I watched as they discussed this for a moment, and then shook their heads towards the 

surgeon.  

“Aborting Candidate.  Candidate will now be taken off life support system.” The surgeon 

confirmed.  

I watched as the drones began switching of the machines, turning to Sergeant Cruz wide 

eyed, “what is he doing...why aren’t they doing something?” are they letting him just die?”  

“They are doing something Harriet”  

I jumped up grabbing Cruz’s security swipe pass dangling from his pocket, and ducked past 

Cruz’s arm as he tried to grab my own “HARRIET NO!” he shouted as I made for the door at 

the far end of the hall. The others in the room grabbed for me but I side stepped them, 

stumbling over the man still sat in his chair.  When I reached the swipe reader I heard a 

woman call out my name, but I didn’t wait to find out who it was. Instead I swiped the card 

and shouldered the opening door wide, stumbling through the doorway and down the 

concrete steps.  



Inside the operating room the two red cross drones hovered by Crazy H, and the surgeon, 

who just looked on concerned, “Madam, this is a secure area, I must ask you do remove 

yourself at once- or I will have security forcibly remove you.” I looked up to the viewing 

window to see Sergeant Cruz pressed his face against the window looking pissed off.  

“Get away from him” I grumbled, moving forward, but he stood his ground, glancing up at 

the viewing window as if waiting for his orders.  

“I assure you we have had the approval for this abortion from the Armistice Council, it’s all 

legal and strictly above board you understand!”  

I grabbed the nearest sharp pointy thing to hand, some sort of heavy cutting implement 

sitting on a tray,   

“I SAID GET AWAY FROM HIM... YOU BITCH!”  

That done the trick, and the c3po like surgeon waddled to the side to allow me access to 

Horzes.  

Cautiously I inched toward to the body on the slab lying there, forcing myself to gaze upon 

his broken body. His face looked okay from the side facing the window, but from the angle I 

now saw I could see he was missing almost the entire facial features on his left side. I 

dropped the large scalpel to my side and felt my chin wobble as I approached his motionless 

torso. The machines around him were alarming and indicating a flat line.  

   

“oh shit Horzes, what have they done to you dude!” I sobbed taking hold of his hand, 

studying his face as his blank staring eye stared back up at me.  

 “I’m so sorry about your brother Horzes; i don’t know what to say...”I began to cry. “ I...I 

just...oh man...” My eyes filled and I began to cry as I clenched his hand tight and watched 

him drifted away.  

I watched on for a moment as Horzes remaining staring eye began to dilate, the monitor 

next to him sounding an alarm of some importance, and his fingers twitched in my hand. I 

gazed down at him as the bloody tear rolled down his face into his ear, and I swear I saw his 

mouth twitch under the steamed oxygen mask.   

 “Horzes? Can you hear me?” I smiled, and his finger twitched in my sweating palm once 

more.  

“He’s alive...HE’s Alive!”  

 I shouted up at those looking down on me as the door crashed open and several EDA 

guards barged through. The surgeon ran over and leaned in to check his readings amazed at 

the findings.  



“The candidate has full precognitive memory, amazing!”  He said stunned, then turned back 

to the bank of machines and began reloading them.  

“Activate Embryonic chamber... activate at once!”  he stammered in wonder, the EDA 

guards moving in on me. “What did you do, How did you...?”  The surgeon asked amazed.   

I saw the guards moving in and I quickly grabbed the surgeon around the neck and flicked 

the scalpel under his chin.  Sergeant Cruz followed the guards with his hands raised, looking 

slightly out of breath as he stumbled inside the operating chamber.  

“Okay Harriet, we can see he is alive...now put the knife down, and let the doctor do his 

job!”   

“I’m not a doctor...” The surgeon objected, but I stuck the knife into his throat a little 

further, drawing blood from his chin.   

I saw the fear in Horzes eye as large clanking metal ATHID (Armoured Tactical Humanoid 

Infantry Drone) entered the room, reminding me of a terminator T600 as it ignored all the 

commotion in the ward, and walked directly over to the operating table. Instead of a face it 

had what looked like one of the puny star wars drones heads, the slapstick ones that roger 

rogered.   

On the trolley the ATHID pushed in front of it was a selection of large ugly artificial limbs. 

Large robotic arms and legs, bulkier than the ones fitted on Full metal, lay across the trolley 

as the medical ATHID pulled up next to Horzes like I wasn't even there.  

  

"What the frak is it doing?” I asked as the ATHID began readying a large selection of sterile 

needles.  

  

The robot didn't even look our way as it pulled the cap from one of the large needles and 

administered the sedative into Horzes broken spine. Its freakishly realistic hands mounted 

on its stainless steel robotic arms looked so wrong as they nimbly worked their way down 

his back to each disc as if they were playing the piano,  and inserted the needle again and 

again in between the spine disks.  

  

"Would somebody please get her of me" the surgeon cried from behind my arm lock as I 

shoved the knife deeper into his neck, all the while watching on as the drone robots 

wheeled the trolley where Horzes lay, over to the large cylindrical fish tank.   

  

“What are they doing? What are they doing with Horzes?" I shouted out.  

  



"He's dying madam, his body is starving his brain of oxygen. We have to get him inside the 

tank to preserve whatever state remains of his brain, if we are to have any success in the 

procedure, now I implore you to put the knife down before you do something you will 

regret madam!"   

  

"Harriet...put the knife down, let the surgeon do his job...let us save Horzes...give him a 

chance...please!" Cruz said, stalling for time.  

  

I turned to face Horzes and then Sergeant Cruz, and then to the approaching guards, not 

really sure what to do next.   

  

"What are they doing with Horzes Michael ..." I began to sob,” make them stop...please 

make them stop!" I dropped the bloody scalpel to my side as the guards moved forward, 

"Stand fast" sergeant Cruz ordered, looking on with sad eyes, as his Q comm began 

squawking. He raised his arm and took the call cautiously, and then turned to open the 

door.   

I looked around as the door swung open behind him and a sad looking Rita entered with two 

EDA guards by her side. The surgeon made his move and slid away as I just stood there and 

turned my attention over to the large tank. The ATHID and its robotic aids carefully lower 

Horzes into the tank filled with the same embryonic fluid I had seen the space jelly fish 

floating in earlier.  

  

"What are they doing...Rita...what are they doing to him?" I sobbed as she approached me 

and wrapped her good arm around me. The other arm, the robotic arm, had been 

deactivated for safety reasons, and hung limp by her side, making sure it would not cause 

any more injuries to EDA staff.   

  

"Shhhhhhh...let them try and fix him honey" she soothed me, rubbing my back and holding 

me tight.  

" I'm sure they know what they are doing...drop the knife sugar, let it go" she whispered in 

my ear”Glados is watching”  

Glados...who the frak is glados? I was about to say.  

“cameras!” she whispered.  

  

"what?” i had no idea what she was talking about, “...But he’s not dead Rita, what are they 

doing to him, i saw his eye..."   



"Shhhhhhhhhh" she patted me again as I sobbed on her shoulder.  

“ the cake is a lie 89!” she softly spoke into my ear.  

  

I was too confused to try and work out what she meant; watching as the tank lit up in a blue 

bubbly glow and oxygen was pumped through a mask on his face as he floated there. He 

looked  just like Luke Skywalker had done after being rescued dangling under the floating 

city and placed in his own recovery fish tank.   

Only, unlike Luke Skywalker, it wasn't just Horzes hand that was missing.  

 I could see the full extent of his injuries now as he floated there, and i could not 

comprehend how anyone could survive those kinds of medieval injuries.   

I turned to the trolly with the robotic limbs, realising what they were planning to do to 

Horzes, realising just what kind of a monster they were actually planning to turn him into. 

Skeletal metal frames, head bolts, back braces, leg and pelvis pivots, a Frankenstein in the 

making.  

  

And this made me weep even more, how that was going to be an improvement for him. 

More alarms sounded as the drones worked frantically to revive Horzes, but I could see the 

faces of disappointment.   

I nodded to Rita who rubbed my back and winked, and I dropped the knife to the floor, 

completely dazed by the whole event. We all just stood for a while staring at Horzes floating 

peacefully inside the embryonic tank, before Sergeant Cruz wrapped an arm around my 

shoulder and led me away.  

They took me away from the operation room, not in handcuffs as I expected, but wrapped 

in a foil blanket under the supervision of Full Metal, whose metal limb attachments had 

been partially deactivated while inside the building. It seemed her boyfriend was actually 

the younger brother to Ambassador Lightman, and none too impressed with the way his 

older brothers officers had been treating their guests. Full Metal was pissed, and couldn't 

wait to get me out of the room. She couldn’t believe they allowed me in there in the first 

place.   

“Listen 89, we gotta talk. When we get out, you me and JR need to talk okay. I don't think 

they are going to...." She broke off “Remember the place in Beaverton I told you about on 

the way up..."  

“Starbase Ace?” i interrupted.  

“Yeh, Starbase Ace,  get yourself down to the shack soon as you can honey....”  



Sergeant Cruz interrupted, “I’m sorry Harriet, it’s my entire fault. I was told he was not going 

to be operated on, I just wanted you to say goodbye to your friend...i didn't know the extent 

of his injuries"   

I looked back at Horzes as his remaining arm seemed to wave at me from inside the watery 

chamber, but I knew that was just my glitching brain working overtime to remedy what it 

was seeing.  I also knew Cruz meant well, I just couldn't reply. Rita said it was shock.   

We all said nothing as we climbed the stairs and  I was eventually led back upstairs to the 

viewing room, which was now almost emptied of the dark figures who sat there moments 

earlier. Only two figures remained two very sad looking EDA staff members dressed in 

formal military dress .  

  

  They were Crazy H and Duckmans parents.  

  

This caused another melt down as we hugged and sobbed together, all the while what 

remained of their son floated in a forced coma state in the room below us.   

"We've heard so much about you Harriet; he talks about you all the time. You made him 

happy..." His mother Magdalena began, but she was in a worse state than I was. Douglas 

Knotcher senior held her close as she began sobbing into her hanky again.  

  

“I don't think there is anymore we can do for Horzes tonight dear, why don't you go home, 

and wait for them to contact us. They have a gyro copter on standby, and Sergeant Cruz will 

keep us updated with any news of his..." He broke off as her crying intensified.   

"Mrs Knotcher" I began,” I am so sorry for my behaviour...he was my best....he wanted....he 

was looking forward so much to coming home....they both were..." I tried to keep control 

but lost it when she turned and grabbed me, hugging me close. “Oh thank you....thank you 

Harriet, you poor girl....you must be devastated"   

  

Rita stood by impatiently by my side, waiting for me to come up for air, until she turned and 

saw JR who beckoned her over from the far doorway. He was standing with several official 

looking persons, but did not enter the viewing gallery. She nodded, and then politely butted 

in, “the offer still stands 89, we got space at JRs place for you to crash. Think about it okay 

honey" she said, handing me a card with her details on, " and remember...the cake is a lie...i 

gotta go... take care of her Mrs Knotcher" she was back tracking to the doorway where JR 

stood, almost moon walking backwards, and i looked on confused, ...the cake is a lie?   

  

I looked back down at Horzes in his new tank... the cake is a lie...what the hell did that 

mean? I turned the business card over in my hand and began reading,   



'STARBASE ACE - under new command since 2025! '  

The Armada needs You!   

Contact JR and RJ for full details.  

  

  

  

"Harriet..." Mrs Knotcher said quietly, and I turned, putting the card in my pocket.  

"I'd like it very much if you would still consider staying a while with us, it would be a comfort 

to Horzes to know his fiancée is safe" she said, wiping her tears from her cheek.  Mr 

Knotcher looked at his wife with a little pity, and then smiled at me. I smiled and nodded 

politely back,  

Fiancée...Shes confused, her mind is all over the place ignore her.  

“I’d like, I’d like that a lot Mrs Knotcher"  

  

"Please call me Magdalena”   

I smiled as Sergeant Cruz followed Full Metal from the room “Miss Jett...can I have a 

word...”  

Something was happening below again, and we all turned to see the EDA logo appear on the 

viewing window as it dimmed our view until it was dark once more  

“What’s happening...can anyone tell me what in Sams hell is happening down there?” 

Sergeant Knotcher was following behind the officer who had been given the instruction to 

dim the viewing screen.   

“The Armistice council have ruled sergeant, I think you have seen enough, don’t you!” the 

officer walked away as Sergeant Knotcher grabbed his arm, “what do you mean we have 

seen enough, do you know who i am? I’m that kid’s father for Christ’s sake...his father!” he 

shouted pointing at the viewer.   

The officer looked to the far door then over to the other as the last of the council members 

left, and then leant forward to whisper in his ear, “Sir your son has just gone into cardiac 

arrest again, they are trying to revive him as we speak, but as you have already witnessed, it 

would be a sad day for you and your wife should they be successful. For you and your wives 

benefit, the council has decided to dim the viewer, if you wish I can arrange a final visit to 

your son in a moment. I am sorry for your loss, truly i am”  



Mr Knotcher lowered his arm defeated, and just stared off at the wall. His wife already knew 

what had happened and excused herself before walking over to her husband and embracing 

him solemnly.   

I stood and watched them for a moment, before turning to the viewing window and rested 

my face on the cold glass.  

“Goodbye Horzes” I said placing my hand upon the window, “may the force be with you 

buddy!”  

  

They had already taken his body to the morgue by the time we were allowed to pay our 

respects to him. Inside the clinical room, we were escorted to the table at the far end, 

where they had place him to rest for his mother and father to pay their last respects. Next 

to him they had also placed the remains of his brother Douglas, although his body had been 

completely covered. Horzes Knotchers body was wrapped in a tight white linen cloth from 

top to bottom; they had even made it look like he was whole again from the waist down. 

They had also covered most of his head injuries, leaving only one side of his face uncovered 

so that his mother could lean down and kiss his cheek one more time.  

I watched as his father placed his palm over his son’s forehead, and then caressed the side 

of Horzes cheek, the same one  that his wife had just kissed moments earlier.  

“see ya’son, sleep tight”. He pulled his old EDA signet ring from his finger, and placed it on 

his sons chest, and walked away.  

I stood back, I wasn’t ready to say goodbye to Crazy H just yet.   

“Are you okay Harriet?” the voice crept up on me silently and I turned to see Sergeant Cruz 

behind me carrying a bag of items. “I’m sorry you had to see all that, believe me”  

I smiled, “No, thank you serg...Michael, I got to say my goodbyes to him thanks to you, and I 

really do think Horzes saw me before he ...passed.”  

Sergeant Cruz nodded, “I think he did too” and smiled back at me, then handed me over a 

bag, “it’s his items confiscated earlier, I think you might like to have them eh...oh and your 

device is in there too.” He waited as I opened the bag and looked inside, “just do me a solid, 

I’ve unlocked the bolt, just don’t activate it inside the complex Harriet, I don’t know what 

hack your friend there done on your wrist communication , but he was one smart son of a 

bitch. The guys down at tech couldn’t scrub it. I took it without clearance, so don’t get me 

court marshalled please.”  

I closed the bag and nodded, “sure thing...and thanks. I’m sorry for all the trouble”  



“You should visit your friends at Starbase Ace, I’m sure JR has the parts to fix that antique 

you insist on wearing on your wrist, they have a thing now called Quantum comms these 

days, you should try it.”  

“I will,” I said, finding the small talk a bit challenging.   

“Anyway, I better get going, I have an EDA gamer enlistment program to get started, and a 

security brief where i am surely going to get my ass kicked by my Fiancé because of all this. 

She likes to think she wears the trousers in our relationship!” He smiled, but I was pretty 

sure he meant it. “Take care of yourself Harriet, and keep out of trouble”   

I nodded, clutching the small bag of Horzes belongings, and watched as Sergeant Cruz made 
his way back the way he came, and then I joined Mr and Mrs. Knotcher by their sons resting 
place.  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  



Chapter 3  

  

  The journey back in the EDA helichopper was a silent affair, not that I really wanted 

to make conversation with Mr and Mrs Knotcher anyway. I was still numb from the day’s 

events. I just sat in my chair and watched the countryside speed past below as we hedge 

jumped the trees and skimmed the valley floor in the speeding hybrid helicopter.  I did find 

my leather comm bracelet, as it chirped away in the bag of Horzes belongings, and wrapped 

it back onto my wrist. I had felt naked without it. I swiped the screen to make sure the EDA 

hadn’t cleared all my credits, and was relieved to see I still had the OASIS BIT CREDITS 

Horzes had plundered from the IOI paymaster general. The chirping stopped, but I found no 

text or missed call. They had obviously screwed with its settings before handing it back, and 

once again I found myself cursing the EDA.  

The first thing I wanted to do was call my parents at the earliest opportunity, I was worried 

that the credits would be ripped from my account any minute.   

When we descended for landing on the front area of the Knotchers farm, I watched as 

several ATHID tethered drones, surrounding the farm, raised their targeting arms and 

followed our landing trajectory.  We swooped around a small stack of 20 caravans piled 

about 20 levels high on the perimeter of their land, firing the boosters to slow us down and 

no doubt waking its inhabitants. It made me think back nostalgically to the stacks I had lived 

in when I was young.    

I wonder what Parzival is doing with all those billions now he knows the planet is at war 

again?   

The helichopper circled the landing site, avoiding several piles of discarded EDA drone parts, 

and interceptor salvage, and then dropped towards the dusty soil. The engine turbines 

squealed as they turned downward blowing up huge swirling clouds of red sand as we 

watched the trees bend with the back blast, and then the helichopper stopped, suspended 

in the air, hovering just above the ground .  

“Okay sergeant, give it a moment for the sand to settle and then you can vacate from the 

left, I’ll get one of the corporals to bring your belongings up to the house.” Mr Knotcher 

nodded to the copter pilot, then opened the door and looked up at the heavy clouds.   

“It’s okay, but I think it looks like rain, we’ll get moving if it’s all the same to you.” And with 

that his metal attachment clunked on the side of the helichopper and he jumped down 

walking hunched around the side of the machine  

I clung on to the bag that Cruz gave me, as the door slid open and a metal hand shot up to 

escort me off the helichopper.  I pulled back suddenly but Mrs Knotcher, Magdalene, leant 

over and shouted in my ear as the engine turbines slowed, “it’s okay dear, he like to show it 

off every now and then” she said taking her husband’s metal hand and stepping out into the 



settling sand. Reluctantly, I followed her example and stepped down, still clutching my bag 

of belongings.  

As I ducked and ran behind the Knotchers I noticed the EDA drone parts scattered high in 

the salvage yard on both sides of the farm. Several dozen Glaive fighters also lay upturned 

like dead beetles shells, catching nothing but the rain as it fell from the sky.  

We ran to the front of the farm house and sheltered under the porch, as Mr Knotcher 

rummaged for his door swipe. I said nothing as they fussed by the door, only following them 

inside when beckoned, “Harriet come in... come in child, before the heavens open”   

I smiled at Magdalena as I crossed the threshold into the warm of their home, wondering 

how she was managing to cope with the loss of her two children so well. They hugged each 

other in the hallway close for several minutes, and I turned and walked away into what was 

the kitchen, letting them have their moment to grieve alone. Again my comms device 

sounded out its chirppy wet fart of a ring, and I cursed the EDA for fraking with my stuff.   

The kitchen was full of sanded down smooth wooden furniture, and herb plants dangled 

from baskets above the kitchen work top. I could smell home cooked food wafting from the 

tidy organised room, as I scanned the dinning area. On the walls were pictures of the family 

in various stages in the boy’s lives, every one of them a happy affair, with both Horzes and 

Duckman in some sort of arm wrestling hold in most of them, always with big grinning faces 

staring back at the photographer.  

 In one picture I saw Horzes sat back on a leather chair in his full ADI 88 Interceptor Flight 

Helmet rig out, giving the thumbs up in a pile of discarded wrapping paper that covered the 

floor. In another a young looking  Mrs and Mrs Knotcher stood brandishing  game 

controllers as they stood proudly over the smouldering remains of a glaive fighter drone in 

the front garden, it was dated July 2015 Invasion Day . Another showed all four members of 

the family standing waving happily at the camera as they sat on a wall by the Niagara Falls.  

Every wall had a picture capturing some happy family event of the last twenty years, and I 

felt so much pain for them as I walked past each frame.  

“I’m sorry Harriet, it’s all just been so terrible, Douglas and I just cannot take it all in yet, 

please have a seat, can I get you something to eat, a drink perhaps?” Magdalena touched 

my shoulder, “and I can only guess how you must be feeling at the moment “she gave me a 

sad smile, “you were all he talked about”  

I didn’t know what to say, and I was afraid that if I did that the lump in my throat would 

start me off again, so I just shrugged and asked for a glass of water.  

“He’s never had a girlfriend before, you were his first” She said moving to the kitchen and 

opening one of the cupboard doors.  I thought I had misheard her and just smiled as she 

held the glass under the tap.  



“He never really spoke to people much until you and he became an item, he was so happy 

when I spoke to him, he said you were such a lovely girl and couldn’t wait for us to meet 

you.” She was smiling now and I was still a bit confused as to what she was saying.  

“He said you were planning on getting engaged...”  

What? Engaged? What the hell is she on about?  

“You make such a happy couple” she continued, “he used to send me photographs all the 

time”  

“Photographs?” I asked still trying to take in what she was saying.  

“Oh yes, this one is my favourite...” she walked over to the wall, and pulled of a large golden 

picture frame and brought it over to where I was now gulping down my glass of water.  

“You both look so happy together, where was it taken?”  I took a hold of the frame and 

stared at the image of Horzes and I entwined on a willow tree in some meadow surrounded 

in long grass from somewhere deep in his weird imagination.  I looked on stunned.  

The little bastard has been photo shopping us together and sending the pictures... to his 

mum!  

“I....I...don’t...remember...”was all I could manage.  

“Oh I’m so sorry Harriet...please forgive me....I just” she hugged me tight, squeezing the air 

from my lungs as she sobbed on my shoulder, but all I could think about was what other 

photos had he been sending her?  

“it’s okay Mrs Knotch....Magdalena, Horzes had a habit of surprising me with things like 

that.”I lied, “I just...I just need some time for it all to sink...” my comms link chirped again, 

this time like it was under water, but I ignored it. Magdalena frowned,  

   

“Sink in...yes I understand, it’s getting late,  Douglas is preparing a room for you upstairs, 

he’s putting towels out as we speak, please forgive me, I’ll be better in the morning. I think 

what we all need is a good night’s sleep, although I don’t see us getting much. If you need 

anything, I have some pills to take the edge off.” She smiled once more, and I done my best 

to reassure her, “I will be okay in the morning; I think it’s the shock, is all”  

“Okay Harriet, there is food in the fridge, Douglas will show you to your room, we will talk in 

the morning, how does that sound?” another frown, “shouldn’t you get that?” Magdalena 

said, as the dull farty chirping rasped again.  

“It sounds like a plan “I smiled again, carrying my glass of water to the stairs, “It’s okay, I 

think it’s broken”  



“Good, then we can talk tomorrow” she hugged me close again, wiping her mascara from 

her face, and led me to the staircase, “Douglas?” she called upstairs.  

“Here honey, I’m just getting the towels” he shouted down, and she beckoned me on up.  

”I’ll see you tomorrow Harriet, good night dear.” She was dabbing her face with a paper 

hanky now.  

I walked up the stair, and noticed several more of the photo shopped pictures on the wall; 

the little bugger only had us holidaying in universal studios in Florida. Pictures of us both in 

X wing fighters, and landspeeders hugging R2D2 and shaking hands with C3P0.  In one 

picture I’m leaning over Horzes with a Gaderffii stick like one of the frakking Tusken raiders, 

he was behind me as we rode on a huge hairy Bantha . My head was spinning with the 

pictures. But the best one was yet to come.  

I stumbled on the step as I passed the picture of me in my princess Leia bikini and him in his 

Luke Skywalker Sunday best; we were swinging together over the Sarlacc pit monster with a 

line under us saying  

* ‘Universal Studios 2042 may the force be with you this holiday’  

I nearly choked on my water, all I could think about was strangling him the next time I saw 

him...  

Douglas Knotcher greeted me at the top of the stairs, and could see that my jaw had 

dropped several inches from its normal position. He smiled and wrapped his good arm 

around my shoulder and peered down to make sure his wife was nowhere near.  

“Firstly, don’t blame Horzes, the pictures were his idea yes- I’m sorry I forgot all about them.  

Magdalena has been on medication since the boys have been away, severe depression. 

Horzes told her about you and him...and well she kinda got the wrong end of the stick early 

on. The thing is, she kinda got better, so we just went along with it, until it sorta got a little 

out of hand. “he shrugged. “He was going to tell you all about it, but kinda got cold feet a 

few times. I hope you understand where his heart was, he wasn’t delusional or anything.”   

“The next step was wedding photos I guess!” I said numbly being escorted along the landing 

and staring back at each fake masterpiece.  

No wonder the little shit wanted me to come home with him!   

“Ha yeh, I was wondering that myself...look, he’s a good lad...was a good lad. Please don’t 

be mad at him tonight, I’ll talk to you in the morning okay, as I said it was me who kept the 

idea going. He said you would kick his arse when you found out”  

I couldn’t even manage a smile, I was completely numb with the events of the last 24 hours. 

I nodded and watched him open the door to my room.  



“It was Horzes room, he was quite a private person in here, and so it’s pretty much how he 

left it after his last visit okay. I’ll look you out some of Magdalena’s old shirts, and we can go 

into town tomorrow and work out a plan. I just ask that you try and see the funny side of 

this, remember him on a high note”  

A high note! What was next- a honeymoon video?  

Or was he planning on us having virtual kids too?  

“Sure, whatever you say Mr Knotcher”  

“Call me Douglas”  

He walked over to the bed side table and switched on the side lamp, which was a rather 

psychedelic looking lava lamp, and knocked over a couple of small plastic yodas onto the 

floor.  

“yeh, and watch out for these fellas, Horzes had them everywhere. His little voices in his 

head!” he smiled looking down upon one of the models. “We all had a hell’uva time 

convincing him everyone had voices in their head, and he shouldn’t worry about his one. It 

used to drive his brother crazy!”  

I nodded politely, unable to think of anything good to say about Horzes and his Yoda 

obsession. Believe me I knew, I had three years of Yoda.  

“Look its late, I’m exhausted...” I began, but he understood and backed off with a wave, 

shutting the door behind himself.   

“sure, I’ll let you get settled Harriet,”he turned to the stairs, “I have to make sure 

Magdelena is okay any how... goodnight” I could hear sobbing drifting up from the kitchen 

and instantly felt sorry for them both once more.   

“sure Mr Knotcher...and thanks again” the door closed behind him.  

  

I waited then held the bag up to my face in shock, my trembling hands spilling the water 

from the glass. I was living a scene from Twilight Zone, I had to be. This was utter madness, 

ufos, drones, deaths, visitors from other planets, photo shopping ...my best friend getting 

murdered!  

I fell on to the bed and pulled the pillow over my face, and screamed into it as hard as I 

could. I could feel the vanes in my forehead ready to burst in sheer exasperation.  

After about ten minutes of crying into the pillow and ignoring the chirping on my comms 

link bracelet, I came up for air and rolled to my side, flipping the cover on my leather comms 

link cracked screen. The damn thing was still chirping for no reason, and I was sure the 



goons back at the EDA hanger must have screwed up the settings, or worse, while they had 

tried to hack it. I scrolled through the latest alarms, but found nothing, and reset the 

configuration to my personal settings again. They had definitely been into my files for sure, I 

found several still open, and spent the next two minutes closing screens and removing icons 

from my browser. I started to really worry when the thing chirped again, and I watched as 

one of my icons just disappeared from my front screen without my consent. That got me 

panicked, and I began to wonder just what kind of Trojan virus had been installed to screw 

up my device: EDA Hell fire? Life hack? Or maybe the dreaded Dimorphic ID snatcher!   

I quickly checked that I still had the credits in my account Horzes had acquired for me to call 

my parents, and then clicked on my mother’s icon. I wiped the tears from my face relieved 

and waited for her to answer, hoping the credits would not be snatched from my account as 

I watched them disappear.  

“Turtle!” she answered with a smile. Only my mother and Father called me Turtle, and I was 

glad that gem of a gamer tag was left well behind me.  

“Hi mom, sorry I’ve been away for a couple of days, it’s been a bit hectic”  

 “I was wondering what had happened to you, did you see the news? Can you believe it? 

Zach Lightman is back? And did you see that Halliday’s fortune has bee....”she stopped, 

“what’s the matter honey?” she could tell something was up instantly.  

My chin began to wobble, and I cursed my lack of control again, “oh mum...crazy H is dead, 

and I got thrown out of IOI, and I have no idea what I’m going to do next” I blabbed.  

“...what...how....what happened honey...slow down...what’s happened to Horzes?”  she 

looked on mortified.  

“they shot him mum...the bastards shot him dead”  

“oh my god...who shot who?...are you alright?”  

I shook my head, lost for words,  

“It was the soldiers, the EDA...we got too close to the tower, and Horzes spooked 

them...and I got arrested for trespassing and I ended up with  Horzes mum and dad....” Mrs 

Tuttle looked on horrified, “where are you Harriet? Where are you calling from?” she was 

now looking on concerned into the screen,   

“turtle, you’re not making sense sweetheart, slow down, listen- I don’t have any credits- 

money is tight at the moment, so don’t hang up. I can’t get into the OASIS to chat... the 

game is over, your dad has been worried sick- did you get his emails?. We saw that Sorrento 

man getting arrested, are you alright?”  

“Horzes got me some credits mum, you know what he is like,  I need you to take them 

before the IOI take them back, I will send you them- use them quickly okay, pay off debts, 



do what you can with them, just use them quickly mum okay. I’m fine, just a bit emotional is 

all, I’m staying with Horzes parents in Oregon...how’s dad?” i was welling up again, I had to 

cut the call short or i would be a wailing mess.  

“How did he get these credits, is that a wise thing for him to do, oh Turtle, what have you 

got into?”  

“Mum i’m okay, i just need a couple of days, please uses the money okay- don’t leave it in 

your account, or it will disappear okay. Tell dad I miss you both so much, but i am good, i 

just need to work out my next move. I love you mum. I have to go okay- keep your link open 

and I’ll transfer now- talk later mum... email me okay- I’ll send you the Knotchers address 

tomorrow, its late...I need to go okay...!”  

 I should have done this in the morning, i realised.  

“Harriet, wait...I love you too- don’t go...Turtle!” I clicked off, and fought back the tears once 

more. Then I began transferring as much of my credits as I could over the open link as way 

of a paypal gift.  I left enough for me to get by on, and hopefully do a spot of shopping in 

town tomorrow.  

I fell back on the bed exhausted, my comms link bracelet chirping again. I cursed as it 

whistled a couple of bars of a tune in my playlist, then glitched itself off again.  

I don’t know how many times i’ve had to reset the device in the last five years, it seemed to 

attract bugs, hacks, and any wifi freeloader within a two mile radius, but I had always been 

able to take it to Horzes to sort. He always managed to fix the problem no matter what the 

malware was.  

But now I had nobody to help me.  

I cursed the contraption as I stood up by the side of the bed, and slapped the leather cover 

closed as it spewed out another whistle, then undone the leather buckle and threw it under 

the pillow to silence it.   

His room was a typical teenage boy room, dog eared retro movie posters like Tron, Robocop 

and Star wars hung on the walls, along with angry looking bearded dudes that sat behind 

drum kits dressed in black, like Metallica, Anthrax and Rage Against The machine. On one 

wall The Beastie Boys told me to fight for my right to party, while on the other a depiction of 

Bender from Futurama told me to:  

*Be calm and kill all humans  

Neat rows of shelves filled with die cast models of superheroes, and replica movie 

memorabilia hung from black walls lit only by the lava lamp next to his bed.  One shelf 

seemed to be dedicated entirely of little green Yoda men, in various poses. While on the 

floor next to his bed I could see a single row of ancient music LP  discs like the ones my 



father used to collect. This collection stretched from his headboard halfway to his Armada 

rig up. The other half of this long stack looked like a fine collection of old British Comics, like 

Judge Dredd and 2000AD, and Slaine. I picked up the graphic magazine at the front to see it 

was an old favourite of mine, The Batman Judge Dredd collection. I thumbed the pages 

carefully, remembering how Horzes and I first met in the cafeteria of IOI. He must have read 

my dog eared copy over my shoulder for half an hour before I spun around and gave him 

shit for interrupting me. Poor kid nearly wet himself, until I said I was only messing with 

him. Turned out he knew nearly every future shock story ever printed, and was batshit crazy 

for the ABC warriors, just like me.  

He did have a huge music collection, I counted three 10 TB hard drives with  tape marking 

each of them as MUSAK 1 MUSAK 2 and MUSAK 3 on the shelf above his ancient record 

player. They were propped up against some old 20th century video games like HALO,HALF 

LIFE, BORDERLANDS, PORTAL and LARA CROFT.  Horzes had stacks of these games and we 

had played them all over the years and cleared every single one back to front during the 

quest for Halliday’s fortune. Horzes was a master at them all. I lifted a fallen disk case and 

set it with the others.  

 The only thing I thought was unusual in his room was his Armada set up in the corner; it 

looked like the original AI 89 Interceptor Flight Control System brought out in 2015. Most 

probably his father’s system, as the helmet was the original Luke Skywalker ‘Red Five’ 

model, which came out the year after the invasion. It still looked awesome, and was by far 

the best design to come onto the market. Sure there were others, but nothing says ‘use the 

force ‘ like that beat up old dog fighting helmet.  

I walked around the bed and picked the helmet from the desk, and inspected the design. It 

was just as I thought; this was a Chaos Terrain original 2015 model, which was 

manufactured in limited Edition for those who achieved marksman status during the 

invasion Day battle. Mr Knotcher must have been one hell’uva shot to earn this bad boy. 

Nowadays, helmets like these are mass manufactured, but they are just flimsy replicas, not 

like this one with its retro side mounted viewer, and USB umbilical access chord hanging 

from the back. Helmets now are fitted with the latest in high transfer wi fi  chips that can 

map and target oncoming enemy in fractions of seconds, compared to the old ones.   

But I liked the nostalgic feel to it, and slid it on.  I had a bit of weight to it, and smelt kinda 

funky, but it still adjusted to fit, and the visor slid up automatically while in the pilot off 

mode.  

I continued to check Horzes stuff out, opening his cupboards and snooping through his 

drawers, until I came across a small pile of Polaroid photographs, and recognised them 

immediately.   

It was a picture of me and Horzes strapped into our haptic virtual booth chairs in the IOI 

hall, just before our first mission together. He had sneaked the old camera into the dorm, 

and thought it would be great for us to pose in our first official ‘away mission’ photograph. 

He reckoned, as we both wore red tunics that day  – one of us was going to kop it for sure. I 



smiled at the picture of us both giving the ‘live long and prosper’ hand greeting from inside 

our duel rig, remembering the fun we had disobeying our flight leader, and instead of 

heading for Ludus school planet, we had  headed straight for the planet Mega city one  to 

check out the drokking madness of the Judges. It was fraking amazing, and our space 1999 

eagle transporter, which housed our Borderlands Outrunner buggy, flew like a dream.  

I flicked through the memories of the day, and slid a couple of the photos into my pocket as 

my broken comms link once again began chirping away from under the pillow. This time 

though, instead of farting its little annoying buzzing tone, it was now playing some obscure 

chord from one of my many playlist songs.  

I pulled it from under the pillow and muted the damn thing, if this virus started erasing my 

songs, i was going to be really pissed, because I had no back up to build the list again, 

everything I owned was downloaded from my father’s main frame. And most of the tunes 

on my comm link were live recordings my father had given me from his collection. And since 

the file sharing days of old had been outlawed there was no way I was going to be able to 

repair the damage that was being done it there.  

The damn thing began bleeping its chord again.  

I let myself fall back against the soft mattress and snapped the red five helmet visor down 

over my face, feeling for the sound isolator button that was built into the earmuffs to drown 

out any outside interference. But then I heard that same  chord play on my phone again, 

and I finally recognised it..  da de dada... da da  de dada...  

Help me Rhonda... help help me Rhonda...  

  

All I could do was lay on the bed confused, and watch as the virus chewed through my songs 

list, scrolling its way up and down each album selection. Nothing was safe...My photos, my 

notes, my contacts. The only saving grace was that the jpegs and the pdfs seemed to be 

protected from its mischief. Only old files marked mp3 seemed to be up for the scrutiny of 

this weird virus.  

Every time it selected a file I held my breath, praying it would not decide that the song 

selected was for the bin icon, and each time my flashing block icon cursor paused, then 

moved on.  

At first the virus seemed to just be a random choice, jumping from one file up to another, 

then off to the bowels of my files. But as I watched the cursor dart from place to place, i 

began actually seeing some sort of link.  

First of all, the cursor seemed to be jumping around certain songs, in rotation. I counted five 

songs in the pattern, then it would linger on two songs, and jump back to the others again, 

round and around, sort of stuck in a continuous loop.   



I sat up and switched off the mute button and listened to the song now playing. It was an 

old song from a band called the beach boys  

Da de dada ...da da...de dada-   

“...help me Rhonda help help me Rhonda!”  

It played that file twice, and then jumped onto the next.  

Next up was a 90’s band – Cypress hill, it played the little whistling ‘insane in the membrane’ 

introduction snippet and moved on to the next.   

I watched as the blinking cursor scrolled on the orange screen full of text, and stopped on its 

next choice from my data base, a file titled punk - Modest Mouse- ‘fly in a jar’- and chose 

the line-  

“... one wing isn’t even enough, it isn’t even enough...”  

Then it was a file called Bullet for my valentine- ‘no way out’.   

 “Why can’t I run?”   

This blasted from my speaker, and I had to cup the device to stifle the noise.  

The last one was a little mp4 video I had saved after me and Horzes completed an old consol 

game called ‘Portal’ years ago,   

I watched as the old shaky recording shuffled about on my comms screen, as I tried to keep 

the camera straight. Horzes was laughing in the background whooping and yee hawing at 

the end credits as an orange page of cursor text appeared and the eerie robotic voice of 

Glados began reciting her song.  

And then it dawned on me...   

 ...there is no cake !    

 Hadn’t the last thing Full Metal said to me been ...”Glados is watching!”  

Was she in trouble? Was she sending me a coded bumblebee message from somewhere just 

like the friendly robot Johnny five did in the 80s movie short circuit? I sat up and watched 

the five songs repeat themselves again, until I was sure it was not just a random five files 

that were being targeted.    

But why these particular songs?  

What did they mean?  



I sat up on the edge of the bed, the ‘red five’ helmet umbilical chord dandling like a pony tail 

down my back,  and reached inside my pocket for the card Full metal had handed me back 

inside Devils tower. On it was her gamer contact hashtag, and I swiped it over my comms 

link reader and waited for the contact data to upload.  

It was the middle of the night so I wasn’t sure what she would be up to, but this was too 

important to leave until morning.  

“89...hi honey, you okay...”she sniffed “...hey nice rig is that a Red Five original?” Full Metals 

teary mascara lined face appeared frowning on the screen.  

“I’m fine Rita...” I paused for a moment, realising I still had the Chaos terrain helmet on, and 

reached up to remove it, “yeh, Mr. and Mrs Knotcher have gave me Horzes room, I think it 

was his dads helmet from way back.” I drew a breath, “Rita, this is going to sound a little 

weird...” I removed the red five helmet and ran my fingers through my hair, ruffling the 

pony tail strands.   

“But... are you and JR okay...I mean you’re not in any kind of danger are you?” I asked a bit 

embarrassed. Full Metal smiled sympathetically,  

“yeh we’re good hon, except for the total ass reaming JR got from his brother and all his 

cronies  for us trying to breach the EDA defences. Just a bit emotional is all, but yeh I’m 

fine,” she sniffed and laughed at the same time. “We gave them quite a scare huh. Why 

what’s up Harriet, do you need to talk?” she blew her nose and waited for me to reply.  

“Rita, I’m not sure...I...look it might be nothing, but I need to see you...remember what you 

said to me...about cake?” I thought about the virus, and what she said wondering if the EDA 

had actually hacked my comms link and was now intercepting everything I say and do on the 

bracelet.  

“Sure honey,” Full Metal looked around the room left to right and made an exaggerated 

finger to mouth ‘quiet please’ pose, “look, whenever you need to like vent I’m here. Just 

pop on over to the shop- you got my address right?”  

“Thanks Rita, yeh,  I’ll do that tomorrow...it might be nothing, I’m just done in today, you 

know...with Horzes...” the lump in my throat rose again, and I looked away twisting the 

helmets umbilical chord around my finger.  

“Hey...don’t beat yourself up about it 89...there was nothing we could do for him” i nodded 

and shrugged,  

“I’ll see you tomorrow Rita...and thanks”  

“No problems ...oh and 89...” she called as I was about to click off.  

“...bring the helmet with you, I got something to show you- I think will take your mind of 

things a little” she smiled and waved me the metal horns.  



I clicked off and fell back on the bed clutching the helmet, as the musical glitch started up 

again.  Help me Rhonda – help help me Rhonda.  

 I fell asleep wearing the helmet, it gave me some comfort I suppose.  

 

 

 

  

When Mr Horzes woke me in the morning, he laughed and said that Horzes used to do the 

same thing.  

“Listen, if it helps you get through this, take it ...it’s yours” he smiled, and lay a pile of 

clothes on the bed for me to look through.  

“Should be about your size, if not- I’m sure there is a drawer full of Horzes T shirts in there 

for you to rummage through. Hey, we are down stairs having coffee if you want some, we 

are heading into town today for the Xavier Lightman anniversary, or at least I am, 

Magdalena might not be up to it....you know.” He shrugged. “she’s taking it pretty bad, but 

needs to sort out funeral arrangements for our boys”  

“I understand how she must feel, and Thank you for everything” was about all I could 

manage, “can I maybe come along Mr Knotcher. There is someone I want to catch up with” i 

smiled.  

“Sure, i’d enjoy the company” he looked down at his Q comms device and cursed, “bloody 

thing has picked up a malware virus. It won’t stop chirping” he said pressing through a 

selection of keys with his rubber tipped fingers on his robotic arm.  

“Magdalena’s the same, her Q comm kept us up all night playing bloody music!”  

I stared at him, still half asleep, “did you say it played songs all night Mr Knotcher?”  

Mr Knotcher scratched his greying hair and frowned as he stood in the doorway, “yeh, just 

the one, and it got her quite upset too! I’ll get it looked at today, if it’s not a setting issue, 

then it’s probably one of those malware viruses. How’s yours?  I heard it go off in the night”  

I glanced down at the device noticing it was silent now, “No, it was just Full metal...Rita she 

was calling me to make sure I was alright” I lied, “can I ask what got your wife so upset?”  

“it was just an old Genesis song ‘Mama’ I think, but the more we listened to the lyrics the 

more upsetting it got for her” he laughed cynically, “truth is she can’t even stand Phil 

Collins!”   



He waved and said he’d see me downstairs, while I typed in the song title search to my 

comms link and wiki’d the band name.  

He was right the words where strong, and the more I read the more I began thinking I knew 

who was behind the virus; only I don’t think it is a virus. I think it’s a plea for help.  

I think Horzes is somehow actually still alive, and sending out comms hacks to try and tell us 

so.  

The pile of clothes at the end of the bed contained several pairs of black cargo pants, which 

fitted pretty well if I done the belt up to the last notch. Choosing a T shirt proved harder, too 

tight or too loose. I felt like Goldie locks. I did however find a cool looking Iron Maiden top 

complete with Eddie the trooper waving a battle weary union Jack behind him. I pulled it 

over my head then looked for something warm to wear in the closet. The only thing 

remotely trendy in there was a black college hoodie top, so I pulled it from its hanger and 

threw it onto the bed.   

After I had done up the many buckles on my boots and slid into the hoodie, I grabbed the 

red Five helmet and took in a deep breath, then I made my way downstairs to what was 

going to be one of the most difficult breakfasts I probably would ever face.   

  

  

 Turned out I was wrong, the morning was clear, and the Knotchers calm. Mr Knotcher even 

took me into town early, and I thanked him for dropping me off outside   ‘Starbase Ace’ 

having spent the forty five minutes in the back with Mrs Knotcher, who had decided to 

come along to the anniversary parade after all. We made small talk as our comms devices 

chirped away annoyingly beneath our sleeves. My thought kept drifting to the huge 

Battlestar behemoth looming in the distance, and even Mr Knotcher seemed spellbound by 

its size as he peered from behind the steering wheel.  

“Damn this blasted thing Douglas, why do people insist on making these childish viruses!” 

she cursed the entire way, tapping on her screen like a woman possessed. I did find it quite 

funny to watch, but really didn’t want to share my thinking’s with either one of them, since I 

was now positive it was Horzes’ doing. Only he would think of screwing people around this 

way. The song now playing on all of our devices inside the vehicle was- Rage against the 

machine- Killing in the name of... one of Horzes’s favourites. They had begun arguing about 

how they were going to further the death of their son, and I was sure that telling them I 

thought he was alive would just complicate things further.  

“Listen, I’ll swing by about say.....”He poked his head from the window of his Cherokee jeep, 

his attention split between me and the Battlestar parked out of town, and studied his 

comms link, “say two this afternoon. That will give us time to get these bloody things fixed, 



and find a spot for the parade Harriet. Okay” He was now talking to me more of an 

afterthought as his attention was now almost completely drawn to the star ship.  

I nodded back with a polite smile, turning to admire the craft myself.  

 “Are you sure you don’t want us to take your device in to the EDA tech team for an 

overhaul? It sounds like you have picked up the same malware”  

I was able to mute my comms link in the back of the jeep thankfully, and I held it up to show 

him it was clean, “All good here Mr Knotcher, might just need an update is all” besides, I 

didn’t want the EDA to mess with my settings any more than they had done.  

He nodded and waved his hand, “okay then, enjoy the trials, see you at two- you have my 

number okay?”  

Cruz had told me something about the EDA already shipping out some of the prototype 

FAYATHAN II arcade booths, and I thought Full Metal might have something up her sleeve.  

Fuck you I won’t do what you tell me  

Fuck you I won’t do what you tell me  

Fuck you I won’t do what you tell me  

Fuck you I won’t do what you tell me  

Fuck you I won’t do what you tell me  

I listened to the music pounding from the car as the same line repeated over and over as the 

Knotchers car pulled away, and I looked down to my own comms link to  see that not only 

was it highlighting the song, but now it was scrolling the same line of text over and over 

furiously like an old vid- printer feed.    

This isn’t a plea for help- this is something more now. I thought slightly worried.  

Mr Knotcher cursed, turning the car into the swarm of traffic heading towards the  

Battlestar, and I laughed at the sight of two middle aged parents forced to listen to Horzes 

anger management cd.  

I turned, tucking my Red Five interceptor helmet under my arm, and walked towards the 

line of kids waiting outside the Starbase Ace shop. The shop front was a masterpiece of 

nostalgic propaganda, EDA drones poked through the cracked bricks next to an Original 

Glaive fighter that was wedged into the building like a ninja throwing star. Clanking metallic 

ATHID armoured Drones protected the doorway like a couple of nightclub bouncers, 

complete with bow ties and clip boards, and above them a rather familiar camera drone 

scanned the sidewalk with its red mission impossible laser pointer darting from forehead to 

forehead of the eagre teens below it. Behind the shop, was the most awesome piece of left 



over alien invasion wreckage, a towering 10meter tall Terra firma giant mechanical warrior 

that stood over the entire row of the arcade holding a large cinematic outhouse sign which 

read-  

  

  

  

*STARBASE ACE  

* GREETINGS STARFIGHTERS  

*RECRUITING NOW!  

*PLAY PHAETHON II & SAVE YOUR PLANET!  

I was rather awestruck by the whole thing, and contemplated just walking on by, but 

curiosity was getting the better of me. As I walked past the twenty or so noisy kids in the 

line, I counted at least half of them with the replica Chaos Terrain Red Five helmets; others 

had Boba Fêtes bounty hunting headwear. Some had the chrome original Cylon visors, and I 

even saw a couple of Gaylord, sorry Starlord fans.   

Chaos Terrain would be making a killing on these new Flight Control System helmet replicas.  

 I joined the back of the jostling queue, listening to the chatter, and peered inside the 

window between an old Rob Zombie tour poster and a picture of Chaos terrains up and 

coming merchandise that was now on special. Apparently The buck Rogers helmet thing was 

back in, or even tweaky if you wanted to look like a complete dickhead for only $449 OASIS 

BIT COINS.  

“I heard that Iron Beagle has topped the scoreboard...on his freaking own!” one kid told 

another.  

“No way, this game is way too hard to play even with you dumbass...how the hell is he 

gonna guide his interceptor and be a rear gunner at the same time?” his mate replied.  

“Shit, he’s the beagle dude...maybe he has R2 as a partner...I dunno, im jus’ sayin!”  

  

I followed the snaking line slowly and impatiently until the kid in front of me noticed my 

beat up Red Five helmet, complete with umbilical chord USB plug in. “ ...is that thing real?” 

he said pointing at the helmet. I nodded looking busy.  “Cool!”He said punching his mate on 

the arm to show him. I turned away, noticing Full Metal though the window, escorting a 

couple of kids through a doorway, and keyed her number to give her a call. I could see her 



now standing by the till, and when she answered, I waved at her on the screen, and typed 

OUTSIDE as a text. She looked up and smiled at me through the glass, and waved me 

forward.   

My saviour!  

I ducked from the line, cupping my hand over the comms link as the ‘killing in the name of’ 

verse started up again, and shuffled towards Full Metal who was pushing kids aside with 

vigour.  

“Hey you made it 89, girl have I got a surprise for you!” she looked down to my comm link 

and frowned, “You too huh, snap!” she lifted hers up to show me the scrolling text message 

that had been going now for almost an hour. “It started with just some random music 

malware virus, but now it’s actually stopping to chat!” She screwed her face up staring at 

the device again, as if for the first time, and then pulled me inside, “JR is working on his 

comms device in the workshop to find out what is wrong, but in the mean time have a look 

at these bad boys girlfriend!” she pointed to a huge shelving unit filled with what looked like 

helmets.  

I was pulled past a shelf containing several rows of the latest Chaos Terrains Interceptor 

Flight Control Systems, complete with the most stunning array of state of the art Oculus 

Virtual helmets. My jaw dropped and I stopped to wonder at the collection.   

“WOW! Are they for sale?” I gasped at the long shelving stacks against the walls, at least ten 

feet high.  

“Sure, if you got the pesos? They are for sale honey” she said, stopping to admire them all 

herself.  

“When did they become so popular, I mean...what was I doing while this was going on?”  

Full metal laughed, slapping a little kid on the head as he bumped into her,“honey, you’ve 

been stuck inside that OASIS so long, you’ve missed the revolution!”  

I really couldn’t argue that point, so I Just stood below the racks and took it all in.  

Whatever science fiction helmet you wanted, you could find it somewhere on these shelves: 

There was the original AS89 IFS ...a kind of interceptor pilot from 25th Century Buck Rogers 

flight System. Star wars helmets, by the shit load-  Darth Vader’s luxury edition, Anakin’s 

pod racer helmet- sure no worries, I counted a dozen! Emperor’s guards shiny red number 

yip! Storm troopers black and white, Boba fete green and Jango blue. I saw a limited 

Princess leia Boussh helmet with a sticker saying ‘nearly sold out get them quick!’ Battlestar 

Galactica, so say we all- we got the lot!  I saw Starbucks helmet, I saw Apollo helmets. There 

was Cylon toaster helmets galore!   



“Perhaps something a little more alluring for the lady?”  Full metal smiled “How about 

Captain Phasma or Metropolis or a pink power Rangers system.” I grinned, “Got any Starlord 

goggles left? ”  

“Sure... by the box full and they come with a free mix tape!” she gave the thumbs down, 

“We also have Iron man Predator, Cyberman Robocop take your pick!”  

My eyes were spinning. I saw ‘goose’ helmets Maverick helmets, Iceman helmets, Merlin 

helmets.  You name it Chaos terrain had made it. Russian cosmonauts, 2001 space odyssey 

in red yellow and blue. I drooled when I saw Judge Dreads’ helmet next to Rogue troopers 

skid lid. And I even saw something like a Starship trooper’s replica high up on the top shelf.  

  

In one of the locked glass display shelfs, I saw the most awesome black fighter jet helmet 

complete with the Russian star...it was Clint Eastwoods Firefox mind reading helmet. Next to 

that a 21 carat gold SGU golden helmet from the ancients ship.  Behind that was a Red Five 

limited 25th year edition, signed by none other than Ambassador Zachariah Lightman   

“Rita, these are fraking awesome!”   

“Oh I know honey, but take a load of this...”she pulled me behind the counter and pulled up 

her own helmet to show me ...a perfect replica of Tanks girls’ helmet, complete with 

“Charlie don’t surf” logo and a fine pair of fluffy flying goggles.  

“ JRs handywork, his first Chaos terrain prototype...pretty neat huh?”  

“No WAY...that is the most perfect thing I have seen today...can I?”  I placed my red Five 

helmet onto the counter and lifted hers to inspect and she nodded.  

“Simply beautiful Full metal, simply beautiful” I said admiring the mock up rogue trooper Bio 

chip mounted on the front.  

“whadda ya think?” I slipped it on and posed for her, curling my lip in my best mean girl 

pose.  

“Needs more attitude” she admired me for a moment, and then pulled it from my head 

carefully, ducking under the counter again as if she was carrying a new born in her arms.   

 I noticed a single box marked ‘just in for Viper’ on the counter with a sold to Archie tag on 

it. It looked like another Top Gun replica,  

“Whose this for” I asked turning the box,  

“Oh that’s a surprise for Zach...if he ever shows his face down her again!”  

Our comms links interrupted us again, and I looked at Full Metal,  



“Rita...what did you mean...you know...about Glados....back inside the Tower?”I asked. Full 

metal looked slightly concerned, and turned to her co worker.  

“Maxine!” she shouted over to the girl dressed in black by the inside door, “Watch the shop, 

I’m just showing 89 the rest of the place okay honey!”   

“And don’t let the little buggers jump the queue...it’s one game, one coin...then back to the 

end of the line, you got me!”  

Full Metal then turned to me,  

“Okay, you and I gotta talk...grab that,” she pointed to the helmet, “and follow me!” Full 

metal grabbed me by the arm again as I picked up my helmet, and pulled me through to the 

back of the shop to a staircase leading up and down.  

I followed Full Metal up and we entered into a fine studio lounge, complete with cool white 

cotton sheets draped over the large viewing windows that looked out over the gaming 

hanger bellow. I dropped my Helmet on the l shaped white leather sofa and walked over to 

the viewing area as Full Metal walked to the bar area and opened the large double fridge 

and grabbed two beers from the full shelf. It was like looking out over ‘Flynns Arcade’ only 

done with a woman’s touch. Blue neon tubed lights dimly lit the area like something from 

Tron, and on one of the walls I even saw what looked like Sam Flynns Identity  disc shining 

down over a collection of rare vinyl LPs.  

“Wow!”I said admiring the deep shag pile rug on the floor, running my hand over the 

smooth leather back of the sofa, “This is neat Rita!” I said.   

“Yeh, just call me Aunty!” she said, “and this is my Barter town right here!” she handed me a 

cool beer as we stood in front of the window peering down upon the unsuspecting crowd 

below.  

The windows shook with the Heavy guitar music that was thumping from the sound system 

above the crowd, and I saw several groups were enjoying the free beer being handed out 

from a hot dog vender in the corner of the large hanger.  

The hanger was large, with four rows each of about 15 sleek back gamers booths positioned 

side to side all the way to each wall. Crowds had gathered around each of the booths where 

I could make out the title PHAETHON on each of them along the side. Some of the people 

jostled down the middle of each lane carrying their own individual Chaos Terrain helmets, as 

others walked around wearing theirs. Old and young filled the hanger, all just as eager as 

the next to play the new games promising a new destiny.  

Above the hanger, and mounted high on the far wall I could see a huge flat screen monitor 

showing a top 10 table of the top ranking gamers of the day. Top of the list was a couple 

calling themselves JR&RJ. Below them Shock & Awe closely followed.  



I counted maybe six or seven EDA uniformed guards at the doorways, keeping a watch on 

the new potential recruits as they waited excitedly for their next turn at the game, but each 

of them was keeping a very low profile.  

“This is awesome Rita, are the EDA recruiting now?”I asked taking a swig of my beer.  

“This is just a tester for the kids; the real thing is over on that behemoth on the outskirts of 

town. JR thought it would be cool for us to get a hold of a few booths just to get the kids 

talking about PHAETHON, makes good promo.”  

She toggled the blinds shut and walked over to the sofa, and I followed her checking out the 

wall art. “Are these your paintings?” I asked pointing with my bottle to the fine collection of 

pop artwork I had seen. All the paintings were of old movie stars in poster shots for their 

respective movies.  

“Yeh, passes the time, that’s my latest one” she pointed casually over to the large splashed 

painting of none other than the devils Tower, painted in bold red splashes and rough brush 

strokes on a plain white canvas. It looked angry, but very striking against the plain while 

wall.  

“I love it” I said then paused for another sip.  

“Rita what did you mean back there when you said Glados was watching? Because I think 

the virus we have all been getting on our comms links is from Horzes.” I looked at her, “I 

think he is trying to get our attention” I moved the black oculus virtual goggles and a pair of 

the haptic gloves that lay  scattered on the cushion and sat next to her, sliding my Red Five 

helmet unconsciously towards me.   

Full metal lifted her robotic arm and took another long swig of her beer, leaning forward 

and propping herself on her knees to listen.  

“Is that what you meant when you talked about Glados....him being still alive I mean, was it 

just a gamers reference or did it mean something else?”  

“ Ha, yeh, i thought I was being clever with the Portal reference, We didn’t know what to 

think when the EDA said he was dead. JR had heard different things about what goes on 

inside the Devils Tower. He has a few theories.”  

“But they said he was dead, they showed us his body- how is that possible?”  

“I don’t know honey, maybe we see what they want us to see- just like when we wear these 

things eh” she picked up a set of the Oculus virtual goggles and threw them to the far side of 

the long sofa. “Who knows 89, I just wanted to warn you that they were watching us is all! 

Maybe JR can explain it better, I’ll give him a call, he’s tinkering in the basement.” She stood 

up and walked to the stairs, then shouted down to him.  



“Because I think he is still alive Rita, I think Horzes is the one sending the virus out to us- 

trying to tell us he needs help!”  

She walked back slowly, swinging her hands together in a loose casual clap“I know honey, 

talk to JR, he’ll explain everything”  

When JR arrived, he stopped briefly in the doorway looking slightly nervous as he saw me on 

the couch next to Full Metal, and slowly he let the Q comm device drop to his side as it 

played another random track, tucking it around behind his back.  

  

"Hi honey, this is 89- the kick ass bitch I was telling you about...you know Horzes girl ...it’s ok 
she’s cool" she said jumping up and meeting JR by the kitchen unit. " wanna beer?" She 
planted a kiss on his cheek, spinning around and grabbing his backside.  
"Eh yeh sure RJ"   

He stood there in his retro iron beagle fan club t shirt, tight bleached jeans and white Nike 

boots with the tongues protruding from halfway up the laces. His hair looked like something 

from dragon ball Z , high and spiky, and his shaggy stumbled chin made him look about 

sixteen.   

  

I chuckled to myself, “you call yourselves JR and RJ ...like on the scoreboard?”  I turned to 

look through the window to make sure I had read the top score correct. My comms link 

chirped again, scrolling through my music once more, this time picking some obscure song 

by Emmy lou harris called Michelangelo. That one I had no idea I had, or even what Horzes 

was getting at. Perhaps it was just another for his mother to cry over. I swiped the screen 

and clicked mute, then continued listening to the conversation, JR now watching me with 

interest.   

  

" sure do," full metal continued, " how cool is that, RJ & JR ... Rita Jett and Junior Lightman , 

we make a great team" don't we honey!" She seemed rather proud of the stupid comedy 

duo gamers tag that topped the Phaethon gaming scoreboard.   

  

" we thought about Lightman and Jett - but that just sounded like a lame seventies hippie 

group ," JR added,  

" hi I’m JR" he said, reaching down to fist bump me." Real sorry about Horzes" he gave me a 

genuine smile of solidarity.  

  

" yeh we also had Professor X  &  Jett Black, Xavier and Wolverine, " full metal lifted her 

robotic arm and flexed her fingers apart like wolverines blades, " and at one point last night, 

someone thought Rocket socks & Gentle Jett  was a great partnership name." She handed JR 

a cold bottle with a sly smile, and joined me back on the couch.  

"I was thinking more Cougar& Cub " i winked, and full metal winked back reaching out a 

palm for a high five, to which i obliged.  

  



" yeh well you thought getting your own handle right was tough enough 89, you should see 

some of the duo names on that scoreboard" she pointed over to the scoreboard with her 

beer.   

" looks like we got a couple of new additions, 'loke&lord' takes ninth place above 

'nutz&boltz' " JR said lifting his bottle to his mouth, and switching off his Q comm.  

  

The scoreboard looked like this  

  

1 JR&RJ  

2 Shock&awe  

3 phantom hipster& princess hotlox25  

4 Jayzee&Starbuck  

5 Lexicutioner&Quoth  

6 spunkmeyer&ripley  

7 thing1&thing2  

8 Dukem& Nukem  

9 loke&lord  

10 nutZ & BoltZ  

  

"No scores?"  I wondered looking at the list.  

"Not yet, it’s purely against the clock- we set it on easy ...practise mode only" JR replied,  

" the EDA guys came in last night after I suggested it made sense to get some practise in 

before we all went starry eyed into the recruitment offices with great intentions- only to be 

blown out the sky by the first unmanned... "   

 " ...or manned!" full metal interrupted,   

He nodded, " or manned, intercepting Drone. See we used to have these kinda places years 

ago, " he waved his free arm about the room, "somewhere to challenge your mates, and 

watch the competition for real. Sure does beat sitting in your bedroom eating nachos from a 

bowl...." JR stopped, realising he had faux parred,   

" about Knotcher '89..."  He took another drink from his bottle and sat down next to Full 

metal.  

" listen, we're real sorry what happened to your buddy Horzes back there, but we need to 

tell you something we found out ...it’s not good"  Full metal rubbed JRs thigh and smiled 

compassionately at him, and then to me.  

"What he's trying to say is we think they are keeping him on ice to pilot a drone in the EDA 

drone army."   

I screwed my face up at that," what?"  

"Think about it '89...how many soldiers do you reckon the EDA have to pilot the drones we 

saw flying about yesterday? A hundred thousand...two hundred thousand?  There  is no way 

they can have an underground army of more than three hundred thousand people manning 

the drones in bunkers around the world. No way!  During the campaign against the Armada, 

they had to recruit civilians to fight the war there was so many alien ships."  JR had become 

rather animated now.  



  

“But think about the thousands of comma patients they can tap into around the world  using 

mind control chips like these..." He rummaged inside his jacket pocket and produced a small 

blue LED like square disk, about the size of a gum stick.  

   

" we have been perfecting these over the last five years or so, you saw the latest version at 

work on the jelly fish...Chaos Terrain call them... Bluegenes..."  He held up the chip between 

his fingers for me to wonder at and I began to try and put it together. I took it from him and 

spun it around. It looked so small...it looked like something i had seen in a comic....it looked 

like a freaking Rogue trooper biochip.   

  

" so....what, they implant the trooper chip into some poor guys spinal chord to extract his 

personality, then upload it to the main frame, and give him the keys to the next shiny EDA  

patrol drone "  

"Yeh, more or less. With these chips the critically injured can be part of society again. They 

can protect Earth by flying those drones you see everywhere." JR waited for my response.  

"But...why are the EDA saying that Horzes is dead, when they have him locked away inside 

that mountain connected to one of their bloody drones? It doesn’t make sense"   

"That’s the point 89" full metal said, “the virus that’s screwing with our Q comms is coming 

from the EDA main frame. We reckon he's somehow screwing with his bluegene chip and 

fucking the whole programme up."  

JR nodded, lifting his Q comm up again, “see, i found a pattern to the virus hack, all my 

contacts were infected straight after all RJs contacts were hacked. Before that we are 

unsure, but she only made one contact during the night- and that was you. And I bet if we 

look at your comm link we will find the source of the infection."   

  

I looked at my beat up comm link, and straightened it on my wrist, "Horzes knew all the 

access codes, he fixed it every time it glitched..."  I was interrupted by a huge cheer on the 

gaming floor, and we all turned to the window.  

  

The huge flat screen scoreboard had changed and it now read,  

  

1 loke&lord  

2 JR&RJ  

3 Shock&awe  

4 phantom hipster& princesshotlox25  

5Jayzee&Starbuck  

6Lexicutioner&Quoth  

7 spunkmeyer&Riply  

8 thing1&thing2  

9 Crazy Horzes 

10 Crazy Horzes 

  



An animated interceptor flew around the score board table like one of the computer 

graphics in a ten pin bowling alley you get for scoring a strike. The cartoon interceptor shot 

out JR& RJ s name and sent them crashing down the ladder.  

  

"Shit, the little bastards are hogging the game booths!" Full metal cursed and walked to the 

window and began rapping the glass with her knuckles, to get one of the 2 EDA reps to keep 

an eye on things.   

  

"So yes, you are right 89, we reckon he is definitely alive still. But i don't reckon he is 

complying with their wishes too well." JR shrugged.  

" no shit...have you heard what he's been playing on my comm link ? " i replied, then 

pointed to the board.  

JR laughed, " yeh...your buddy has cool taste in tunes, took me an hour to wipe his rage 

against the machine playlist!"  

“No...look!” i said, pointing at his name at the bottom of the scoreboard.  

  

" ...can we speak to him? i mean does the...the bluegene chip work both ways? " i 

stammered anxiously handing JR back his bluegene chip as JR turned his attention to his 

girlfriend, " yeh i'm working on that...i have a few ideas i want to try out...but i think we 

have a more pressing matter to attend too, Full Metal absolutely hates being knocked of her 

throne...don't you sweetheart!" He shouted over.  

  

Full metal was looking pissed, " i think we need to show these punks who’s the boss JR- you 

have your helmet?"   

 

JR hung his head laughing, then slapped his thighs and stood up.  

"G force?"  

"G force!"  

"Fearless young orphans, protecting Earths entire galaxy..." Full Metal smiled,  

"Always Five,acting as one.." JR recited the next line,  

"Dedicated..."   

"Inseparable..."   

"Invincible!"  They called together, then high fived each other with just a bit too much 

vigour, then walked around to the worktop and produced two gleaming white Jason 

helmets copied exactly from the Japanese cartoon Gforce. Smooth domed glass hoods in 

the shape of a swan head, sprayed in delicate blue and red and white, with a peaked visor.  " 

you coming to watch us save Earth again '89!"  Full metal said, sliding her helmet on and 

turning for the door, " we'll continue our little talk after we've taken the leader board again. 

I shook my head and joined the laughing as they stood there with their chests out, but must 

admit that they did look pretty awesome.  

  

" Sure Rita, lets see how moma bear and her cub save the galaxy!"   

She turned back frowning,  



"Its like only an eight year gap  89, no biggie....besides, he goes like a little rabbit! In he sack" 

She smiled again, giving me a wink."tell me you wouldn't!" I watched as she grabbed his ass 

cheeks again.  

I smiled, and then turned back to the scoreboard with Horzes name, how he was hacking the 

scoreboard was beyond me.  

  

  

As we entered the bull ring, or the game floor, or whatever the name for a room full of 

gamers massing around  Phaethon gamer booths was, the speakers began to blare out the 

theme tune to Battle Of The Planets. Everybody stopped and cheered as Full Metal and 

Xavier Lightman Junior entered the floor, escorted by the two EDA reps who were there to 

watch the products. They were genuinely seen as the king and queen of Starbase Ace, and 

treated as celebrities. Maybe it was the fact that the legacy of cheap games and 

merchandise left to them by ambassador Zach Lightman had continued over the years, 

whatever it was, they were treated like royalty.  

  

Full metal raised her robotic attachment in acknowledgement as she paraded through her 

people like a boxer walking the crowd,high fiving several guys in the crowd, while  Lightman  

Junior quietly evaded the limelight with the occasional wave, his head gear covering his 

shyness.   

  

The musical intro faded as they found the empty booth and they each took to a side, sliding 

in like a couple of 70s cops easing into their red  ford Gran Torino about to tackle the next 

crime on the streets. I however, felt like huggy bear as I stood by the side of the sleek black 

booth, admiring the fine finish to the sprayed lettering along its edge.   

  

*PHAETHON II  

  

The crowd hushed as the music faded, and in its place a new track was selected and Full 

metal winked at me through her visor as the helmet bluetooth connections activated and 

joined the booth.  

  

Joan Jett - 'i love rock and roll'  began playing from the speakers, and the audience nodded 

in approval, some opting for the heavy head banging move of the 90s. As I said earlier, I’m 

not a fan of soundtracks, but it seems everybody just has to have one.   

"Don’t worry '89... We'll find you a mix tape of your own one day" Full metal shouted as she 

began checking her Helmet settings.  

  

Her tunes were very apt, i thought and nodded as the cougar  high fived her cub inside their 

cockpit then took hold of her two tilly arm throttle sticks in front of her.  On JRs side of the 

booth, he pulled up the firing display, opting for the double joystick combo and the large 

screen selected the Space 1999 eagle ship cockpit window display. A spinning carousel of 

ship choices came up on the screen demanding the fighting  duo choose their weapon, 

ranging from the Viper, Buck Rogers Interceptor, to the transport type Eagle in Space 1999 



and of course- the space shuttle Ranger 3 . There was the default Raptor, and the expected 

X wing fighter along with a Serenity mash up. The ship chosen by JR was a mash up of  the 

class 1 Viper Battlestar Galactica's new version, added with a bit of the nostalgic old version. 

As i watched the camera angle change from interior to exterior, I got a good view from 

above of the ship they had chosen. The booth music faded again as the countdown clock 

appeared on the top left of the screen, and the crowd began counting down as if it was ten 

seconds to new year in New York.   

Brian Mays guitar solo to starfleet began as Full Metal gave the metal horn salute, and the 

ultra real life graphics of the Viper ship suddenly  blasted from the hanger tunnel out into 

the blackness of space.  

  

I watched slack jawed as Full metal twisted and turned the ship in all directions, swerving 

missiles and laser blasts from the onset, as they dove through meteor showers of enemy 

fire. JR blasted row after row  of incoming alien Glaive fighters into oblivion as shrapnel 

from the downed ships sprayed their own canopy. She skimmed black hole inertia fields as 

the ship sped to incredible speeds cart wheeling over enemy vessels as JRs fingers worked 

their way through an arsenal  of weird and wonderful torpedoes. The crowd applauded one 

manoeuvre which must have been a signature piece for Full Metal, because she hollered 

something about bringing home the bacon as she flew the ship through a narrow corridor 

shaft that i thought was pretty impossible.   

A rear view camera vid feed popped up on the large display showing several enemy craft 

approaching their Viper, and JR switched his joysticks for the large roller ball type mouse on 

the dash. The display immediately changed on his side to a rear view angle from a gunnery 

ball on the underside of the Viper ship mash up. It looked like the belly of a B52 WWII 

bomber, only with four machine gun like barrels turning to face the enemy ships.  

  

JR quickly palmed the roller mouse, spinning it left then right as his other hand began firing 

of on the underside trigger, releasing  a volley of brightly coloured lasers from all four 

barrels, and obliterating the lead ship. The other three separated and went high and wide.   

"30 seconds to atmosphere dampers activate honey!" She shouted as one of the kids in the 

crowd shouted and began pointing to the changing scoreboard on the wall above.   

  

It now read.  

   

1 JR&RJ  

2 Loke&lord  

3 Crazy Horzes  

  

The rest of the board remained the same. I turned to look for the other booth being 

watched as closely as the one Full Metal was in, but could only see one other that was 

pulling any kind of crowd. I left the two dog fighters to the challenge and made my way 

through the crowd, over to the booth in the far corner.   

But as I made my way over I heard the commotion behind me, the scoreboard had changed 

once more. It now read.  

  



1 JR&RJ  

2 Crazy Horzes  

3 Crazy Horzes  

4 Crazy Horzes  

5 Crazy Horzes  

6 Crazy Horzes  

7 Crazy Horzes  

8 Crazy Horzes  

9 Crazy Horzes  

10 Crazy Horzes 

  

And as i watched it changed again. The board quickly showed RJ&JR drop from first down to 

9th, and then off the board all together. Gamers were climbing out of there booths slapping 

the cabinets in utter disgust at having their current games being  hijacked. I peered inside 

one of the booths and saw the distant POV  camera angle of the space shuttle Ranger 3 in a 

barrelling out of control tumble through the stars, with a frozen Buck Rogers clearly seen 

inside the cockpit. The Starfleet track was pulled and what sounded like a needle from an 

old vinyl record crackled through the speakers, and in its place was the most obvious song 

yet.   

  

'Crazy Horses'   

  

The guitar solo blasted out over the red Indian war style drum beat, as i checked the next 

booth , and the next, and the next -all were showing a frozen Ranger 3 space shuttle 

tumbling into space.  

  

In fact when i looked up to the flat screen scoreboard I saw it was now transmitting the 

same animated tumbling image of poor Buck Rogers stuck inside his cockpit as he headed 

towards the 25th century in a cryogenically frozen state.   

"YES!" I screamed out, punching the air and turned to see that the board had now been 

completely dominated by one name, Crazy Horzes. But as I watched, the score board 

blinked and changed instantly to a new name, a name I remembered. 

 

1. Crazy Turtle 

2. Crazy Turtle 

3. Crazy Turtle 

4. Crazy Turtle 

5. Crazy Turtle 

6. Crazy Turtle 

7. Crazy Turtle 

8. Crazy Turtle 

9. Crazy Turtle 

10. Crazy Turtle 

 

  



Horzes had found out early on in our friendship that my folks called me Turtle, when he 

interrupted a Skype call on my arrival to IOI, and I had had to beg him to keep it secret. 

Naturally Horzes couldn't keep the secret and went about that whole week calling me by 

each of the character names from the movie, "hey Raphael dude...whats for lunch...pizza?"   

  

"Holy shit girl, is this for you?" Full Metal asked as she walked up behind me, and I nodded 

with tears of joy welling in my eyes, " ...okay come with us!" Full Metal said as the tune 

blasted its chorus even louder, the people in the hall standing like stunned meerkats on the 

prairie. A couple of the younger ones thought it was great that RJ&JR had been wiped 

completely from the board, and were busily high fiving and knuckle bumping in celebration.  

  

She was smiling as she took off her Gforce helmet, and I could see JR by the stairs ushering 

us to hurry. "He wants to try something, and now that we know for sure it’s your fella doing 

his best Lawnmower Man impression, now is the best time. You need to get your helmet 

89"  i nodded and ran up the stairs as Donny Osmond sang his heart out, and grabbed the 

Chaos Terrain original Flight system from the leather couch. I quickly joined Full Metal and 

JR on the platform, and this time they went down into the basement.  

  

The basement was sound proofed, so Donnie Osmond was muffled out as the party 

continued upstairs, while JR led me through the workshop and Full metal hit the lights.  The 

strip lights flickered to life as we stopped by an assortment of helmets and jars scattered 

over the wooden work top. Solder wire and components were scattered on the wooden 

bench and diagrams of circuitry hung on the walls next to pictures of EDA recruitment 

posters. Games and old console pads lay scattered on the floor, and I noticed several red 

five helmets in pieces with exposed wiring, along with large books with their spines bent 

open on the table at various chapters.   

  

"This is where I do my best thinking 89, the helmet bio chip...blue-gene...all my own work. 

I’ve been working on a blue-gene drone controller for years now, the prototype worked 

pretty well, but still have so much to learn from the Sodality jelly fish, too much is still 

unknown about the cerebrum cortex to get it one hundred percent right.  But eventually we 

will get it right, and will have a link system able to travel the same distances our quantum 

comm links can.  But for now, we need a network, and what better network than the EDA 

fibre network.   

"A quantum comm link?" I asked  

" yeh, like your comm link, only better. Q comm... Quantum comm. yours is the equivalent 

of a couple of tin cans joined by a length of string compared to what mine and RJs can do."  

He waved his fingers in a wiggling gesture demanding my Red Five flight system helmet, and 

I handed it over the work bench slightly confused.  

" see...these helmet designs had the function for USB jacking only, hence the umbilical 

chord. What I’m going to give your helmet is a bit of a technology steam punk," he looked 

up, " You ready RJ?"   

  



Full Metal was in the far shadows of the basement pulling a dusty tarp covering something 

and making a hell of a noise, " yip, got it!" She answered and I turned my attention from the 

work being done on my helmet over to the booth flickering to life in the corner.  

  

As the gaming booth blinked to life, I read the name of the gaming booth on the side,  

  

*PHAETON  

  

"The original prototype dropped the H ," JR beamed, " my brother spent years looking for 

one, just like dad. Then he spent the next 22 years in space." JR paused for thought, then 

continued soldering the blue-gene connections to my helmet.  "I found this prototype 

hidden away in some EDA lab after reading dads notes, well actually – one of dads friends 

helped me. Anyway, it’s all connected up to the secure EDA fibre war line they had installed 

here back before the invasion, and it’s still activated. A complete fibre link network isolated 

from everybody except the EDA and now the IOI." He wafted away the solder smoke and 

coughed a little as he blew on the helmets addition. The blue-gene bio chip was secured to 

the front of the helmet, now patched into the circuitry and giving off a dull blue glow.  

  

"Here, try it on" he handed me my steam punked helmet, complete with my new bio chip 

inserted into the visor wiring at the front and i laughed at him, " really?"  

  

He shrugged.  

  

" Rogue trooper?"  

  

He shrugged again.  

  

"Don’t you guys read Brit comics?'  

  

Another shrug.  

  

"2000AD dude, rogue trooper...bio troops - bluegene? Shit JR she’s only the love interest in 

the drokking  story!"   

  

JR laughed," yeh just messin with you, sure I got to name the chip and design the plug in 

feature- so I thought it would be kinda funny to get that passed the techies at EDA. They 

don’t have a clue about that sorta shit!"  

  

"Its not gonna delete my brain or anything is it?" I asked, slightly concerned at the adaption 

to the Helmet i was staring at , then laughed, marvelling at the idea.  I slid on the helmet, as 

the old booth began to garble out its message,  

"Greetings star-fighter. You have been recruited by the Star League to defend the frontier 

against xur and the ko- Dan Armada!"   

  



"No way...for real!" I gasped, and Full Metal nodded, slapping the booth  " this bitch is the 

bomb 89- try it on for size honey"   

  

We all stood beside it as the Pentium graphics began, admiring the ancient technology. " 

Now you won’t be able to do anything until you are jacked in, so be prepared for anything 

to happen okay. And if it becomes too intense - remove the helmet or wave a hand, we can 

shut you down from here. " he pointed to a circuit board on the wall.   

  

"Good luck... Turtle!" JR said with a smile, he could see the shock in my face, " what...tuttle 

turtle...it doesn't take a bio chip engineer to figure that one out!"   

  

I snorted a laugh, admiring the retro looking gamer booth, wondering if this was such a good 

idea. Thoughts of the Brundlefly teleportation booths entered my head briefly as I slowly 

slid inside the dusty booth like I was getting into a hot bath, my face illuminated in  the red 

lighting glowing from the control panelling inside.  

  

"Say hi to Crazy H for me" Full Metal said sticking her head inside the booth briefly, then 

closed the flaps, sealing me in. They could still see me through the glass panelling though so 

I gave a thumbs up and smiled, staring at the graphics on the screen for a moment.   

The EDA logo was spinning above the earth, like a shield warding off evil, looking very 

official, and for a second I wondered whether I should be doing anything other than running 

in the other direction. But the thought quickly passed and I inserted my AI89 USB Flight 

System jack into the console and waited for my instructions.  

  

I began to shake violently and turned to face a shocked Full Metal and JR as I tensed my 

arms by my side,   

"....I....I...I know Kung Fu!" I stared wide eyed at them as they began laughing at me, Full 

Metal slapping my shoulder.  

"Shhhhhh...listen" she said as the game intro started.  

  

I returned to the screen and watched as the monologue began , blah blah 

blah...invasion...save the earth blah....last hope....blah....usual stuff, then the Chaos Terrain 

logo appeared  alongside  the instruction panel, informing me of what each joystick on the 

console did.  It was pretty basic stuff, throttle up, throttle down roll left, roll right, was the 

left stick. Turret up, turret down, rotate left, rotate right, right stick. Top trigger button 

cannons aft, bottom button for the pointy end gattling gun ...got it.   

  

There was also a multitude of buttons on the right side armrest that i really didn't have time 

to take in, so i clicked the trigger repeatedly hoping to skip the intro. I noticed that there 

was also a fist size mouse ball on the left side next to the throttle, i spun it around 

impatiently and a menu drop down appeared on my helmet visor.  I clicked on the first icon, 

which was intercom, and selected Q comm. but it came back blank, i looked down at my 

comm link and realised i had muted the damn thing earlier.  I stuck my head out the booth 

and called for JR " what do I do ?" I asked  



"Play the game, forget about trying to contact him- he'll find you. "   

  

I leant back inside the booth as the intro was just finishing, and i was then confronted with a 

POV from a pilot slowly walking through a dimly lit hanger passing by a squadron of AI89 

interceptors just like the ones portrayed Buck Rogers; Sleek white flying machines that had 

twin thruster engines similar to the T-47 rebel snowspeeder luke piloted on the ice planet 

Hoth in Empire strikes back.  I could almost smell the jet fuel in my nose as i passed the 

grimy machines, i didn't care if they used jet fuel or not. I was actually seeing this event 

through the pilots own eyes. The graphics were almost perfect, i could however see a 

couple of stretched pixelated items on the horizon, but this was way better than anything 

Crazy H and I had played in the OASIS.   

  

The pilot, me, climbed inside my Interceptor and I watched the canopy cover encase me 

inside, and then i was completely immersed in the moment. A long check list line lit up on 

my visor as it scrolled through numerous automatic settings, and i tried the mouse ball 

again. This time the pilots head rotated left as i spun left, then up as spun forward. I spun it 

back to the front view as we taxied out of the hanger on automatic pilot.   

I wondered what would happen if i chose the manual pilot for launch, but having never even 

taken an interceptor into the sky, i was sure what the outcome would be, and JR would 

probably bring up the female driver gags and i would have to sit through all this again. I still 

could not determine anything out of the ordinary, and certainly heard nothing from Crazy H.   

I switched on my microphone and a small earbud like device poked out of the side of my 

Red Five Helmet, “anybody there?" I called, but only the static answered.  

  

'WARNING'  flashed on my 

visor, followed by  

 Manual Override Engaged  

 So I actually braced for takeoff in my seat, tensing my back muscles like a fool. I wasn't the 

first, and surely not the last to do that, but I felt my cheeks flush at the rookie gamer 

mistake.  That’s when I found the two pedals on the floor, "what the hell are these for" i 

shouted out as my interceptor was catapulted out into the darkness of space.  

  

It was the most exhilarating game I had played in my life. The immersion booth completely 

sucked you into the experience, right down to the stereo surround system cupping my 

headrest.  I swung my interceptor left then right, before looping the loop like a WWII dog 

fighter, finding out that the pedal on my left flipped my 90 degrees to my side, while the 

pedal on my right flipped me back. Two taps of the pedal and i was upside down, another 

two and back upright,  

“this is fraking insane!" I screamed as I spun again. One tap left, one tap right, instant 

changes, enough to give you whiplash.   

  



I flipped the trigger guard on my right stick and fired off a few bursts from my gattling guns 

at the front of each wing. Instantly a read out flashed on my visor telling me how many 

rounds I had left.  I watched the tracer rounds speed out to the horizon and couldn't help 

myself. I tapped the left pedal and began to spin as i fired again. I twisted in the darkness of 

space making  spirograph  patterns with my tracers as i spun my interceptor in loops, 

shrieking in sheer delight.   

The speakers shuddered as the bullets spewed out in angry loud bursts, and I reckon i 

almost emptied the chambers without even encountering a single enemy fighter.   

I swung around and caught a glimpse of the EDA battleship gleaming in the brightness of an 

unknown star, and I sighed at the sight. My heart actually fluttered as i eased off the 

throttle and embraced the moment, watching the Battleship in Orbit around the Ice moon  

Europa.  

  

Use the force luke!  

  

I heard it- not from the speakers - but actually in my head!   

  

Let go of your anger...  

  

"Horzes?" I said aloud.  

  

The static returned and I wondered if I was just having a fangirl moment.  

  

Another warning appeared on my visor, this time it said   

  

INCOMING.  

  

I brought up my radar map to the top right of my screen canopy and watched as six red 

blobs pulsed on the outskirts of the furthest rings. In the centre was my interceptor, flashing 

in green, and on the inner circle was the long EDA Battlestar location.  

  

Flee or fight?  I wasn't sure what the mission was to be honest, usually a game gives you a 

prompt, but this one merely left you to it, no right or wrong- only conclusion.  

  

I decided to go for it, leaving my Battlestar undefended, as I saw another squadron engaging 

from the bottom of the screen. I pulled back on the throttle stick and headed straight for 

the enemy blobs ahead.  

  

We were on each other in seconds, and I engaged the lead fighter with both gattling guns . 

Music suddenly blasted from the speakers, and I jumped as the whispers filled my ears,  

  

Let the bodies hit the floor!  

Let the bodies hit the floor!   

Let the bodies hit the floor!   

Let the bodies hit the floor!   



  

  

"HORZES....WHAT THE HELL!"  I shouted as the first fighter blew apart and I flew straight 

through the cloud of debris. The music got louder as I tapped the pedal and flipped sideways 

avoiding the approaching rockets fired from the remaining squadron.  

  

I was on fire! Not literally...but my flying was awesome. I don't normally listen to music as i 

play online, that’s why Horzes usually had his head phones on next to me, but this music 

was giving me such a rush of adrenaline I felt like I was actually blowing bad guys from the 

sky. The electric guitars thrashed as the singer roared in my ear,  

  

Let the bodies hit the floor  

Let the bodies hit the floor  

Let the bodies hit the floor Let 

the bodies hit the…. 

flooooooooor!  

  

"I THINK IVE FOUND MY FRAKKING SOUNDTRACK RITA!"  I screamed out the booth as I took 

out the second and third fighters.  

The fourth had me locked on from behind, but I inverted my Interceptor with two quick taps 

of my pedals and made a quick sweeping loop behind him as he tried to copy me, but I was 

so much quicker than him as I popped up behind him and tapped the pedals again. He didn’t 

stand a chance as the guitar solo egged me on like a grinning lunatic. 

  

My radar blinked a new threat and I saw another six fighters approaching my Battlestar from 

the other side of the map, and I decided to swing a sharp exit and try my luck at a bit of 

defence.  The music was pumping in my veins now, and my trigger finger was firing in time 

to the drums as I swung behind the two fighters and tore them apart, blasting through them 

with a "YEEHAW!"   

  

I had time to check my ammo as the distance between us shrank, I had never been so 

pumped playing a game. “HORZES TALK TO ME BUDDY!” i shouted as the tune faded and al I 

heard was the roaring of the thrusters as i punched them harder. But I still had no audio 

response from my soundtrack guru.   

I settled in as my very own online disk jockey flipped the track and gave me a new tune to 

destroy things to. Hair of the dog began throbbing through my speakers, and I was actually 

weeping with delight as Horzes showed me his presence once more. The tracers began firing 

on their own as we approached and I put all my concentration into flying my machine into 

the most epic dog fight I had ever been in  

  

Now your messin with a son ofa bitch...  

Now your messin with a son ofa bitch...  

Now your messin with a son ofa bitch...  



Now your messin with a son ofa bitch...  

  

We fought off ten fighters as I tapped the pedals left and right, twisting away from every 

rocket launched our way, Horzes blasted fighters like pool balls, spinning one against 

another as they took themselves out of the fight.  At one point Horzes actually took control 

of the flying, allowing me to flex my wrist and adjust my seat. My hands were trembling as I 

took hold of the stick again and began firing behind us with our aft cannons.  I was dizzy at 

the speed of his evasive manoeuvres as we dove down along the panelling of the Battlestar 

so close I could make out the actual rivets on the sheets holding the craft together.  The 

graphics were awesome  

  

After we cleared the screen of alien fighters, I let out a sigh as we barrelled high above the 

Battlestar then swooped down for a fly over, only Horzes swapped controls and took over 

our guns again. I knew exactly what he wanted to do and hit the throttle hard as we made a 

kamikaze move straight for the EDA bridge.   

MISSION COMPLETED- RETURN TO BATTLESTAR FOR DEBRIEF.  

  

 I really don’t think that’s what Horzes had in mind. He strafed the hull with everything we 

had as a PROXIMITY warning flashed up on my visor.  

  

  

  

We ignored the warning and tore off the left side docking platform in one hell of an 

explosion. Then we barrel rolled away as the turrets began firing back at us. Horzes took a 

single shot to silence each of them as we swooped down for a second fly pass.   

  

"YEH....LET THE BASTARDS HAVE IT!" I cried out as we emptied everything we had at the 

Battlestar.  

  

The ship began rupturing as explosions tore through the hull, splitting the monster in two, 

and still we continued firing at whatever was in front of us. Even the enemy fighters on the 

edge of the screen had backed away to leave us to it.  

After several more choruses, I just sat in my seat watching the buckling hull disintegrate and 

fall back into Europas Icy Atmosphere in a flaming ball of white hot debris, as Horzes 

continue to pound the fallen giant. He always did like fucking with conventional play. The 

screen faded to black as did the music, and I shook my head and sighed again.  

  

 I sat there for a moment with a huge grin on my face laughing and catching my breath, 

staring at the two blinking words that all gamers dread;   

 

GAME OVER.  



But I didn’t care about that; I was far too excited to have my online buddy with me.  

  

" Are You there?" I said, or rather thought. It was difficult to know if I was actually talking 

with my mouth or with the device on my helmet.  

  

"Yeh" he replied. I heard his voice in my head, only it wasn't really his voice. It was sort of 

broken, synthesised, like a stutter video game, and to tell you the truth slightly scary,  

  

"You okay?"  

  

" I am now" he said.  

  

I sat for a moment, wondering what to say next.  

  

" I miss you buddy"  

  

" I’m still alive"   

  

"I know," I said,” I'm so sorry Horzes"   

  

"Don’t be, I'm still alive" he said flatly.  

“Don’t you dare Horzes...”I said, surely he wouldn’t?  

“Whaaat...” the synthesised voice whined innocently, as if I didn’t know what he was about 

to do.  

“Horzes, I mean it...don’t...this is hard enough” I pleaded, but it didn’t matter...I heard him 

start singing anyway, using his most effeminate anime synthesized voice,  

“This was a triumph! I'm 

making a note here 

Huge success!  

  

It's hard to overstate  

my satisfaction.  

  

Aperture Science: We 

do what we must  

because we can  

For the good of all of us.  

Except the ones who are dead”   

 “I told you not to do that Horzes,” I butted in and he stopped, tears were running down my 

face, “you’re such an asshole sometimes.” The credits tune from Portal was not what you 



wanted to be hearing from the computer voice inside your head, especially as it happened 

to be my best mate’s voice in place of the mad robotic bad girl.  

“I’m sorry 89, but I’ve been cracking up in here...Duckman is dead 89...they shot him to 

pieces!”  He said.  

“I know, I’m so sorry...what happened?”  

“I’m not sure...everything is blurry, it’s so cold in here”  

"Where...where are you?"  

  

"Not sure yet, it’s dark... I think I’m in a cryo tank somewhere- like Fry.”  

  

"We'll find you, I promise"  

“Bring anchovy pizza!” he replied.  

  

We didn't say much for a while, but I knew he was there.  

“The buck Rogers Ranger 3 shuttle vid was a nice touch...how did you do that?”  

“Not sure, I can’t really describe it – I can see everything, but I can’t see anything really...like 

the computer pixels in matrix, it’s drawing maps and locations to folders in my head but it’s 

so hard to control what I can open. But when I open my eyes, I see nothing but white 

noise!”  

“JR thinks you have been frozen in a coma, so they can access your mind to control the 

drones”  

“yeh I kinda got that when they woke me- they wanted me to do tricks for them. But I told 

them to fuck off”  

I laughed, “Yeh we got that little musical tantrum Horzes- me and your folks... all night!”  

“How are they?”  

“Not good, your mum cried all day yesterday, she showed me some nice photographs 

though” I suddenly remembered the fake photographs on the wall of his house.  

“...I...was” he stumbled.  

“Don’t worry hot shot, your dad told me all about them...we’re good. I hope you didn’t 

make any others though?”  

“NO..no ...only those ones, you know i would never...”  

“Forget it, I kind of liked it”  

More silence.  



  

  

"Can we do this again?" He said.  

  

"What...kick EDA ass...you bet!"  

  

"We are a pretty awesome team ...Turtle"  

  

"Yeh... about that dickwad..."  

  

"Sorry, it was only way to get your attention!"  

  

"yeh well if that gets out you better watch your back, I never forget"  

  

"yeh I know you’re Like dumbo!"  

  

I sniffed, wiping the tears from my eyes as Full Metal lifted the flap to the immersion tank 

and poked her head inside,   

  

"That was like ...the most intense battle I have ever seen," she looked at me," oh sorry are 

you talking to him now?" She asked.  

  

"He's here Rita, I think he just got rid of some pent up anger"   

  

"No shit sherlock, what we just saw was a EDA court marshalling offence and a hanging at 

dawn for sure"   

  

"LOL"  I heard Horzes actually say LOL and laughed out loud myself.  

" He hears you Rita, hell it’s like a séance...knock once for yes Horzes!" I laughed again, 

finding it difficult to hold onto my emotions.  

  

"CRAZY H...you are one mean son of a bitch right enough."   

  

JR ran down the stairs breathing heavily as he ducked under the canopy, " I don't know how 

he done it but everybody just watched that battle on the scoreboard upstairs...the place is 

going apeshit for Crazy Turtle- you should see the footage of the game upstairs, it’s on 

repeat!"  

  

"Just getting the crowd going" Horzes said in my head, and I repeated to the others.  

  



"Can I talk to him turtle ... I mean 89"  JR said, his eyes wide with excitement- like the mad 

Professor.  

I nodded, " Horzes...is that okay"   

"Sure turtle...ha ...you know thats gonna stick now!"  

I wasn't too sure I liked that idea  

"Frak you" I said affectionately, lifting off the sweaty helmet and passing it to JR.  

I could hear Horzes chuckling as I passed the helmet over and walked over to Full Metal, 

reaching out for a girlie group hug. She smiled and embraced me tight as JR slid into the 

booth to talk to his new Project.  

  

" That was freaking awesome Rita"  

  

"You were freaking awesome ... Turtle" she laughed, " you just completed the hardest 

setting on the recruitment test! So what’s say you and me go meet your new fan club eh"   

  

I turned to the booth, " JR... tell Horzes we'll get him out okay"   

  

JR nodded, giving me the thumbs up, then returned to the conversation with his new best 

cyber buddy.  

  

“I can’t go out there rita, this is crazy!” I stammered, my hands still shaking.  

“sure you can, and it’s not just crazy...It’s CRAZY FRAKING HORZES!” listen to them; they’re 

shouting his name out there!”  

“Exactly! That was I mean, it him who got us to the top of the scoreboard, not me” I replied.  

Full Metal turned and grabbed my hand, “I want to show you something, come with me” 

and once again she was pulling me up the stairs to the lounge area.  

She forced another beer into my hand and pulled me to the lounge window, and we both 

stood looking over the excited crowd below. They oooh’d and aaaah’d  as the video on the 

scoreboard repeated my belly churning manoeuvres, showing them as a collage of best bits 

from the game we had just played. I could hardly hold my bottle steady as I took another 

drink from it.  I turned to Full Metal as the crowd cheered again, I think I had just flown up 

behind a drone and wiped it from existence.  

“That wasn’t him flying that interceptor that was you....damn girl look at you go!” we 

watched as my interceptor spun circles around an oncoming enemy fighter drone, and shot 

it out of  the screen in a Darth Vader tail spin.  

“Yeh but, Horzes was doing the shooting Rita...and besides, we swapped halfway through” I 

added.  



“I know, but look at the scoreboard!” She nodded up to the window as my interceptor was 

just about to make its kamikaze run on the Battlestar. This manoeuvre got the biggest cheer 

of the game, and I looked down to see some of the kid’s high fiving each other and fist 

pumping the air. Even Full metal nodded approvingly. I noticed a couple of the EDA guards 

fiddling with their Q comm. Devices, recording the footage from the screen.  

 “I can’t believe how close you skimmed that interceptor to the Battlestar 89...or should I 

just call you Crazy Turtle?”  

She pointed as another cheer went up. The scoreboard was back again, only this time there 

was a new leader:  

 

    CREW NAME  HIGH SCORE    BONUS  

1. CRAZY TURTLE    150,000,000        MISSION COMPLETED  

  

The rest of the board’s nine places where now clear and another cheer went up downstairs 

as the Crazy horses guitar solo began playing from the speakers again. Boy he sure knows 

how to milk an audience-I thought.  

“Looks like you have just upped the anti on the game Crazy Turtle!” she took in a deep 

breath, and chugged her bottle empty.  I stared at the scoreboard wide eyed.  

Crazy Turtle   

I liked it.  

“Okay Rita, if we have to do this, then let’s do it...but I need my helmet!” Hell, I wasn’t going 

down there without some sort of head ware to protect my identity. Full Metal raised a 

finger, and ran for the stairs, “gimme a second, I have just the helmet for you!”  

I walked back over to the window with my beer in my hand, and watched the gamers 

clamber back into the booths, like hermit crabs slinking back into their new shells, each one 

eager as ever to get onto the new scoreboard. This time the challenge was real, they had a 

score to aim for now, and thanks to Horzes- it was one hell of a score to challenge.  

As I watched from above I saw Full metal push her way through the jostling crowd and over 

to the front of the hanger, and make her way onto the small stage set there. It looked like it 

had just been set up in a rush, a couple of wooden pallets balanced on top of a large 

wooden crate that one of the PHAETHON booths had arrived in. She stumbled up to the 

stage with what looked like an old stage microphone in one hand, and under the other arm, 

she carried a helmet i couldn’t quite see. I listened to the crackle of the speaker, as the 

music was turned to background noise, and Full metal waited for hush.   



“Okay, listen up people...what you have just witnessed today, is the start of your campaign 

to get yourself ready for the recruitment. You’ve seen what the best can do, now it’s up to 

you to challenge that score, and be as prepared as you can be before the proper tests begin. 

I reckon a few of you already think you can master those dog fighting manoeuvres...maybe 

even better our new high scoring champion.  But I reckon, come six o’clock tonight, that 

name will still be sitting on the top.” She paused for a moment as the feed back echoed 

around the room, looking around the hanger floor at the excited faces below her.  

“So heres what i’m gonna do guys. Any Duo able to knock our champion from the top spot 

are gonna get themselves a brand new Chaos Terrain Flight Control System helmet of their 

choice, and that goes for the ones behind the glass too. You want it, you gotta fight for it.”  

The crowd cheered enthusiastically as she waited again for it to ease. I watched beaming 

faces turn to each other disbelieving, as others nodded confidently.  “We’re gonna do this 

the old fashioned way, i don’t want all you guys hogging the booths, while the others 

outside wait for hours okay. So we’re gonna hand out quarters at the entrance, yeh thats 

right you heard me, quarters. You wanna play you grab yourself a Starbase ace token from 

the front of the shop. You wait your turn, you thrash the ass out of the game, and then you 

leave through the side door to join the queue to collect your token again. You get me?”  The 

crowd groaned, and i noticed a couple of the kids who had entered the booth were now  

leaning out and searching for the coin slots on the side of the booths. “don’t try and get 

clever with these coin slots guys, old school they may be, but these booths don’t give out 

free credits lightly okay. If i like what i’m seeing...I might slip in a free credit to a couple of 

the good ones.I see anyone using clickers, they’re outta here- you get?”   

Nods from the crowd.  

“Those of you still on the scoreboard tonight, will get passes to come back tomorrow, to 

tighten up those interceptor skills, and maybe even train with our new High score 

champion....yeh....yeh!” she nodded as the crown realised what she was offering. “you like 

that....i bet you do...”   

“ so who wants to meet our new champion then?”  she shouted down the microphone, to 

more whistles and cheers from the floor. “who wants to meet Crazy Turtle?”   

I watched as the crowd began cheering and Full metal looked up to where I stood, waving 

me down. And that’s when I realised that I was on my own. No team, No pilot on the left 

and Gunner on the right. It was just me.   

The fraud.  

I turned from the window and made my way over to the fridge for another beer, and saw JR 

walking up the stairs. He looked at me and waved, “make that two would you, we need to  

talk.”   



I pulled the two chilled bottles from the fridge and handed him one, wasting no time in 

finding my mouth with my bottle. “I can’t go down there JR, they will eat me alive when 

they find out I have no partner.”   

“You have got a partner, and that’s what we need to talk about, he needs your help.”  He 

said, and I could tell there was more.  

“We have an idea, but he will only do it if you are the one pulling the strings.”   

“Sure,” i said, “anything but the mob downstairs, they’ll do anything for a Red Five original!”  

I laughed, but it was more a nervous snort.  

“I think we have a way back into the Devils tower, it’s pretty obvious really, but needs a bit 

of work...are you in?”   

“ ...’course I’m in, it’s Horzes for Christs sake. I don’t want him on ice for the next 40 years of 

his life do I? What’s do I have to do, how do we get back there, I mean it’s not just down the 

road is it?”   

“That’s the great thing about it 89,” he closed in and whispered as he looked around the 

room, “We don’t need to leave Starbase ace, we can do it all from here...from the booth 

downstairs.”  he pointed to his feet and the room below. 

I looked at him confused as Full Metal entered the room, “are you coming or what, your 

audience awaits you downstairs”   

I turned to JR and he nodded, “...go bask in your glory, Horzes will explain later!”   

Full Metal waved me forward, but I was reluctant to move from the fridge. 

“I see I am going to have to temp you with trinkets and shiny baubles hey...” Full metal 

pulled out the helmet she had been hiding around her back, and revealed her very own 

Tank Girl prototype.  

“It ain’t a toy 89, that blue-gene thing actually works on the front- and I reckon you might 

need the company down there!”   

I was gobsmacked to say the least as she held out the amazing helmet with a smile. 

JR smiled this time, sipping his beer and pointing to the helmet in Full metals hand, “now 

that is a fine piece of craftsmanship, if I do say so myself. I am guessing that you have had 

the privilege of only viewing it before. Not many folks get to see a fully functioning Flight 

Interceptor Helmet, complete with its very own Q CLiD number. 

I looked up confused, “a what?” 

JR laughed walking over and taking the helmet from Full metal and placed it on my head. 



“It’s a Quantum communication link Identification number, Q CLID for short. And it gives the 

user complete access to the EDA network just like the one my brother wore while he 

communicated telepathically with the jelly fish.” He wiggled the helmet until it fit snuggly on 

my head, “It’s not brilliant, by any means, and no…CHAOS TERRAIN don’t know I have it, but 

I reckon it will help you and Horzes discuss strategy while you are sitting in the PHAETHON 

booth downstairs. Give it a go, we have never had a chance to talk to someone from the 

inside.”  

“come on” Full metal smiled holding out her hand for me to take, “lets go try it out”  

I gulped the last four swigs from the bottle, then placed it on the fridge, turning to Full metal 

slowly, “okay, let’s do this.” I pulled the snoopy goggles down over my face and gave my 

dopiest grin, then grabbed Full Metals hand and called out his name. 

“Horzes…you there?” I thought, then waited in the silence. And then I heard him. 

“much anger I sense in this one!” 

I laughed and nodded at both JR and Full Metal giving them the thumbs up, as Crazy Horzes 

began cracking his lame ass jokes. I talked or rather thought again, and waited for the words 

to come cascading into my head. 

“this is fracking awesome Horzes, it’s so clear, I can hear you in my head!’ 

“yeh, just another voice amongst the madness in here” He replied. 

“watch this!” he added, and I soon saw the ghostly tactical display pop up on the goggles I 

wore. 

“pretty neat huh?”  

“can you see this?” I asked. 

“I can now,” horzes replied,” say… turn around”  

I spun slowly around the room looking up and down until he shouted in my head, 

“whoooaa, stop right there….”  I stopped, realising I was now facing Full Metal. 

I watched as my visor targeting system zoomed into Full Metals cleavage, 

“hey, pack it in perv!” I laughed, turning away, “can you control the helmet?”  

“control it…sure, once JR gave me the QCLiD number I was able take complete control of 

you and the device- awesome eh!” 

I was awestruck, before concern struck me, and I flashed a worried look at Jr. 



“hey…im serious, you can’t mess my brain up in there can you?” I asked, “I mean you can’t 

do any other shit like make me cluck like a chicken or make me do stupid things… or read 

my mind?” 

“shit yeh 89… you is now my biatch, I have full access to all those dirty thoughts of yours 

now, I’m like both the good angel and the bad angel on your shoulder now” he sounded like 

one of those cheap hypnotists, “…I can make you want me so bad…..you want me sooooo 

bad!” and I sighed. 

JR broke the silent conversation by tapping me on the shoulder, “so how is it working 

Turtle?” 

I replied through thought first, then laughed, “sorry, it’s tricky to adjust, but it’s 

unbelievable, I mean I can actually watch as the little shit takes control of my helmet. And 

his voice is as clear as you are speaking to me right now” I waved my hands eagerly, “he can 

even see what I can see. JR while we’re at it …really, what exactly is a  QCLiD and can he fry 

my brain with it ?”  

“ hah no,” Jr laughed, “It’s simple, as I said, its just an ID number, an access pin code 

programmed into every EDA device to enable access to the grid, things like the wrist 

communicators, drones, the ATHIDS, the ships, even the vehicles have these unique 

numbers that allow those with the highest clearance to control every and any device. If you 

have the QCliD number…you have control. I’ve told Horzes how he can use these numbers 

to utilise any device he wants, it’s just a matter of getting the codes then giving him access.” 

“and this means he can see what I see through the visor now?” I frowned.  

JR nodded as Full metal smiled, “Hey, how do you and Horzes fancy trying the simulator out 

with the helmet on…it should be quite a flying experience.”  

“shit yeh, lets do this Turtle!” Horzes interrupted, “I’m like the ultimate wingman inside your 

brain- we can’t lose!”  

“sure” I replied, “he says why not eh. Say, can I turn him off as easy as he can turn on?”  

full Metal slapped me on the back and laughed at my joke, but I wasn’t joking as I raised the 

goggles, turning instead briefly to JR looking slightly concerned about my last question, 

before we all descended into the chaos of the gaming room. 

“Once we plug him into the immersion booth, he’s got free reign,” Jr explained walking 

behind me as the goggles scanned the steps for height width and depth and displayed the 

dimensions, “the thing is,” he added, “…I’m not really sure what will happen when we plug 

him in”  



“well if you’re not sure JR, then Horzes aint really the person you want to be entrusting this 

kinda technology to Jr. He might just take over the planet with it!” I laughed. Now it was JRs 

turn to look concerned. 

 

 

  

  

  

  

 The hanger floor was a chaotic scene. Swarms of sugar drugged kids were running between 

the gaming booths like eager ants trying to locate a free PHAETHON booth to insert their 

newly acquired credit tokens, while others stampeded the poor confused girl handing out 

the remaining Starbase Ace tokens. The confused girl; Maxine, stood down at the front of 

the hanger, by the makeshift stage, loitering like the refreshment girls of old who sold ice 

cream cones once upon a time at the front of the cinema. The music playing overhead was 

drowned out over the excited buzz of gamers wanting to experience the novelty of an era 

long gone, the chance to actually be part of something not seen since the 80’s.  Space 

invader mania had returned. 

  I squeezed passed the cheering crowd huddled next to one of the booths as they peered 

inside watching couple of kids crash and burn their interceptor on Europa’s icy surface. Their 

combined score flashed up 10,000, and I glanced up to the large scoreboard on the wall to 

see their score join four other scores underneath the leader; me. 

 They had little time to savour the moment, or unhook their Chaos Terrain ‘Goose’ and 

‘Iceman’ helmets from the booths umbilical USB port, as two new contestants pushed their 

way inside the booth and took their place. Full Metal grabbed my arm with her strong 

artificial appendage, and pulled me onward into the frenzy of the crowd shaking her head. 

“Amateurs!”  she shouted over the racket. I followed her like a lost puppy on a leash, as she 

pulled me onward towards the stage, “These dipshits have no clue what they are doing ’89, 

it’s all in guns blazing with them, where’s the style, where’s the class.” Horzes added in my 

ear as we approached the girl with the tokens. 

Full Metal smiled at the Maxine and took a couple of tokens from her, “we’re 

commandeering that booth Max, Turtle here is gonna show them how to do it” I smiled at 

Maxine as she gave me a nod, “sure, I’ll clear this one and give them a couple of free 

credits” I watched as she bent down to the booth next to the stage and flicked the power 

switch to off, much to the disbelief of the two Buck Rogers fans sat inside, “beat it kids, the 



next five games are on Turtle here!”  she pointed over to me and handed the two kids a 

handful of tokens. When they saw the tokens they happily slid out the booth to make way 

for me.  

The leather seat was still warm as I slid into the pilot side of the two-man booth, and the 

smell was a mixture of sweaty balls and coke. The screen was blank, until Maxine reached 

down and flicked the switch again to reboot the title sequence. I watched as it blinked to 

life, then simply displayed the spinning EDA earth defence logo. 

“okay ’89, plug yourself in and let’s see what the two of you can do for real!” Full Metal 

winked, holding up two small Starbase Ace tokens. Nervously, I took hold of the umbilical 

cord dangling from my helmet and searched for the USB portal in the middle console, then 

fumbled with the connection for a moment. “Can’t find the hole eh?”  Horzes chuckled, but I 

just told him to shut the hell up. 

The cord connection finally clicked and crackled in my helmet, and I gave Full Metal the 

thumbs up once more,” okay I’m in…what next Rita?”  “Now we sit back and watch the 

chaos Hon’ and you show us how it’s done.” 

I sighed, wringing my hands, then lowered my goggles and waited for the screen to come to 

life. But all I saw was the glitching random scroll of computer text on the screen. “is that you 

Horzes?” I thought. “sure is Turtle,” he replied, “I’m just running a quick check…” he 

disappeared for a second then came back, “Okay I’m in-this QCLiD shit works great!” 

The EDA logo on the screen disappeared, and, like in the basement booth, I once again 

found my on screen animated self-walking through the hissing dry ice fume exhaust in slow 

motion towards my waiting refuelled interceptor. Beside me was my co-pilot, “Horzes, are 

you seeing this?” I watched as the animated co-pilot turned and gave me the thumbs up 

with the cheesiest winking grin I had ever seen. And as I watched, the characters pixelated 

face morphed into Horzes. “Oh I am loving this Turtle…. Watch this!” he added as I watched 

the interceptor design change on the screen in front of me. “wait…” I gasped, “are you 

changing the programming Horzes?” I turned to Full Metal who could only shrug back. “hell 

yeh, if Kirk can do it, then so can we” Horzes replied full of his cocky charm.  

My Buck Rogers Interceptor was now being pimped into something that looked like 

Starbucks Viper from Battlestar Galactica, only with a glowing blue ball like shield over its 

nose reminding me of an old computer game I couldn’t quite remember the name of, and I 

paused marvelling at its sleek design. “get in Bitch, let’s take these wheels for a spin” 

I was expecting us to repeat what we had achieved earlier in the first simulation, but Horzes 

had other ideas from the moment we took off. It turned out to be quite hilarious. 

He began by making all the on screen engineer characters’ that were working on the other 

squadron of interceptors, stop what they were doing and begin goose stepping up and down 

the hanger of our mothership in double time, before we took off backwards firing off our 



wing mounted machine guns back into the bay.  The machine guns had become huge 

cartoon versions of themselves mounted on equally moronic wings, that reminded me of 

the mayhem Jim Carey’s character displayed in the Mask. Exaggerated death exploded 

everywhere, total crimson carnage which should have read  FINISH HIM! But once we were 

actually flying it only got worse. I watched as Horzes approached the enemy craft, but 

instead of intercepting them, he simply turned all them all into ten pins -and bowled them 

out. We flew through the tumbling pins as Horzes shouted ‘STEEEEEEERRIIIIKKEEEEE!” And 

that’s not all, as we passed the planets, he pixelated them into that familiar custard pie face 

from the 1920s silent movie, and flew straight through each and every one of them. And 

when we screeched to a handbrake halt- all our Viper manoeuvres had cool Tron like light 

cycle trails behind us.  

I just sat back clutching the steering, watching his madness, while he worked his way 

through the programing, with his very own infinite improbability drive. 

“what the hell is he doing 89?”  Full Metal asked peering at the madness on the screen, 

which was now becoming more bizarre by the second. I just sat there like one of Matthew 

Broderick’s space test chimpanzees, helplessly watching as their simulator machine glitched 

away in overload mode. “I dunno, he said he was trying something out Rita!” 

Suddenly the screen went blank, as did the other booths around us  by the sound of the 

groaning, and then the music cut off. Everyone around began booing and hissing, directing 

their frustrations out on Full Metal, who stood there for a moment, as confused as 

everybody else. 

“what the Fuck Horzes?” I asked as the room plunged into darkness. “chill Turtle, I got this- 

it’s just a bit of showmanship. Follow my lead, I’ll explain on the way okay. Remember what 

JR said about controlling anything with a QCLiD number- well I’m in. Just follow the 

instructions on the screen okay…and don’t get yourself killed okay, these ATHIDS are a bitch 

to hack” 

“what? What the hell are you on about Horzes?” 

Just then my screen powered up again, along with the rest of the PHAETHON booths in the 

hanger. Above us, the huge scoreboard switched on and tuned in like an old 1950’s 

television with bad reception. The scoreboard scrolled, then steadied, and the image of the 

EDA defence logo appeared with the warning DEFCON5. Then our own booth screens 

relayed the breaking news.  A panicked reporter with a thick New York accent voice over 

began his presentation, much in the like that of the war of the Worlds prank of yesteryear. 

“ladies and gentlemen, we are getting reports of panic in the streets…Earth is under attack 

people, good god…I don’t believe what I am seeing, oh my god they are coming!” sirens 

blaze from the speakers as another voice interrupted the reported, before his image broke 

through the static. He had so much ribbon on his military lapel I began to wonder just how 

many EDA campaigns he had fought in. He looked old and angry, his brow was furled and his 

glare menacing, 



“This is not a drill recruits,” He spoke slowly as he stared at the camera, “ At zero seven 

thirty hours the EDA Headquarters at Devils Tower southern perimeter was attacked by an 

unknown enemy. The breach was contained to the EDA servers where a virus has been 

detected, but all intelligence points to a second imminent wave far larger than the likes we 

have seen previously, and it is up to you, our reinforcements, to defend our stronghold 

southern borders against our aggressors. You have each been assigned drones to aid you in 

your duty, those of you that can do so – are to use the booths provided to your advantage. 

Those of you without access to a booth nearby, return to your homes, and access your wi fi 

equipment and await further instructions, you will be assigned whatever tactical weaponry 

available. All other EDA representatives in the room, this is a code ALPHA 3 DELTA. 

Communications black out. Remember, never give up….never surrender… and gods speed 

people!  “For those with the booth technology available to them, what follows is instructions 

on how to operate your Armoured Tactical Humanoid Infantry Drone or ATHID for short, 

from the booth you are now controlling…”  

I looked around as the scowling instructor on the screen continued to talk, seeing several of 

the EDA soldiers looking panicked and checking their comms links for whatever an ALPHA 3 

DELTA command was, while Full Metal turned to JR, who was watching down from the crew 

room above. He shrugged and pointed down to me tapping at his head. 

“what the fuck are you playing at Horzes, quit it -this isn’t funny” I demanded, but he did not 

respond. Instead my screen listed my assigned ATHID, a robotic foot soldier, and patched 

my booth through to its connection. I could smell fear all around me as panic set in, and 

scared kids began running for the exits. Full Metal leaned in again and asked me if this was 

Horzes doing, and I shrugged, “I think so Rita, he told me to play along” She smiled and 

patted me on the shoulder, then turned up to JR and gave him the thumbs up. I watched her 

pull a kid from the booth next to me and swipe his helmet from his head, “sorry kid, gotta 

save the planet” she winked before sliding inside and the confused kid ran from the exit 

white as a sheet with fear.  

“…the armoured Tactical Humanoid Infantry Drone has several key functions, and what 

follows is a user’s guide to operations…” 

All in all, fifteen kids stayed glued to their screens as the familiarisation video began, each 

eager to man the booths and to do their duty, none of them I expect were really fooled by 

the ‘war of the worlds’ radio broadcast type hysteria, but I’ll never know. Maybe they were 

just crazy bastards who loved the thought of the kill. JR joined us as the hanger room 

emptied, and he locked the doors after he had watched the confused EDA guards run to 

their vehicles outside to check in.  He found a vacant booth and our booths were assigned 

our very own ATHID soldier drone. 

“don’t worry Turtle, I’ve assigned the hangers on in the other booths unarmed ATHID 

drones, they are the bottom feeders of the camp, only you Full Metal and JR and live and 

ready to go.” 



“go where Horzes for fucks sake?” 

“where else Chappy, you’re coming to rescue Ted Masters” 

“What the hell are you talking about? 

Full Metal crackled in my ear piece, “I like, think he’s gone all Iron Eagle on us there 89, 

funny guy, very droll”  

“you got it Rita, and what better way to do it than from the comfort of your own starbase 

Ace haptic PHAETHON booth. All we need to do is go a bit Mr Anderson on the ATHIDs I 

have taken control of on the Devils Tower base, and bobs your live in lover. Its fool proof 

Turtle. You don’t even need to break into the camp, the ATHIDs are already manned inside 

the compound. All we need to do is steer them through the corridors until you find me, then 

bring me out top side and hijack a vehicle.”  

JR joined the conversation as the talking head on the screen went over the tactical fire 

power of the ATHID weaponry, “its brilliant, and by the time the security on the camp 

discovers the breach, we should already have located Horzes in the medical area, and 

hitched a ride out of there” 

“But how the hell do we find him inside that maze, are you forgetting the miles of tunnels 

down there? Where do we start? And what about the EDA guys outside by the doors…it 

won’t take them long to call somebody and tell them what’s going on in here” I answered, 

noticing the other kids completely engrossed in the mission brief from the colonel. 

“relax Turtle, I’ve blocked there QCLID comms. As for finding me well- I have you and Rita 

already planted in the lower corridors, while JR can find us a set of wheels topside. I can pin 

point my location somewhere in level B3 but I cannot access any images beyond level B2, so 

we are just going to have to use your view as canon. It will be like playing Portal again…piece 

of piss Turtle” 

“more like Doom!” I replied. 

“so let me get this straight Horzes” I began repeating what they had all just told me, “You 

have broken into the server at Devils Tower, where you are being held against your will. And 

using some sorta matrix mojo shit, you have Lawnmower manned your way inside the EDA 

main frame and stolen the QCLiD ids that control the Drones protecting the base. You’ve 

just faked an alien invasion and recruited a bunch of gun ho kids to hot wire the security 

drones …and you want us to control them from here…inside these booths, to raid the 

medical bay and pull your body out of stasis before they enslave you into becoming a drone 

jockey for the EDA?”  I paused dumfounded. 

“That about sums it up …you in?” Horzes replied. 



“when you say it like that 89, it sounds pretty neat, simple but pretty neat” Jr interrupted 

“Okay Horzes, do your stuff man, before we have second thoughts. 

The colonel on my screen winked, and I knew it was Horzes, “Okay people, good luck- and 

remember do or do not there is no try.” From behind me I heard a couple of the kids scream 

out shit yeh! As my goggles lit up and my screen became the POV camera from atop the 

ATHIDs shoulders. 

 

 

I was back inside the sanitised corridors of the EDAs base, deep within the Devils Tower. 

 

 

 

 

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  



  

   

  

  

  

  

  

  

  


